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FOREWORD
DAIMLER AND BENZ FOUNDATION
Digital technologies have not only become an integral
part of the value chain in agriculture, aerospace, logistics, telecommunications, the media and entertainment,
but are now proving to be key drivers of further developments in their own right. In medicine too, we are
moving towards data-driven medical science that not
only guides medical professionals in diagnosis and in
choosing methods of treatment, but is also capable of
accompanying patients individually in their course of
therapy.
Our transportation systems are on the threshold of a
comparable development that is about to have a great
impact on our society and will fundamentally transform
the face of our cities. Just as the automobile has had a
visible influence on the built structure of public space
over the past 130 years or so, partially or highly automated vehicles along with closely networked transportation systems for people and goods will emerge as
determining factors in the future. With shuttle buses,
owned or rented cars, delivery boxes, rail and other public transport, car-sharing services, and rented scooters,
we will then have a variety of transport options at our
disposal that will need to be orchestrated in real time.
What we are hoping for is plain to see: the prevention
of accidents, lost time and traffic jams, along with gains
in economic and ecological efficiency, increased safety for the passengers transported and enhanced travel
comfort. On the other hand, the infrastructure for these
highly complex, interlocking services has yet to be created. We should also bear in mind the far-reaching indirect effects of this revolutionary development as early
as possible: comprehensive data on our mobility behaviour will be collected, which must be appropriately
used and protected if we do not want to be involuntarily
transformed from anonymous transport users into transparent passengers. This mobility transformation could
also make numerous occupations redundant, while others could newly arise – which will undeniably require
the employees concerned to undergo processes of learning and adaptation that will not always be easy.
Moreover, cities and municipalities will be faced with
some questions: who will have to pay for and maintain
the necessary technological infrastructure for the traffic
of the future? Who will guarantee its correct functioning, even in critical situations? After all, the safety of
passengers depends on it. Last but not least, the hetero-

geneous nature of public space and the built structure
of existing cities will lead to distortions: while citizens
in some urban centres will have a variety of individual
transportation options to choose from, in other places
these can scarcely be provided to a comparable extent
or interact in a practicable way. The needs and expectations of various social groups, urban and rural populations, public institutions, private individuals and companies will considerably diverge.
This book sets out to contribute towards providing
a basis for the expected public debate and to provide
all discussion partners with the necessary information.
Over a period of two years, the Daimler and Benz Foundation funded an interdisciplinary research project for
this purpose at the TU Wien in Vienna under the title
“AVENUE21 – Autonomous Traffic: Developments in
Urban Europe”. On the basis of selected cities and metropolitan areas, this project investigated what scenarios
can be expected for Europe and what developments are
already emerging today on a global scale. In particular, the scientists were at pains to develop scenarios and
identify viable social solutions for the future that offer added value for all concerned and can help defuse
anticipated conflicts in advance by means of objective
classification. May their research findings presented in
this volume further contribute to the development of a
sustainable understanding of planning that does not react to changes, but anticipates them. Architects, urban
planners and citizens alike should thereby succeed in
understanding the upcoming changes above all as a historical opportunity to jointly shape the city of the future
in a socially attractive, liveable and ecologically sustainable way.

Prof. Dr. Eckard Minx,
Prof. Dr. Lutz H. Gade
Board of Directors of the Daimler and Benz Foundation
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FOREWORD
AVENUE21
A reflection on the history of the “European city” (for
more on the use of this term, see Chap. 3.2) reveals the
close connection between the constructed city, transport and mobility. Each new transport technology has
left its mark on the social fabric of the space in terms
of the mobility of urban societies and has generated new urban structures. Amongst the “revolutions of
reachability” (Schmitz 2001), the car takes on a special
role. Unlike trains, trams or aeroplanes, at first no separate transport network was created for private car use;
instead, existing public spaces – streets – were simply
adapted for car traffic. The resulting land-use conflicts
between functional transport on the one hand, and urban liveability on the other were mostly resolved in
favour of function, in line with Modernist thinking. Urban spaces were allocated accordingly and their use was
laid down in law.
When the impacts of connected and automated transport
(CAT) are analysed, it is again assumed that CAT technology will prevail in existing public spaces, i.e. streets.
To date, barely any studies have factored in the heterogeneity of road networks or the creative leeway of local
planning cultures. In this publication, we counterbalance this reductionism by incorporating a wide range of
perspectives. Looking closely at different streetscapes
and planning rationalities has relevant implications for
any assessment of the technological feasibility and implementation potential of CAT in European cities.

Connected and automated vehicles (CAVs) are just one
aspect of a broad technological, economic, ecological
and social change: globalization, digitalization, the climate crisis, urbanization, social differentiation and the
integration of increasingly diverse cultures are examples
of the challenges to which modern societies will have
to adapt. Hartmut Rosa speaks of an unending cycle of
acceleration when it comes to technology-driven social
change that has a significant impact on everyday life
(2012, 2013; see Fig. 0.1).
An area where these challenges are particularly relevant is mobility in an increasingly mobile society. For
this reason, European cities are on the cusp of a radical
change

1

with which the transition to a post-fossil fuel
era must be actively encouraged, shaped and
realized (Kollosche/Schwedes 2016) and

2

which has gained momentum due to technological innovations in particular and whose
potentials and risks are only gradually becoming
apparent (Rosa 2013).

This change will neither occur “of its own accord”
nor will it be possible to manage it with existing planning practices; rather, it will require collaborative and

Figure 0.1: The acceleration cycle
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Source: AVENUE21 based on Rosa (2012)
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proactive learning and action. For this reason, it is vital to investigate the conditions under which CAT can
contribute to sustainable mobility and consider the
extent to which unpredictable risks may arise.
Underlying our research project is an approach that
takes into account the heterogeneity of urban regions
and local governance. This method has made it clear
that some of the presumed effects of CAT – such as
improvements in road safety, the avoidance of traffic
jams or a potential change in people’s and companies’ behaviour – have to be not only reassessed but
also evaluated in light of local circumstances. This
has significant implications, primarily for near-term
planning policy and practice, which will ultimately
set the course for future CAT development. To this
end, our research project included the identification
of fields of action and the development of potential
regulatory measures; our findings are presented in
this publication.
The questions asked of any changing mobility system
are intensified in connected and automated mobility
(CAM). As with past transport innovations, the implementation of this technology will have a significant
impact on future urban development. The precise nature of this impact is largely uncertain, but it is bound
to manifest itself in very diverse ways, especially in
smaller areas. The technical developments related to
CAT are currently still in the formative phase, as they
were throughout the period of our study. This stage is
characterized by experimentation and will gradually
give rise to solutions. It is therefore also a creative
phase: in terms of technological development, but
also in terms of policy, planning, administration and
civil society.

AVENUE21 Project Team
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SUMMARY:
THE IMPACT OF CONNECTED AND AUTOMATED
TRANSPORT ON URBAN DEVELOPMENT IN EUROPE
Increasing connectivity and automation of transport is
expected to fundamentally reorganize mobility in urban
and rural areas and all related economic sectors. Driving assistance systems and connectivity in new cars are
quickly becoming established in the entire fleet. At the
same time, connectivity and automation are being tested
worldwide in the context of demand-oriented mobility
services – as yet limited to test areas. Even though the
technical feasibility of connected and automated vehicles (CAVs) is assessed more soberly today than during
the initial euphoria, this change in mobility systems
could have spatial and social consequences as far-reaching as the advent of the automobile some 100 years ago.
Preparing for this challenge, better understanding the
opportunities and risks of CAVs with regard to more
sustainable transport, and hence making CAVs practicable, are therefore the central tasks of spatial and mobility planning at the beginning of the 21st century.

•

The results suggest that a paradigm shift in
mobility is imminent. This is shown by the fact
that, in the context of automated driving systems,
the question “Will this trip require the presence
of a human being or will it be delegated to a
machine?” will have to be answered first, before
addressing the hitherto fundamental question of
transport and urban development policy: “Which
mode of transport will people choose for a particular trip?”

•

The experts expect that this change will not
occur evenly across the settlement structure.
The earliest and highest suitability for the
deployment of CAVs was attributed to streets in
industrial and suburban areas, while historical
city centres and inner cities are believed to have
the worst suitability (see Chap. 3.4).

EXPERT OPINION: EXTENSIVE URBAN TRANSFORMATION
IS TO BE EXPECTED

A SPATIALLY DIFFERENTIATED PERSPECTIVE: THE LONG
LEVEL 4

Within the framework of the AVENUE21 project, two
expert surveys with more than 300 participants were
carried out to determine the current level of awareness in
urban development and associated fields of the potential
impacts of CAVs. The central findings are:

It should be noted that streets simultaneously have to
ensure both the functioning and the liveability of towns
and cities. The resulting conflicts of use have shaped
their development. To date, most studies have largely
ignored the fact that with CAVs, the optimization of
streets for transportation purposes will undermine their
use as public spaces. The decisive role played by policy
and planning, whose task it is to find a balance between
these two demands, has also been widely disregarded
(see Chaps. 4.1, 4.2).

•

The respondents have great confidence in the
public sector. Policy measures are called for at
the local and regional level, but there is no consensus as to the specific nature of these policies.

•

The interviewees explicitly desire stronger participation by political actors and civil society in
the discourse surrounding CAVs.

•

Automated means of transport are expected to
have a high potential to displace non-automated
means of transport. According to the experts’
assessment, the highest pressure in this regard
comes from automated car- and ride-sharing
services (97.6% of respondents believe that these
applications will displace non-automated means
of transport). Connected and automated private
cars were named second (96.2%).

In the case of automated driving systems, this contradiction has an influence on technological feasibility.
Their use in a heterogeneous road network, consisting
not only of busy inner cities but also motorways, residential, commercial and industrial areas means that no
date can be predicted for the impending change (see
Chap. 4.4). A gradual process is more likely, extending
over several decades, during which CAVs will be deployed only in parts of the road network. During this
transition period, conventional means of transport will
continue to play an essential but increasingly specialized role. We call this stage the “Long Level 4”.
VIII

The following findings can be summarized for the Long
Level 4 stage:
•

•

•

For a long time, CAVs will only be available in
parts of the city. Previously anticipated impacts
– from road safety to traffic performance issues
and the potential of reclaiming land currently
used for parking spaces – must be reassessed.
With “automated drivability”, the AVENUE21
project team has developed an index that can
be used to determine the suitability of road
segments for highly automated vehicles. Only
publicly accessible data are used for the analysis,
meaning that large road networks can be evaluated at little expense (see Chap. 4.4; main finding
of Aggelos Soteropoulos’ dissertation).
The Long Level 4 is characterized by a fundamental contradiction: roads that are attractive
public spaces constitute the greatest technological challenge and will not allow for automated
driving at today’s regular speeds. Considerable
pressure is to be expected on the development of
these streets.

•

The uneven deployment of new mobility services
in passenger and freight transport will lead to
the destabilization of the spatial/transport system
from the very moment that automated driving is
possible on motorways.

•

A differentiated suitability of the road network
is likely to have a significant influence on the
location choices of businesses and individuals,
causing extremely dynamic land use during the
Long Level 4.

•

Opportunities (better connection to the public
transport network, increasing attractiveness of
the location for transport-intensive economic
sectors, recovery of public space) but also risks
(problems of traffic safety, road use conflicts,
increasing traffic volume) will be concentrated in
peripheral and already car-friendly locations.

•

Without any management measures, progressive
urban sprawl will be the first spatial effect of
CAVs. The increase in accessibility thanks to

new mobility services activates land reserves,
which will in turn exert pressure on regional land
markets.
•

The connectivity, automation and electrification
of vehicles will lead to considerable municipal
fiscal effects that were qualitatively recorded
during this project (see Chap. 4.3).

TOWARDS SUSTAINABLE MOBILITY: ADVANCEMENT
OF LOCAL AND REGIONAL TRANSPORT POLICY AND
PLANNING WITH CAVS
Connected and automated vehicles are part of a present
that is characterized by profound social changes (see
Chap. 3.1). As in the past, current dynamics of change
will be intensified by new transport technologies. They
drive change and ultimately determine its spatial effectiveness.
The project team acknowledges that, due to the climate
crisis and the frequently polluted roads in European urban
regions, change will inevitably be initiated within a paradigm of greater ecological sustainability that also takes
social and economic effects into account. The relevance
of this aspect was also confirmed in the expert surveys,
in which the reduction of environmental pollution, the
improvement of traffic safety, the development towards
more compact cities and more socially inclusive mobility were named as the most important urban development
goals. There is wide agreement that these goals cannot be
achieved through new technologies such as CAVs alone.
Therefore, urban mobility in particular must be completely reimagined to (1) avoid traffic, (2) shift to more environmentally friendly forms of transport (active mobility
– walking and cycling – and public transport), and (3) improve the attractiveness of streets as public spaces.
Implementing this A-S-I strategy – avoid, shift, improve –
will require established instruments and policy measures
(e.g. traffic avoidance in the 15-minute city) as well as
completely new approaches. As CAVs are likely to bring
about far-reaching urban transformation, effective measures by dedicated actors are imperative. New actors must
be identified and involved, while existing competence
boundaries must be questioned.
IX

The following points are an initial framework for a
critical reflection on existing planning and policy approaches:
•

A discourse analysis of different transport
policy levels in the European Union (EU)
reveals contradictory objectives. In the EU and
in most nation states, CAVs are portrayed as
the environmentally friendly, safe, and “smart”
modernization of the automobile that is
capable of strengthening both business in the
EU and inter-European cohesion. This view
is contested at the local and regional levels of
transport policy where traffic issues are apparent (see Chap. 4.6; main finding of Andrea
Stickler’s dissertation).

•

Full coordination and communication between
the various political levels have not yet been
achieved as a result of this dissent; opportunities for municipal and regional action have
therefore remained largely unexploited.

•

Cities determine the everyday living conditions of their inhabitants to a large extent. Local and regional policy and planning therefore
offer greater scope and flexibility. In addition,
planning and management decisions can be
made relatively quickly and be more targeted.

•

In the course of a case study on pioneering regions around the world (San Francisco, Greater London, Gothenburg, Tokyo, Singapore),
it became clear that in almost all such regions
the change in mobility (as a partial aspect of
digitalization) is regarded as so fundamental
that the administration itself is being restructured. The basic assumption is that the established structures do not have the necessary
flexibility to cope with the newly emerging
cross-sectional issues (see Chap. 4.5).

•

The considerable uncertainties that will arise
in urban and mobility planning in the coming
years make it necessary to establish reflexive
planning and governance concepts in which
the possibility of revision is an integrated part
of the planning process (see Chap. 4.7; main
finding of Emilia Bruck’s dissertation).

•

Real-world trials, pilot projects, and urban
living labs offer great potential to test CAVs
as part of a revisable process in line with the
objectives of sustainable mobility and to integrate them into the existing traffic system or to
develop them to this end.

FIELDS OF ACTION FOR THE NEXT FIVE TO TEN YEARS
The influence of the spatial context on the implementation of CAVs and the fact that a shift towards sustainable transport also requires classic political planning
suggests that the transition period can be shaped locally.
During this project, narrative scenarios were developed
to emphasize such local management opportunities. For
the scenario writing aspect, the constellation of actors
from the fields of policy and planning and their mindset
were selected as the key factor. By involving several focus groups, practical knowledge flowed into the scenario process (see Chap. 5).
The results of the analyses and scenario work were combined in practice-oriented action plans. They examine
central questions that cities and urban regions will have
to address in the next five to ten years. An important
prerequisite is the formulation of clear objectives in the
context of urban and neighbourhood development and
transport in order to provide sustainable urban mobility
for all (see Chap. 6).
The transition to sustainable mobility requires decisive
action. Connected and automated vehicles present opportunities and risks and pose new challenges for urban
regional administrations and planners. Requirements and
framework conditions must be defined for governance
and planning processes (adaptive, controlling, restrictive
and/or promoting) so that CAVs can contribute to achieving the ambitious goals of sustainable mobility. The dynamics that result from an uneven spatial deployment
of CAVs during the Long Level 4 make it necessary for
decision makers to act quickly. Cities and regions have to
accept their responsibility to shape the future and cannot
wait until issues are fixed at higher policy levels and/or
until the new technologies have already been deployed.
Since 2013, cities and regions within the EU have been
encouraged to develop and jointly evaluate Sustainable
Urban Mobility Plans (SUMPs). In late 2019, a revised

X

version of the SUMPs was presented that considers the
challenges – both opportunities and risks – of CAVs.
The results of AVENUE21 were partly incorporated into
this revised version (cf. Backhaus et al. 2019). In order
to ensure the goal of sustainable development at the local and regional level, the main objective is to strengthen
the planning authorities and policymakers at these levels, and to support them in their strategies.

OUTLOOK
The Daimler and Benz Foundation has decided to support this research project for another year as part of the
Ladenburg Research Cluster. During the first two years
of research, the importance of rural areas in the context
of connected and automated mobility became apparent. Furthermore, due to the minimal number of studies
on spatial planning, or approaches to management and
planning, that focus on Europe, international authors
were invited to contribute to a reader on the opportunities and risks of CAVs in the context of spatial and mobility planning in urban and rural areas. This publication
was published in early 2021.
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CONNECTED AND AUTOMATED TRANSPORT:
THE ROAD AHEAD
At least since the turn of the millennium, it has become
clear that Europe’s cities are facing a rising number of
increasingly demanding challenges. Climate change and
global technological development are two considerable
global drivers that are also governing social change
in Europe. These two significant aspects require us to
re-examine fundamental questions concerning urban development. They are also set to shape the development
pathway of an urban mobility model on the verge of
radical change. On the one hand, thanks to automation,
we are seeing the development of multiple sensors, and
driving assistance and propulsion systems; on the other, digitalization is giving us mobility solutions (MaaS
– Mobility as a Service) – controlled via platforms or
apps – that cater to and amplify specific demands, thus
bringing forth new types of mobility. In a modern, mobile society, transport systems play a crucial role in
shaping both objective and subjective assessments of
quality of life, and they are inseparably linked to urban
development challenges. New technologies and a transformation of mobility based on new mobility types thus
also require urban development, urban policy and urban
planning actors to rethink their concepts, strategies,
measures, processes and instruments.
New mobility technologies offer a whole host of opportunities: digitalization can be an additional tool for urban policymakers and planners, but its potential might
only be tapped over time (Giffinger et al. 2018); connected and automated vehicles (CAVs) form a key aspect of smart city strategy design; and comprehensive
infrastructural investments in the expansion of digital
networks (e.g. 5G and G5 technology), smart curbs and
lane or traffic light sensors (Mitteregger et al. 2019) are
currently the subject of debate. However, as the ongoing discussion surrounding the concept of the smart city
and its existing implementation shows, predictions regarding the impacts of these technologies vary hugely
(Hajer 2014, Kitchin 2015, Bauriedl/Strüver 2018, Libbe 2018). In terms of the overall discourse, the need for
policy and planning decisions, and problems associated
with implementation, certain parallelisms to the somewhat more recent reflections on CAM are emerging.
If assumptions of just how encompassing this looming transformation could be are correct, and the impact
of this shift comes close to emulating that of another
milestone – the introduction of the automobile – then
it is clear that traffic planners will not be the only ones

whose minds will be occupied by CAM. The integration
of CAVs in the European city (for more on the use of the
term “European city”, see Chapter 3.2) should therefore
be used to reflect on the suitability of and familiar approaches to existing instruments (transport, infrastructures and platforms, as well as management approaches
to policy and planning). For this reason, it is crucial to
explore and examine – today, not tomorrow – the extent
to which new technologies can contribute to the existing
goals of sustainable mobility and do so without triggering any unwelcome side effects.

THE OPPORTUNITIES AND RISKS OF CONNECTED AND
AUTOMATED TRANSPORT
Connected and automated vehicles are currently the topic of widespread discussion in the media. It is a debate
outweighed by reports of technological progress, potential applications and the expectations linked to these
innovations in the field of mobility. These articles are
accompanied by images of futuristic-looking vehicles
and diagrams of connected vehicle networks within a
smart city. Even academic publications are dominated
by reports on optimized vehicle technologies and the
new potential resulting from vehicle-to-vehicle, smartphone and smart home connectivity.
Critical narratives are less common, primarily concern
questions regarding the ethics, accountability or authorization of such technological innovations, as well as automated driving systems, and express the population’s
widespread scepticism. But various scenarios have also
given rise to reservations among academics, who cast
numerous doubts on the problem-solving potential of
CAM. In fact, concerns are being raised that CAVs may
not only generate new problems but exacerbate existing
ones.
The scientific debate surrounding the future and the impacts CAT will have on the road and settlement structure
is dominated by the following points.
•

The discourse surrounding CAVs has long been
characterized by (successive or disruptive) technological feasibility and/or economic efficiency
(Freudendahl-Pedersen et al. 2019). Only recently have there been more frequent considerations
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of the possible interplay between economic,
ecological and social implications. Thus the
spectrum of disciplines that focus on the topic
has been expanded (Meyer/Beiker 2014, 2016,
2018, 2019).
•

•

•

The overwhelming majority of studies examining
the effects of CAT focus on transport-related issues (e.g. a greater efficiency of or burden on the
transport system, choice of transport) and largely
exclude questions concerning planning, policy
and society (Milakis et al. 2017, Soteropoulos et
al. 2018a).
“Self-driving” vehicles are often portrayed
as the “solution” to all the existing negative
impacts and side effects of (urban) mobility:
they will supposedly help avoid congestion,
reduce accident figures to almost zero, consume less energy thanks to “smart” traffic
management and thereby reduce the amount of
harmful emissions. Moreover, the technology
will allegedly grant independence of movement
to persons with reduced mobility and thus
make social integration (once again) possible
(BMVIT 2016b, 2018, Dangschat 2018, BMVI
2018, POLIS 2018).
While CAVs are being intensively tested in
North American and Asian towns and suburbs,
where initial trial operations have been launched
(Lee 2018), in European cities, the technology is
only being tested on selected routes and at low
speeds (8–15 km/h; Boersma et al. 2018, Rehrl/
Zankl 2018). Until now, the varied, densely used
and rapidly changing streetscapes of Europe’s
cities mean the situation is still too complex to
allow CAVs to be tested.

•

The discourse within society and the media and
scientific considerations of CAT predominantly
refer to the development of vehicle technologies and their connectivity. This discussion is
dominated by various engineering disciplines
and vehicle manufacturers, as well as globally
active companies in the IT industry and business
consultancies (Milakis et al. 2017).

•

In the media and as part of efforts to market the
smart city and “smart mobility”, vehicles often
appear to be futuristic, luxurious, stylish and
elegant. In animated videos, vehicles either glide
through a “sanitized” city, which has very few
inhabitants and shows no sign of “urban challenges”, or they are placed within an expansive
outdoor setting, but with the natural world and
the environment playing no role other than that
of an aesthetic backdrop (Manderscheid 2018).
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•

The majority of scenarios almost exclusively
refer to fully automated driving (SAE Level 5)
where, for instance, various levels of market penetration are discussed (usually 10%,
50% and 90%; Soteropoulos et al. 2018a). In
addition, these future development scenarios
are largely painted from a perspective based on
the interests of different actors on the supply
side (e.g. the automotive industry, IT sector,
network operators; Beiker 2015).

•

In addition, models of how streets, junctions
and motorways might look in the future are
designed with different vehicles being allocated
separate lanes, which in reality would result in
urban roads that in some places are up to 60–80
metres wide (NACTO 2017). The impacts this
design will have beyond traffic itself, such
as how pleasant it will be to use the road in
question or an increased separation effect, are
largely ignored (Mitteregger 2019, Riggs et
al. 2019).

•

Particularly in advertising, but also within everyday discourses and academic publications,
future mobility developments centre around the
car (either owned privately or used as part of
sharing concepts; Canzler/Knie 2016). Against
the backdrop of a generally growing criticism
of automobility (and of propulsion systems
in particular), these visions of the future aim
to craft a new image of the “self-driving” car
as a smarter “third space” (alongside people’s
homes and workplaces).

DEFINING THE FOCUS OF THIS STUDY
The subject of this study is the various potential applications of CAVs on roads in individual and public
transport as well as in the various hybrid forms of sharing. This is a systematic study, i.e. it includes all other
currently known modes of transportation. Applications
for freight transport and, above all, in “last mile” urban
logistics are considered. Other potential new transport
technologies that are expected to play a role in the transport system of the future (such as drones) are explicitly
left out of this study.
This investigation analyses the impacts of CAVs on the
European city, both regarding the normative framework,
which suggests a specific approach to policy and planning and the analytical framework, which comprises criteria regarding urban spaces, sustainable mobility and
heterogenous urban society.
We will be examining the most imminent phase of the
transition. The areas of action (see Chapter 6.3) concern
guidelines that are to be introduced in urban develop-
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Figure 1.1: Aspects of connected and automated mobility
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Source: AVENUE 21

ment within the next five to ten years. It is understood
that CAVs will not be able to be implemented uniformly
beyond the settlement structure during this phase due to
the heterogeneity of roads and their use. Subsequently,
phenomena of a social and spatially selective implementation of CAT will be the focus of our observations. This
requires a spatially and socially nuanced analysis, and
this publication represents the initial steps towards this
aim. At the same time, an extensive demand for research
is becoming apparent.
Indeed, the overall debate concerning CAM is – as previously mentioned – primarily focused on technological
progress (which assistance systems will be available and
when?) and the futuristic design of vehicles, especially cars. The assistance systems are divided into groups
based on how responsibility for the driving of the vehicle is shared within the human–machine interface. Internationally, these categories are based on the SAE system
(SAE International, formerly the Society of Automotive
Engineers), the SAE standard J3016 or the BASt (Federal Highway Research Institute) system in Germany.
Most previous studies, and above all publications in the
media, are limited to these classifications, and in terms
of the technological possibilities, concentrate on fully
automated driving (SAE Level 5). In this report, however, we will focus on highly automated driving, i.e. Level
4 (SAE 2019, see Chapter 4).
The question concerning when automated vehicles will
be authorized is also being discussed in public as well as
among researchers. We are thus dealing with an international race being conducted on two fronts: one between
companies in the classic automotive and IT sectors to
develop the technology, and one between nation states
or their subnational authorities (federal states and cities)
to authorize such technologies on their roads.

The authorization of various levels of automation primarily depends on their area of application (ODD –
Operational Design Domain) such as motorways, rural
areas, inner-city districts and industrial estates, as well
as further environmental factors, such as the time of day
or the weather. Given the myriad complexities of traffic
conditions as well as the availability of high-speed internet connections, the decision to authorize the use of automated vehicles over the course of time will primarily
depend on how certain situations regarding traffic can be
organized in a safe way in mixed traffic environments.
Climate change and congested road networks, however,
mean that there is also a need for urban regions in Europe to revolutionize their transport systems. Not only
does this require new, post-fossil-fuel forms of transport, but new mobility concepts and behavioural changes. A growing number of digital platforms are appearing
that allow various vehicles to be reserved and used for
a variety of journeys, the costs to be calculated and for
users to exert a certain level of control: MaaS. Car and
ride-sharing services are generally considered to play a
powerful role in this process. The aim of this transport
revolution is thus not to swap current vehicles for “more
intelligent” models, but, above all, to completely redesign urban mobility by (1) avoiding travel altogether,
(2) shifting to more environmentally friendly forms of
transport (active mobility – walking and cycling – and
public transport) and (3) improving the quality of public
space and transport (A-S-I strategy). Such a shift would
drastically change the face of the European city.
As only certain elements of the aspects mentioned here
(level of automation, ODD, use cases and MaaS) are
discussed or considered in scenarios – and tend to be
examined in parallel, not in relation to each other – it
seems relevant to always examine these four aspects as
a whole (see Figure 1.1).
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As the AVENUE21 project has not been designed to
quantify future mobility developments in European cities, the aim will not be to compile an “impact assessment” in the classic sense. Rather, the purpose is to outline and attest to the opportunities that are available to a
broad circle of actors in urban and mobility planning to
play an active role in shaping the upcoming transition.
It is not only the far-reaching consequences of CAM
but, ultimately, also the widespread scepticism about the
effects of CAT, notably among large parts of the population, (critical) social scientists and especially among
transport policy planners at the local level, that make it
necessary to discuss the terms under which CAVs are
implemented sooner rather than later. The aim should
be to avoid any negative impacts on sustainable urban
development or for certain subspaces and social groups.
It is thus the objective of the AVENUE21 project to develop alternative scenarios for actors in local/regional
policy and planning management that clearly point to
immediate needs for action but also highlight the possible impacts of various proposed activities.
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2.1
AIM OF THIS STUDY
The aim of the AVENUE21. Connected and Automated
Driving: Prospects for Urban Europe research project
is to examine the near-term impacts CAT will have on
the European city and to analyse the potentials – both
positive and negative – of this new technology. By
shifting the perspective away from the technological
possibilities and their likely applications and towards
the possible effects on planning policy, the impacts in
terms of urban development and urban societies, we
are able to focus our attention on an area that has until
now largely been given little, or, in many cases, only selective, consideration. As the many discussions among
researchers, but also particularly among “urban stakeholders”, which took place over the course of the project have shown, this shift in perspective is considered
vital by those currently concerned with the acceptance
of these new technological systems and their regulated
implementation.

These chosen areas of focus were ultimately influenced
by the members of the research team at TU Wien, which
comprises spatial and transport planners, architects, architectural theorists and sociologists.

The project’s objective was thus to depart from the
“beaten track” as much as possible and instead seek
to identify the challenges and opportunities that would
arise from the embedding of future mobility within
widespread technological evolution as part of a sweeping process of digitalization. Here the aim is not to make
assumptions about how CAT would impact future urban
mobility if it reached a market penetration of x per cent,
but rather, to consider:

Such an approach also includes considering other possible forms that the mobility of the future might take and
asking questions that technology alone cannot answer.
Fundamentally “thinking in alternatives” (Minx/Böhlke
2006) will be decisive in enabling those involved to effectively take up the challenges of the imminent transition period.

•

which policy measures would be relevant to
achieve the current objectives in urban and
regional development, particularly in light of the
urgent need for a fresh approach to transport;

•

which urban development challenges will arise
from the adjustment or enabling of new forms
of micromobility with regard to the redesign of
streets, new multimodal transport hubs as well as
modified districts and building structures;

•

how the social innovations and dynamics of
change associated with the predicted processes
can be designed (car-free multimodality, new
business models, new forms of the “sharing
economy”, etc.);

•

which cooperations and skills will be required in
planning and management to achieve this.

Another element of the AVENUE21 project is the ambition to develop a practical foundation for the outlining of
key areas of focus that should be addressed by actors in
urban and mobility development over the next five to ten
years. Here the aim is to play a part in ensuring decision
makers in cities and regions take account of the challenges, opportunities and risks of CAT that may arise
over the next 20 to 30 years and do so in good time, locate these developments within a broader shift that is reshaping the general framework, consider the vital issues
concerning the future and are able to develop specific
measures so that, ultimately, they can actively shape the
transition to a new mobility system.
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2.2
STUDY DESIGN
Figure 2.2.1: Structure of the AVENUE21 research report
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The varied and profound changes taking place and the
challenges that already exist in European cities served
as a frame of reference for the observation of the possible future outcomes for mobility brought about through
CAM. The central question of how the authorization of
CAVs would impact the cities of Europe and how local and regional policymakers and planning authorities
should respond to these effects will be approached in
three stages.
The first involves analysing the existing situation (Chap.
3). First, we outline the context of a comprehensive
social change that encompasses technology, the economy, the environment, government and society (Chap.
3.1). Once we have established the “big picture”, we
place the term “European city” and its trajectory within a historical context (Chap. 3.2) before exploring the
shift towards a New Mobility (Chap. 3.3). This is then
followed by the assessments of around 300 specialists
on the future developments and the relevance of CAT
in the context of urban development (Chap. 3.4). The
subsequent section provides an overview of the current
situation in three European metropolitan regions: Greater London, the Dutch conurbation of Randstad and the
Vienna–Lower Austria region (Chap. 3.5).
Based on an assumed prolonged transition phase in
Level 4, which we refer to here as a “Long Level 4”,1
Chapter 4 will focus on the technological development
of transport and provide a detailed look at the social and
spatial implications: the technological developments of
connectivity and automation (Chap. 4.1); the temporality of change and the significance of road infrastructure
(Chap. 4.2); the current state of research on CAM and its
impact on traffic and space, which has been developed
as part of a systematic review of international simulations (Chap. 4.3); a critical analysis identifying areas
where CAVs could drive within existing city structures,
taking “automated drivability” in Vienna as an example
(Chap. 4.4). In contrast to the majority of studies, the
AVENUE21 project team chose not to concentrate on
the “final technological stage” of highly and (in particular) fully automated driving (SAE Level 5), but instead
to turn their attention to the long transitional phase to
Level 4, during which investments in the future will be
made, but the economic and time-saving advantages can
only be marginally exploited.
Chapter 4.5 looks at pioneering CAM regions around
the globe, particularly with regard to the objectives CAV
implementation aims to achieve. This allows us to show
which supporting policy and planning management measures, as well as interventions resulting from institutional change, are being implemented. Chapter 4.6 explores
how a CAM “narrative” that focuses on the technological possibilities and the associated expectations is being
negotiated at various political levels within Europe. The
chapter closes with a consideration of the possibilities
of reflexive planning, which will be relevant within the
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context of real experiments in urban districts and given
the many questions that remain unanswered.
In Chapter 5, we combine the aspects of European urban
development taken up at the outset with the perspectives
on settlement development, transport policy and planning during the transition period outlined in Chapter
4. This is done in three scenarios. The scope for action
available in policy and planning and the underlying position were chosen as the key factors for scenarios that
reflect the standard narrative in order to emphasize various objectives, developments and opportunities to shape
mobility and the subsequently derived rationales for action (Chap. 5.2). Here we differentiate between a market-, policy- and civil society-driven approach. To paint
a clear picture of the possible future scenarios for mobility and to aid communication in coordination processes
with external parties, we have provided a descriptive
summary (Chapters 5.3 to 5.5) with figures illustrating
each scenario as well as a table comparing all three scenarios (Chap. 5.6).
The subsequent sections then present an evaluation of
these scenarios that takes place on two levels: first, the
potentials, dangers and possible compensatory actions
are examined in focus groups comprising external specialists (Chap. 5.7); second, we take an in-depth look at
the social-spatial dynamics of CAT in the Long Level 4
(Chap. 5.8).
Chapter 6 outlines action plans in a deliberate effort to
supplement existing policy papers on CAT. Following a
re-evaluation of the possible effects of CAVs on the European city (Chap. 6.1), we summarize current discussions on policy and planning strategy papers at various
levels (Chap. 6.2). This is taken as a basis to develop
seven action plans that are expected to be adopted by urban development authorities and incorporated into their
duties and responsibilities (Chap. 6.3).

1

The term “Long level 4” is used to express the idea that over the
course of a decade-long transition period, CAVs will be shown to
be capable of only a small number of driving tasks and that this
subsequently means that certain areas of cities will remain off
limits to this technology. This concept has been expressed both
in current literature on the subject (Beiker 2018, Shladover 2018)
and in public statements made by industry (Krafcik in Marx
2018).
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2.3
RESEARCH APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY
Due to the wide array of research topics and the diverse
work packages, an interdisciplinary approach was chosen
that allows the different areas of focus to be addressed effectively (OECD 2015, Kollosche/Schwedes 2016). At the
same time, a broad mix of methods was applied, although
researchers predominantly used qualitative methods adopted from empirical social research. A large amount of
time was taken up by “desk research” on the extensive
and rapidly growing field of CAT publications, which was
expanded to include other relevant areas, particularly with
the inclusion of three dissertations.1 Additional methods
were also used during networking, analysis of (partial)
results and the dissemination stage, including expert interviews,2 group discussions and focus groups.
A significant amount of time and energy went into the
creation of three scenarios during the “scenario writings”
(see Chap. 5). Here too we turned to our existing network
of research colleagues as well as figures active in policy
and planning authorities, above all to comprehensively
ensure the internal consistency and plausibility of our
main assumptions. Moreover, this study’s (preliminary)
findings were “put to the test” in a series of international
conferences and workshops, and, especially as the project continued, incorporated into discussions with the
help of lectures and published in a wide range of formats.
Finally, a great deal of importance was attached to the
creation of graphics to represent the “future scenarios”.
Especially given the fact that the possible outcomes of
CAT remain abstract and intangible, but that countless
scenarios are being talked about, featured in the media
and presented in the form of graphics, visual aids are
key to initiating discussions. However, it should be mentioned that the AVENUE21 research team is aware that
visual representations are always influenced by “subjective” images, moral concepts and beliefs.

1

Andrea Stickler examines the political discourse on connected
and automated mobility in Europe and assesses how it interacts
with local political and social conditions (Chap. 4.6).
Emilia M. Bruck’s dissertation looks at the planning approaches
taken for the design of spatial and societal transformation processes in the face of new mobility technologies, such as connected and automated vehicles. In her theoretical examination of reflexive and explorative planning methods, and also as part of a
comparative case study analysis, she analyses the extent to which
the “appropriate” use of CAVs in cities requires a rethink of local
planning approaches (Chap. 4.7).

In his PhD thesis, Aggelos Soteropoulos examines the potential
transport and spatial effects of the implementation of connected
and automated vehicles in cities, particularly with regard to the
prevailing heterogeneity of urban roads, especially their specific
transport and urban planning characteristics. In his research, special attention is given to the investigation of different roads and
their suitability for connected and automated transport. The main
point of departure here are the current problems, as indicated in
test reports, associated with connected and automated vehicles.
By taking these underlying conditions into consideration, the author is able to illustrate possible effects as well as potential measures (Chap. 4.4).
2

A list of experts who were directly involved in discussions can
be found in the acknowledgements section. Furthermore, over
300 specialists were included as part of an expert survey. It was
also possible to discuss ideas with a number of international colleagues at different conferences.
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Figure 3.1.1: The spectrum of developments: trends and focal points
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3.1
SOCIAL CHANGE AS A DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK FOR
MOBILITY
Figure 3.1.2: Interplay between different dimensions of social change
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Modern society is in the midst of a rapid, intense and
extensive transformation. One of the main reasons for
this change is the increasing pace of globalization,
which is notably responsible for intensifying trade relations, driving capital markets and thus economic competition between nation states, but also facilitating cultural exchange. A key element that makes it all possible
is the ability to communicate globally via the Web 2.0
(see Chap. 3.1.1). The second driver of the social transformation we are currently witnessing is the increasing
digitalization/digital transformation taking place within the wider context of a large-scale and multifaceted
technological revolution. This change not only affects
current and future job markets, it also facilitates and
promotes additional forms of technological change and
has a significant impact on day-to-day practices (see
Chap. 3.1.2).
While these two aspects of social change are driven by
the economy and technology, the ongoing ecological
transformation mostly stems from the consequences of
(1) the intensive exploitation of raw materials on a global scale as well as (2) damage to the environment at a
local level, both factors in which transport plays a key
role (see Chap. 3.1.3). The phenomenon of urbanization
– the growth of towns and cities – represents a fourth
significant shift (WBGU 2016): even if demographic
changes resulting from population growth are mainly

impacting Asia and Africa, the shifting population dynamics towards the agglomeration of large cities make
these phenomena relevant to Europe, too (see Chap.
3.1.4).
The fifth aspect of social change examined here concerns the new way in which policy and planning decisions are made in a process that includes additional
actors (“governance”; see Chap. 3.1.5). Lastly, we examine how the discussed trends are impacting (European) societies socio-economically, socio-demographically, socio-culturally and socio-spatially (Dangschat
2019; see Chap. 3.1.6).

3.1.1 GLOBALIZATION
Globalization is by no means a new phenomenon. Indeed, some analysts claim its origins can be traced all
the way back to the global trade relationships that existed in the Greek and Roman empires, or during the Hanseatic League (Jeute 2017). Since the end of the 1960s,
however, the term “globalization” has come to mean the
renewed intensification of trade relationships, the opening up of capital markets (e.g. with the signing of the
Bretton Woods Agreement), the dismantling of import
restrictions (tariffs, industrial standards, restrictions on
direct foreign investment), the expansion of internation-
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al air transport (Open Skies Treaty) and, above all, the
development and expansion of the internet. The rise of
Japan and South Korea, as well as the development of
numerous emerging markets in Latin America and Asia,
and, more recently, the decision by (ex-)communist
states to open up their economies, have led to the intensification of competition between manufacturing regions
and of trade relations within the triad of Europe, East
and South-East Asia and North America, which has also
resulted in goods being produced in different parts of
the world and a shift in economic power structures from
those countries considered part of the “First World” to
emerging markets (the BRICs and Asian Tigers; Ohmae
1985, Beck 1997).
The advent of the internet, and in particular the interactivity that came with Web 2.0, has not only enabled
global real-time communication; increasingly we are
also seeing the transfer of information between computers and with digitally connected devices using defined
algorithms (e.g. on financial markets, in trade relations
and, currently, even manufacturing). The proliferation
of manufacturing and trade relationships has brought
nation states and companies together in the throes of
competition between different economic orders, welfare
state models, approaches to policy, moral concepts and
everyday practices.
For the automotive industry, the development of CAVs
and their implementation, this global competition has
major ramifications (Porter/Heppelmann 2014). In addition to the growing competition between car manufacturers due to new players entering the market (first
Japan, then Korea, China and India), parts suppliers
(Bosch, Continental), media businesses (Samsung) and
IT companies (Waymo, IBM, NVIDIA, Aurora), as well
as mobility service providers (Uber, Lyft), are now increasingly also becoming involved in the manufacturing
process for “next-generation” vehicles (Bormann et al.
2018). Moreover, the major export markets are now in
fast-growing economies, which have different business
models, government regulations and demands.
Public authorities control developments at various levels
of transport policy, e.g. by regulating business models
(such as via partnerships with foreign investors) and
also by funding research. Further regulatory options can
have a direct or indirect effect on the future of CAVs, for
instance the setting of emission limits or the stipulation
of requirements that need to be met for the authorization of highly and fully automated vehicles (see Chap.
3.1.4). The populations of different countries around the
globe also differ when it comes to their basic affinity
for new technology and their acceptance of highly and
fully automated vehicles (Ernst & Young 2013, Eimler/
Geisler 2015, Fraedrich/Lenz 2015a, b, Detecton Consulting 2016, Fraedrich et al. 2016, Deloitte Development 2017a, b).
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3.1.2 DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION AND TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE
The term “digitalization” actually means the conversion
of analogue measurement and control parameters into
discrete (staggered) values so that they can be processed
by a computer. However, in common parlance, “digitalization” is understood as the introduction and increased
use of digital transmission technology in the economy,
in public life and in everyday activities. “Digital transformation”, “digital revolution” and the “Fourth Industrial Revolution” are also used to describe a process that
has been gaining widespread momentum (Giffinger et
al. 2018). Within this context, we are seeing not only
more but new kinds of data and data processing technologies (Big Data).
As part of the broader phenomenon of digital transformation, there is plenty of discussion on Industry 4.0,
the Internet of Things (IoT), artificial intelligence (AI)
and augmented reality (AR). Industry 4.0 is understood
as the extensive digitalization of industrial production,
with systems connected using state-of-the-art information and communication technology; human-machine
interfaces are being redefined. The technical foundation
for these developments is provided by intelligent and
digitally connected systems, which are to be implemented to make largely autonomous production possible: in
Industry 4.0, humans, machines, facilities, logistics and
products communicate and cooperate directly with each
other (Bauernhansl et al. 2014).
The IoT involves a number of vastly different end devices being linked up and connected via the web – in addition to laptops and smartphones, this includes household
devices, household technology (Smart Home), wearable
devices and, in the future, CAVs, which former German
transport minister Alexander Dobrindt dubbed a “third
space” (alongside the home and the workplace) in 2017.
The IoT is primarily driven by enhancements and new
developments in the field of information and communication technology (Chui et al. 2010).
The IoT is also a major factor when it comes to connected driving as such technologies allow personalized ontrip data to be generated and subsequently capitalized
upon. The data, which are mainly generated through
connected driving, play a part in managing traffic flows
in a way that makes them safer and more efficient, and
enable the provision of more effective mobility services
(see Chap. 3.3). Data-based business models are also
made possible. These data could also have a regulatory
effect, for example if the use of certain transport routes
and public spaces are priced based on the respective level of use (by the public sector) or based on current demand (by the mobility provider; POLIS 2018: 5).
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The significance of artificial intelligence within this
context is considerable: if management and control
mechanisms for CAT are to be implemented efficiently and effectively, self-learning computer networks and
end devices are going to be crucial. Humans could soon
be communicating and cooperating with artificially
intelligent machines on our roads too. However, questions are increasingly being raised concerning technology-driven surveillance, personal freedoms and the processing of data collected in public space, i.e. on roads
(Boeglin 2015, Mitteregger 2019).
Augmented reality (AR) is understood as the use of
computer-based technology to enhance our perception
of the real world. This information is able to engage
all the human senses. However, AR is often understood
solely as the visualization of information, i.e. enhancing
images or videos with additional computer-generated
information or virtual objects that are either superimposed or projected. Some innovative vehicle models
already feature this technology: being able to replace
the real world with a virtual one while driving is one of
the selling points. In addition to the wide range of applications in gaming, AR can also be used, for example,
in discussions on future urban development options,
which include the presentation, design and management of prospective CAT together with the appropriate
traffic infrastructure (Car Trottle 2017).
Alongside technological developments taking place as
part of the digital transformation, other developments
happening in the field of storage and sensor technology are making it possible for CAVs to adequately and
effectively perceive information, process it in real time
and decide how to drive (Soteropoulos et al. 2019).

3.1.3

ECOLOGICAL CHANGE

This consists, on the one hand, of climate change, which
is most apparent in the warming of the Earth’s atmosphere and the subsequent consequences this will have
on the sea levels, air and water currents and thus ultimately the weather (drought, heavy rain and flooding,
mudflows, thawing permafrost and higher temperatures,
particularly in urban areas). On the other, ecological
change comprises the extensive exploitation of natural (and, above all, non-renewable) resources (WBGU
2016). These impacts are the result of human civilization, its pursuit of growth, economic systems and unsustainable lifestyles (Brundtland 1987: 1).
With the aim of keeping global temperature rise to below 2°C, just under 200 countries signed an agreement
at the 21st UN Climate Change Conference held in Paris
in 2015 to limit their emissions of harmful greenhouse
gases (particularly carbon dioxide – CO2 – and nitrogen
oxides – NOx). At a subsequent conference held in Katowice in 2018, delegates agreed to uniform standards
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to measure and compare national and regional developments. However, most countries had failed to abide
by previous thresholds, with road transport in particular
responsible for a continued rise in greenhouse gas emissions (EEA 2017).
In spite of all the technological progress, efforts to make
the necessary cuts to emissions have thus far failed, especially in the transport sector: between 1990 and 2014,
Germany’s emissions dropped from 1,248 to 902 million tonnes of CO2 equivalent (-25.4%), whereas the
transport industry has managed to reduce its CO2 equivalent by just 1.9% over the same period (from 163 to 160
million tonnes of CO2 equivalent; BMUB 2016: 8). The
target of reducing the industry’s emissions by 40–42%
by 2030 will allegedly be achieved – according to the
“Climate action and mobility” policy embedded in the
German government’s Climate Action Plan (BMUB
2016: 49–56) – through the promotion of alternative
drive systems, public transport, rail travel, cycling and
walking, i.e. through an alternative modal split, but also
via a digitalization strategy and an increased share of
“clean energy”. However, the strategy fails to mention
how the necessary changes, not only in terms of policy
and administrative approach, but also the required behavioural shift among the population, can be achieved.
The reasons behind the transport sector’s inability to reach
emission targets are lock-in and rebound effects resulting
from a widespread dependency on cars. And although
engine efficiency is improving, this progress is being effectively cancelled out by ever-larger, heavier vehicles
with an ever-increasing engine capacity, the very vehicles
that are experiencing growing demand: in 2017, 15.2%
of Germany’s newly registered vehicles were SUVs, an
increase of 22.5% compared to the previous year (Federal
Motor Transport Authority 2018). Furthermore, on average, drivers are travelling longer distances and driving at
higher speeds (for Austria, see Tomschy et al. 2016: 97).
Lastly, there is simply a lack of political will to implement the regulations necessary to fully phase out combustion engines running on fossil fuels (Canzler 2015).
Battery-powered electronic vehicles, as well as the automation and connectivity processes, require greater
amounts of increasingly scarce natural resources (e.g.
silicon, cobalt, rare earths) that are frequently mined under appalling conditions. What is more, extracting and
recycling these materials entails a considerable environmental cost. The electronic vehicle modules in which
they are used are also often manufactured under dire,
unacceptable working conditions.

3.1.4

URBANIZATION

The demographic and economic developments taking
place in emerging economies are also being accompanied by a high level of urbanization, particularly in Asia
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and Africa. Although, in 2007, the news that the share of
the global population living in urban areas had reached
50% was met with enthusiasm by the UN (UN 2008),
and despite declarations from the OECD (2015) and the
German Advisory Council on Global Change (WBGU
2011) that we are currently living in “the metropolitan
century”, the truth is that, in addition to spectacular skylines and technological innovations, urbanization brings
many challenges, such as increasing socio-economic
polarization, a widening divide between urban and rural
areas, the loss of traditional values, higher energy consumption and greater emissions.
In Europe, urbanization is not so much a quantitative but
a qualitative process. The continent may be on course to
see its already impressive level of urbanization (74%)
grow further (UN 2018), but this is tending to result in
a shift from small towns to large cities and from rural
areas to urban agglomerations.
This transformation goes hand in hand with, on the one
hand, issues of how to manage infrastructure under- and
overload, and on the other, a sharp rise in living costs
within inner cities (especially private but also commercial rent costs), which leads to households occupied by
lower- and middle-income families being pushed out to
the economic and regional periphery (i.e. gentrification).
Urban living also brings about a more rapid change in
values and a growing cultural diversity that can lead
to certain residents feeling overwhelmed (Dangschat
2015a). The urban lifestyles that accompany such shifts
are also largely unsustainable, despite all the hopes currently being pinned on the growth of car sharing in major cities (Gossen 2012).
It is thought that such large urban areas have the necessary conditions to help productively shape the mobility
transformation. This is what the A-S-I strategy stands
for:
•

avoid: travel as little as possible and avoid forms
of travel that harm the environment

•

shift: generally moving from a mobility model
centred on motorized transport and towards a
multimodality that promotes other options (e.g.
ecomobility through the use of public transport,
cycling and walking)

•

improve: enhancing a wide range of aspects as
part of a general improvement of public space
and thus quality of life.

The (often wide) range of for-profit free-floating
car-sharing services springing up in large cities is often
seen as part of this transition, and in recent years these
businesses have contributed to a drop in car registration
figures in cities and a slight decrease in the number of
private cars on the road. However, the number of (short)
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journeys has increased (VCÖ 2017). Car sharing is thus
in direct competition with active mobility or even public
transport. A car-sharing system based on CAVs would
mean even greater expectations for profitability (i.e.
more providers), lower costs and increased convenience;
in other words, it would lead to more spontaneous journeys and unnecessary travel.

3.1.5

FROM GOVERNMENT TO GOVERNANCE

Public administrations first faced criticism for their
lack of efficiency back in the 1990s. At the time, the
private sector ramped up the pressure to establish an
approach called New Public Management, which aimed
to replace the bureaucratic, centralized and hierarchical
management style with a target-driven, transparent and
decentralized model. Instead of imposing rigid rules,
managers should increasingly focus on the result, which
was to be achieved through cost accounting (instead of
governmental accounting), product focus, performance
comparisons and contract management. “Responsibility centres” and “flat hierarchies” were introduced with
the aim of driving internal and external competition, and
increasing individual responsibility (Jann et al. 2006).
Criticism has not only come from the business community: since the 1990s, the general public have shown
increasing frustration with the way state services are
run. Many felt their voices were not being heard, especially when it came to local and city-wide planning.
This resulted in a growing demand for participation and
“co-creation” (Sinning 2008), a process also frequently
referred to as “the shift from government to governance”
(Heeg/Rosol 2007: 504; Bröchler/Lauth 2014).
In political science discussions, but also debates in the
fields of organizational sociology and business management, the term “governance” is often also used to signify a departure from structures that are primarily centred
on imperative supervision (“command and control”).
Rather, drawing on elements that focus on individual responsibility, the managed organizations, units or actors
should take an active role in tackling the tasks and/or
challenges at hand.
In addition, the term “governance” also includes models of cooperation involving multiple actors. In political contexts, the concept has also come into use both
in addition to and as a substitute for “government” and
expresses the idea that within the respective entity,
management and controlling activities should not just
be carried out by the state as the “first sector”, but also
by the “second sector” (i.e. the market) and the “third
sector” (i.e. non-profit organizations, voluntary associations, special interest groups; Heeg/Rosol 2007: 504;
Hamedinger 2013: 62). Private sector and civil society
actors are thus recognized as resources and instruments
that work alongside local policymakers and adminis-
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trators to intervene where necessary. Consequently, a
shift is occurring not only regarding the specific actors
involved in such decisions, but also in terms of their authority, responsibilities, competencies and their ability
to exercise power. As the number of actors and interests
involved in policy and planning decision processes continues to increase, so too does the complexity of institutions and control structures, and thus the need for communication and coordination. Given the rising diversity
of actors, and their competing interests, as well as the
growing complexity of processes, the future direction of
policy and planning management will be key.
This is why, when developing scenarios (see Chap. 5.2),
our research team ideally aimed to centre their case
studies on three different types of policy and planning
management. During this process, the three key sectors – the market, state actors and the non-profit sector
– were each focused on separately. Based on the respective characteristics of the market, state and the non-profit sector, our team examine how governance and power
relations are shifting in policy and planning management processes and thus how they could have a major
impact on the use of CAVs.
It remains unclear how “politics” will approach the challenges of CAT. The experts, however, are in agreement
about the importance of engaging with the subject and
potential challenges as early as possible (Fagnant/Kockelman 2015), not least to (largely) avoid returning to an
urban-planning model based on cars (Jones 2017). On
the one hand, it is expected that the EU and the majority
of nation states will set different priorities with regard to
policy and planning decisions compared to regional and
local actors. While the former place greater emphasis
on competition (Kauffmann/Rosenfeld 2012), local and
regional areas are where the consequences of transport
policy play out, and these issues will thus have a bigger
role in local decision makers’ planning and further policy choices.

3.1.6

SOCIAL CHANGE

As we considered aspects of urbanization, we touched
upon certain elements of social change, in particular
changes in values and shifting lifestyles and mobility
choices. Social change is understood to encompass three
aspects:
•

Socio-economic change
This concept mainly refers to inequalities in
income, which have started to grow again markedly in recent years, and in wealth (Bach 2013,
Castells-Quintana et al. 2015). It also refers to
shifting social policies that differ both internationally and within nation states, together with
labour market risk that varies from region to
region.
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•

Socio-demographic change
This term has long been understood to refer
to the growing number of childless and small
households (Versingelung or increase in one-person households; Hradil 1995) and the ageing
of modern societies resulting from growing life
expectancy and lower fertility rates (Wehrhahn
2016). In recent years, issues such as migration,
refugees and integration have become relevant
too.

•

Sociocultural change
This concept is largely understood as a change
in values (as well as a pluralization of values),
a shift away from traditional ties (individualization) and an increased re-embedding in communities of shared values (social milieus) expressed
in an increased proliferation of different lifestyles (Dangschat 2014).

Due to different preferences and constraints influencing a choice of residential location, time spent in public
space, mobility, etc., these categories bring about largely heterogeneous patterns of distribution (segregation)
and behaviours. It can thus be assumed that socio-spatial restructuring constitutes a fourth dimension of social change. This final aspect is particularly significant
as many statements on the introduction and acceptance
of CAT are made at the national level and without reference to any particular spatial dimension (transport
networks, settlement structures, supply and demand
profiles, availability).
With regard to a shift in values, the above-mentioned aspects of social change are not uniform, but in fact tend to
be polarizing, with new social battle lines being drawn
(“Distinction”; Bourdieu 1987) and existing divisions
(xenophobia) exacerbated. While younger generations,
who are usually better qualified and more tech-savvy,
tend to feel positive about the future, a growing section
of society is more insecure and anxious. This is particularly true for those groups who are the “modernization losers”, having missed the opportunity to partake
in economic development (“lift effect”; Beck 2013) or
having not been able to keep step with evolving values.
The middle classes, in particular, and now gradually the
elite too are affected by these new anxieties (Zweck et
al. 2015).
Moreover, the advent of Web 2.0 has significantly
changed our communication habits, how we manage our
time day to day and, ultimately, completely reshaped and
revolutionized our relationships with one another. This
example uniquely illustrates how technological developments can cut both ways. Smartphones and tablets might
well be necessary for the development of new business
models as well as make it possible for us to establish
social connections with “others” in a pragmatic way (by
exchanging or sharing information, time and basic com-
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modities) and allow social innovation. For example, it is
thanks to Web 2.0 that the sharing economy was able to
get off the ground; crowdfunding and the application of
collective intelligence would also be impossible without
this technology (Dangschat 2015b).
Yet, on the other hand, the internet also allows “fake
news” to be spread at lightning speed, abusive comments
to be hurled from anonymous users, our democracies to
be undermined (Disruptive Democracy; Bloom/Sancino
2019) as well as myriad forms of cybercrime and hacking. Moreover, “smart algorithms” allow discussions
and democratic elections to be manipulated through the
deployment of social bots.
Some parts of the population in Germany, and particularly in Austria, are expressing serious misgivings about
this technology, leading not least to widespread scepticism concerning CAM (Fraedrich/Lenz 2015a, b). This
trend can also be seen in the high level of importance
(concerning both positive and negative trends) experts
attributed to data during the survey we conducted (see
Chap. 3.4).
As briefly outlined above, the manifold and, in part, fundamental social change currently taking place will significantly shape the future of mobility. There are some
persistent elements that operate as lock-in effects, innovative elements that amplify existing rebound effects or
create new ones, and disruptive elements that are exacerbating the anxieties currently felt by swathes of the
population. Given the existing landscape, the question
of whether and how CAM could help not only solve the
current problems of (urban) mobility but also strengthen social cohesion remains, for now at least, uncertain
(see Chap. 4.3). In any case, the challenge posed by rapid technological development taking place against the
backdrop of social change means that there is a pressing need for policy and planning authorities, along with
businesses and civil society, to face up to these issues. It
is also important for them to consider how much cities
and towns wish to simply adapt to CAVs or CAM or
whether they should only permit those business and mobility models that will help achieve objectives outlined
as part of sustainable transport and urban development
plans (Rupprecht et al. 2018).
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3.2
THE EUROPEAN CITY: AN ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK
AND MODEL FOR POLICY/PLANNING DECISIONS
When we use the term “European city” in our research,
we do so in full knowledge that the concept, and its associated attributes, have also been the subject of criticism,
especially in recent years (Rietdorf 2001, Hassenpflug
2002, Häußermann 2005, Kazepov 2005, Brake 2011,
Siebel 2015). On the one hand, a growing connectivity via social media and the globalization of commodity chains, financial transactions and (urban) cultures,
as well as increasing regional and transnational links
between social milieus, are leading some to question
whether it is still possible to make a clear distinction between “city” and “rural space” (Saunders 1987). On the
other hand – ultimately due to urban growth in emerging economies – the 21st century has been declared the
“century of the cities” by the German Advisory Council
on Global Change (WBGU 2016, The Urban Task Force
2003, Läpple 2005, Dangschat 2010).
Beyond this, the image of the European city is one of
an “urbanity” that is characterized by functional and
architectural diversity, overall cohesion, planned public
space, and endless experiences and encounters. Scholars
active in the cultural and social sciences, as well as the
humanities, however, see the city as a place that is home
to a bourgeois way of life, self-organizing, a division of
labour and social diversity, tolerance, (civilized) otherness and distance.
Max Weber (1921) developed the concept of the “occidental city” to set the concept of the European city apart
from the “oriental city”. Weber considered the city to be
an economic and social hub that was shaped by the market. Simmel (1903) considered the city to be home to
the money economy and an increasingly rational way of
living. Today the European city is either contrasted with
the “American city” (Bagnasco/Le Galès 2000, Kaelble
2001, Le Galès 2002, Giersig 2005, Häußermann/Haila
2005) or, from a post-colonial perspective, considered
as part of the Global North and thus compared with the
cities of the Global South (Gugler 2004, Grant/Nijman
2006, Robinson 2006, Simon 2006, Haferburg/Oßenbrügge 2009, Diez/Scholvin 2017).
Despite ongoing uncertainty as to whether the “characteristic features” of the European city, such as local
government, the influence of active residents and the
erosion of the dichotomy between the public and the private, are still relevant to current developments (Sennett
1983, Siebel 2015), by the same token, it can be argued

that the ability to respond flexibly to ongoing processes
is also a key feature of the European city (Sennett 2018,
BBSR 2010).
Our analysis of the impacts of CAM on the European city centres on how urban society, urban planning
and urban policy are responding to changing economic, ecological, social and architectural objectives. This
subsequently means that the European city must be understood as multidimensional and considered from an
interdisciplinary perspective.
One significant aspect regarding policy and planning in
the European city is the relatively high level of autonomy enjoyed by city policymakers and planners as part of
the subsidiarity principle. This sees the responsibilities
of national government devolved to the regional/local
level and financially covered through the provision of
transfer payments by the state (Siebel 2004). However,
binding cities to states in this manner also makes them
susceptible to welfare state restructuring during which
responsibilities are transferred to those “lower down”
without the relevant funding being secured (Jessop
1992, Brenner 2004). Against this backdrop, the European city also became the “entrepreneurial city” (Harvey 1989, Häußermann 2001). Klaus von Dohnanyi, a
former mayor of Hamburg, was the first mayor of a German city to refer to his jurisdiction as an Unternehmen
or “enterprise” (Dohnanyi 1983, Dangschat 1992).
The current relevance and significance of financial autonomy can also be seen with regard to the potential
fiscal impacts of CAT, which were examined as part of
the Vienna project (Soteropoulos et al. 2018b; see also
Chap. 4.3). Parallel to the outlined urban development
trends, we can examine European city transport and mobility planning since the Second World War by dividing developments into three different stages (see Chaps.
3.2.1 to 3.2.3 as well as Figs. 3.2.4 and 3.2.5).

3.2.1 DESTRUCTION AND REBUILDING – STAGE 1
Large-scale destruction during World War II paved the
way for a departure from the industrial, workers’ cities
of the past that were characterized by high-density housing, hardship and a struggle for survival. Light, air and
sunshine would be the order of the day, resulting in the
concept – based on the Athens Charter, a largely for-
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Figure 3.2.1: Dimensions of the European city
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gotten pamphlet created during a meeting of members
of the CIAM (Congrès Internationaux d’Architecture
Moderne) under the leadership of Swiss architect Le
Corbusier – of Die aufgelockerte und gegliederte Stadt
(the articulated and relaxed city, Göderitz et al. 1957;
see Fig. 3.2.2). In addition to the damage caused by the
conflict, the new focus on functional separation that
emerged from the proverbial and literal ashes contributed to the further “destruction” of the traditional European city, i.e. its urban planning structures, ideas of
urbanity and social cohesion.
The post-war period also saw rapid growth in car-based
mobility. First mass-produced by Henry Ford, who created the “universal car” or Model T, which was to be
affordable for factory workers, the car was later used to
political ends by the Third Reich in the form of “Volkswagen” (the people’s car). Now, in peacetime, the private vehicle was being talked up as a symbol of the economic miracle and an embodiment of Europe’s road to
recovery. The conditions were such that governments
were willing to create vast amounts of space for cars
and to develop cities with automobiles in mind based
on the autogerechte Stadt (car-friendly city) proposed
by Hans Bernhard Reichow, who also developed a corresponding conceptual urban design plan in 1959, albeit
one which also took different modes of transport into
consideration. In the years that followed, the notion of
a car-friendly city grew to extremes. Cars needed to be
able to travel largely unimpeded, and so any hindrances, such as buildings, pedestrian crossings or even tram
lines, were removed. Corridors were created for urban
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motorways together with extensive traffic junctions,
with urban cityscapes having to make way.
This urban planning model for the reconstruction and
expansion of settlement structures came to define western European cities, but also cities in socialist-led countries, for roughly five decades (Goldzamt 1973). Large
housing estates were created next to office blocks, shopping centres were built alongside universities and other institutes of education, all separated by a green belt
and connected via car-friendly roads. The use of cars,
which rose considerably from the end of the 1960s, also
provided the basis for suburbanization: the movement of
young, upwardly mobile families and household-based
services, and then, later, offices and light industry, to
peri-urban areas (Friedrichs 1978, Brake et al. 2001).
In the late 1960s and early 1970s, views started to
change. In 1965, German psychoanalyst Alexander
Mitscherlich published a book titled Unwirtlichkeit der
Städte (The Inhospitality of Our Cities) in which he
criticized Germany’s urban planning and renewal strategies, which were centered purely on functionalistic principles. The Deutsche Städtetag (German Association of
Towns and Cities) headed by the then Mayor of Munich,
Hans-Jochen Vogel, eventually called for German cities to be saved immediately (DStT 1971), and the Club
of Rome published a report on The Limits to Growth
in 1972. However, the oil crisis finally made clear that
a rethink of how resources were used was desperately
needed, all of which led to a fresh approach and return
to the values and characteristics of the European city.

Figure 3.2.2: The articulated and relaxed city

Source: Göderitz (1957) © Wasmuth & Zohlen Verlag, Berlin
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Figure 3.2.3: Friedrich-Engels-Platz in Leipzig following its reconstruction in 1971
A car-friendly city created by segregating the modes of transport: separated, low-conflict spaces for pedestrians, cars and trams, as well as a spacious design of the entire traffic area

Source: German Federal Archives

3.2.2 CAUTIOUS URBAN RENEWAL – STAGE 2

3.2.3 THE LIVEABLE CITY – STAGE 3

The second stage of post-war urban development saw
the start – partly triggered by huge protests – of policymakers replacing their previous strategy of urban redevelopment with one centred on “cautious urban renewal”. Although this approach initially consisted solely of
structural decisions, i.e. whether a building was “worthy
of preservation”, the passing of the Urban Development
Promotion Act in 1971 made it mandatory for residents
to be involved in redevelopment projects. At the end of
the 1970s, during the redevelopment of Berlin’s Kreuzberg district, “12 principles of urban renewal” were developed (Hämer 1990) that were adopted by district representatives before going on to become a model for the
whole of Berlin in 1984 (thanks to International Building Exhibitions (IBA)) and, ultimately, urban regeneration across the entire nation.

The second stage, which tried to incorporate more balance into urban planning, made way for a third stage that
was characterized by renewal, improvement of public
space, greater quality of life by reducing emissions (not
just greenhouse gases but also noise) and encouragement
of – and demand for from certain social groups – active
mobility by promoting walking, cycling and travel by
scooter (Jones 2017). Schemes to improve the local living environment and calm traffic were introduced at the
federal and state level that were later combined to form
a broader concept as part of the “Socially Integrative
City” scheme adopted by German federal and state governments. This scheme placed integrated planning approaches that aimed to promote vibrant neighbourhoods
and social cohesion centre stage.1 Increasing ecological and (urban) climate issues and challenges, as well
as a growing interest, among certain parts of the urban
population, in eating sustainably and ethically, healthy
living, well-being and a high quality of life (LOHAS =
Lifestyles of Health and Sustainability) added increased
momentum and zeal to achieve sustainable urban development targets that continue to this day.

Pursued alongside state regulations (such as tenant
protections, building refurbishment and housing subsidies, and tax deductions for privately owned housing)
and the architectural transformation of public space
by bringing in traffic calming measures, this “cautious
urban renewal” approach encouraged an increased demand for inner-city living, which in large cities, such as
Munich, Hamburg and Düsseldorf, led to a process of
gentrification that has been ongoing since the late 1970s
(Dangschat 1988). Transport development was now
boosted by the rapid expansion of public transport (esp.
rail); however, this took place without first reducing the
space afforded to cars.

Policymakers and planners responded to this shift by redesigning and revolutionizing public space, introducing
traffic calming measures and expanding cycling lanes
as well as removing parking spaces. House builders had
to adhere to a growing number of restrictions that stipulated the construction of low-energy, accessible homes,
and mobility concepts were also developed that revolved
around residents eschewing private cars and thus reducing
mobility costs. At the same time, efforts were once again
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Figure 3.2.4: Stages of transport and mobility planning and policy in the European city
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stepped up to encourage social diversity when housing
initial occupants, and neighbourhood management systems were introduced in so-called “problem” areas.

Figure 3.2.5: Development of transport and mobility planning
paradigms

In terms of transport and mobility planning, increased
focus was given to the shift from motorized private
transport (MPT) to public transport, cycling and walking (ecomobility). The expansion of multimodal traffic
concepts became the focus of urban and mobility development. Moreover, recent years have seen the advent of
connectivity between various modes of transport thanks
to apps and digital platforms that offer a wide range of
transport options, a comprehensive ticketing system,
calculation of costs and additional information (MaaS).
The current objective of transport and mobility policy is
to help achieve a largely car-free multimodality in cities.
However, at the same time, we can observe a rise in delivery vehicles in cities, which can be attributed to the
increasingly influential role played by digital commerce.

Number of motorized vehicles

Source: Charactaristics according to Jones (2017)
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3.2.4 THE INFLUENCE OF CONNECTED AND AUTOMATED VEHICLES ON TRANSPORT AND MOBILITY POLICY
We now turn to the question of how the introduction of
CAT will influence transport and mobility policy in the
European city. CAT is generally perceived as a positive
development (STRIA 2019), but such evaluations rarely
discuss which (urban) development measures, regulations and monitoring systems will be required for its successful implementation. This in turn raises the question
of whether CAT is in line with and helps achieve the objectives of current developments in urban and mobility
planning as set out in Stage 3, and whether, given CAT’s
need for separate and ample space, and individual and
often protected lanes, it will make new traffic structures

Source: AVENUE21 based on Jones (2017)

necessary (Rupprecht et al. 2018). Lastly, it is assumed
that CAVs will result in an increase in traffic volume and
therefore feared that the European city could be redesigned to accommodate CAVs (return to Stage 1; Jones
2017, Dangschat 2018, Rupprecht et al. 2018). Figure
3.2.4 illustrates that future governance will heavily influence how transport and mobility planning is adapted
in the years to come, as will the objectives that are chosen within this context (see scenarios in Chap. 5).
1

At the European level, the Leipzig Charter, which was instigated
by Germany, saw the creation of a Europe-wide model for sustainable development; the charter has become binding for European urban development (BMVBS 2007). The objectives outlined
in this charter contrast markedly with the guidelines issued in the
Athens Charter.
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3.3
NEW MOBILITY:
DEVELOPMENTS, OPPORTUNITIES AND RISKS1
Figure 3.3.1: Cornerstones of connected and automated mobility based on the objective of creating a more climate-friendly transport
policy
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Megatrends are an effective way to narrow down the
potential future pathways urban planners and policymakers may take2 and to provide useful indicators for
cutting-edge research (WBGU 2011). The current megatrends – and their impact on (automated) mobility –
are discussed in more detail in Chapter 3.1. Amidst the
current push to create a more environmentally friendly
transport policy (Chap. 1), simply automating vehicles
does not go far enough given the increasingly urgent need
for action as we face up to the reality of climate change.
What will be crucial is whether automated vehicles can
be developed that are low emission (or emission-free)
and whether they will be embedded within an integrated
Mobility as a Service concept as shared mobility (Lennert/Schönduwe 2017). We will thus examine the MaaS
concept, as well as key elements such as shared mobility
and new propulsion technologies, against the backdrop
of automated driving, and discuss the future development pathways these technologies may take.

3.3.1 MOBILITY AS A SERVICE
Mobility as a Service (MaaS) is a concept whereby public and private transport services (as well as different
forms of mobility, including automated vehicles) are
combined with a single digital access portal (a platform
or an app) in order to offer mobility solutions that are tai-

lored to meet people’s individual needs (EPOMM 2017;
Jittrapirom et al. 2017: 14). Connected and automated
vehicles aid the development of MaaS by continually
blurring the lines between classic public transport and
MPT thanks to the automation of vehicles, resulting in
increasingly flexible and independent movement (Lenz/
Fraedrich 2015: 189; Bruns et al. 2018: 12). The technological development of CAVs opens new possibilities
for the development of business models, which could
enable new suppliers to gain entry to the market. Due to
ongoing automation and connectivity, it is possible that
disruptive developments will take place in the mobility sector and that existing services will undergo further
transformation in the years to come (Gertz/Dörnemann
2016: 5). Key components of a MaaS solution are (Jittrapirom et al. 2017: 16; Lund 2017):
MaaS operators/integrators
These actors sell a comprehensive service to the
end consumer, handle activities such as customer
management and carry out marketing strategies.
MaaS services can be either private or public,
or a mix of both. These mixed models are called
PPP (public–private partnership) or PPPP (public–private–people partnership). The latter can
typically also be expanded to include peer-topeer sharing and social dimensions (Aapaoja et
al. 2017: 9–11). The challenges of using MaaS in
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practice often arise during the search for a suitable operator structure: on the one hand, businesses solely offering a platform have no control
over, and no responsibility for, the individual
services. On the other, public transport operators
and private mobility providers have an interest in
promoting their own mobility services (Smith et
al. 2017: 8).
Cooperation between various mobility providers
Cooperation between various mobility providers
(such as car and bike-sharing as well as public
transport and taxi companies) in a horizontal
integration model is vital for a successful system
(Joschunat et al. 2016: 70; Li/Voege 2017). To
enable door-to-door mobility, the aim should be
to create a pool of supply-based services (public
transport operating on an interval timetable) and
demand-based services (e.g. bike sharing, connected and automated ride and car sharing; Lund
2017). Most notably with regard to the first and
last mile, automated vehicles are seen to offer
huge potential as a shuttle system to carry travellers to public transport hubs in urban and rural
areas (BMVIT 2016c, Ohnemus/Perl 2016). As
there is now a bigger choice of transport options
and mobility services, MaaS operators are better
placed to meet customers’ various needs and
preferences (Goulding/Karmagianni 2018: 2).
Mobility platforms (information and communication technology)
The core components, such as information on
alternative forms of mobility and bookings as
well as payment and billing for used mobility services, are all managed on one platform

(vertical integration; Joschunat et al. 2016: 70).
According to Sochor et al. (2017: 193–196), the
scope of vertical integration can be divided into
different levels: Level 0 (no integration), Level 1
(integration of information), Level 2 (integration
of booking and payment), Level 3 (integration
of the service offer) and Level 4 (integration of
societal goals, incentives).
At present, MaaS approaches are being implemented internationally in different contexts3: in 2014, a mobility
app was tested in 70 households in Gothenburg as part of
the “Go:Smart/UbiGo” pilot; the “UbiGo app”4 was also
trialled in Stockholm in 2018. An important finding that
resulted from the first pilot project in Gothenburg was
that MaaS can lead to a change in mobility behaviour
and to higher user satisfaction (https://ubigo.me/). The
“Whim app” (https://whimapp.com/) was introduced
in Helsinki in 2016, Austria has become familiar with
a functionally and modally integrated MaaS system
thanks to the countrywide “SMILE – einfach mobil”
project (2012–2015), and residents of Vienna have had
access to the “WienMobil” app since 2017.
A growing percentage of the population is now taking
advantage of multimodal mobility, i.e. individuals are
using different forms of transport to get from A to B
(Busch-Geertsema et al. 2016: 757). Smartphones and
apps are being used to find out the best way (e.g. the fastest or most convenient route) to complete a journey – on
foot, by bike, public transport, car sharing, etc. – and this
is particularly true in urban areas and among younger
members of the population (BMVIT 2019). The (technological) development of platforms (individualization
of services, customization options, e.g. to suit an individual’s personal routine) as well as the integration of

Figure 3.3.2: MaaS – opportunities, risks and obstacles

OPPORTUNITIES

RISKS

OBSTACLES

•

Creation of competitive, sustainable alternatives to private cars and a reduction of MPT use (see Lund 2017,
Holmberg et al. 2016)

•

Improved efficiency of existing mobility services and public transport, including in less densely populated areas
(Gertz/Dörnemann 2016, Hoadley 2017, Bösch et al. 2018)

•

Development of an inclusive mobility system as MaaS can be adapted to personal needs (personalization of service;
Hoadley 2017)

•

Exclusion of the less tech-savvy by digitalizing transport services (“digital gap”; Hoadley 2017) as well as those
who cannot afford to access such services (mobility poverty) by introducing business models, i.e. private operator
structures (Pangbourne et al. 2019)

•

Socio-spatial inequalities that arise when commercially designed operator structures lead to MaaS being offered
exclusively in densely populated urban areas and not in less densely populated locations (Alberts et al. 2016)

•

Rebound effects, e.g. when an imbalance of transport modes occurs (Eckhardt et al. 2018), resulting in those
previously unable to use motorized vehicles being granted access (Datson 2016, Durand et al. 2018)

•

Casual use of the term “MaaS” – the objective of MaaS must be to achieve MaaS Levels 3 and 4 (Harms et al.
2018)

•

Even greater uncertainty about the effects of MaaS at the individual (mobility behaviour, everyday integration) and
social (e.g. social and ecological sustainability; Durand et al. 2018) levels

•

MaaS will pose significant challenges for governance structures, e.g. lack of provisions for MaaS in public
strategies, the availability of data (Big Data) resulting in power being transferred to private actors, the risk of
innovations being outsourced to the private sector (Pangbourne et al. 2019)
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Socio-demographics
Households with two or more small children
show less interest in MaaS than other households
(Haahtela/Viitamo 2017; Ho et al. 2017). Given
the fact that social structures crucially influence mobility and how it can be accessed, it is
important that any future MaaS research not only
analyses individuals but also considers familial
structures (Haahtela/Viitamo 2017).

additional services make it possible to reach new target
groups. What is noticeable is that previous socio-ecological ideals are increasingly being superseded by customers’ pragmatic attitudes to mobility: flexible service
provisions appeal to highly mobile individuals with a
multitude of choices who want to ensure they have several travel options at their disposal (Maertins 2006).
The level of demand for MaaS depends on a number of
factors (Harms et al. 2018: 23–24):
Mobility behaviour
Studies show that car owners5 who use their
vehicles very often (on four or more days per
week) and never or rarely use public transport
are the least inclined to use MaaS (Ho et al.
2017). Experience with (intermodal) public
transport, however, increases the likelihood of an
individual using MaaS as well as other forms of
transport.
Route characteristics
MaaS holds unique potential when it comes to
leisure travel and journeys to irregular, unknown
destinations: integrating additional information
and making it accessible to the user (Harms et al.
2018: 23).
Digital skills
Young, tech-savvy adults tend to use MaaS more
compared to older generations or those less familiar with technology (Kamargianni et al. 2018).

Aspects of (mobility) culture
How much a society is “service-orientated” plays
a particularly important role (Haahtela/Viitamo
2017).
These points show that within a society, several different factors are at play, which determine the level of
accessibility of MaaS services. Against this backdrop,
MaaS services need to be introduced in a way that targets specific groups and avoids replicating existing social inequalities (e.g. the “digital divide”; Durand et al.
2018).

3.3.2 SHARED MOBILITY
Shared mobility is just one part of the sharing economy and concerns the shared use of mobility services
(BMVIT 2016c: 12). Shared mobility is a part ownership-based, part public mobility model and grants users
access to various means of transport without the need
for ownership (Kollosche/Schwedes 2016: 26).

Figure 3.3.3: Registered car sharing users in Germany
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Source: AVENUE21 based on Bundesverband CarSharing (2019), accessed via Statista
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As shared mobility increases the number of passengers
on a journey and in a specific vehicle, it is considered
vital in helping to realize the climate-friendly and resource-efficient mobility model of the future. Within the
context of automated vehicles too, shared use will be a
vital prerequisite to significantly reducing the number of
private cars, enabling more efficient use of the existing
infrastructure and allowing an improved quality of life
through the recovery and repurposing of space dedicated
to roads (BMVIT 2016c: 60; see Chap. 4.3).
Shared mobility services are usually booked and invoiced via an app and/or an internet platform. In recent
years, the mobility sector has seen the addition of a
large number of sharing services with different organizational structures and motives (Scholl et al. 2013; BMVIT 2016c), e.g. commercial (Business-to-Consumer
– B2C, Business-to-Business – B2B), non-commercial
(Consumer-to-Consumer – C2C) and public (Government-to-Consumer – G2C). Currently, shared mobility
services are primarily offered via two different systems:
they are either station-based or free floating. The growing appeal of shared mobility can mainly be attributed
to free-floating systems, which, thanks to CAVs that can
travel the few metres back to the pick-up location, could
be set to become more significant both in absolute and in
relative terms (Shaheen/Chan 2016: 577).
However, shared mobility continues to be used in a socially selective manner: customers are more likely to be
male and tend to be younger on average than the rest of
the population; users also have a comparatively higher

level of education and a higher income (Böhler et al.
2007, Kopp et al. 2015, Riegler et al. 2016, Hülsmann
et al. 2018).
Sociocultural factors favouring shared mobility are:
A shift in values characterized by the fading
symbolic value of property (Botsman 2013,
Owyang et al. 2014, Priddat 2015).
Sharing is associated with modern values, a
higher level of freedom as well as greater flexibility and independence (Harms 2003).
Growing general awareness of the ecological
consequences of individual actions, although
the “green image” (Steding et al. 2004, Gossen
2012, Lindloff et al. 2014) is now becoming less
important.
Everyday compatibility and pragmatic arguments
are gaining ground (Loose 2010, Lindloff et al.
2014; e.g. convenience, flexibility, loan points
can be easily reached, service is simple and
straightforward to use, costs less).
Mainly two forms of shared mobility are relevant within
the context of CAT: car sharing and ride sharing. In both
examples, connected and automated vehicles offer the
potential to create systems that are more affordable and
efficient (Bösch et al. 2018: 82). The following looks at
both services in detail.

Figure 3.3.4: Shared mobility – opportunities, risks and obstacles

OPPORTUNITIES

RISKS

OBSTACLES

•

Data analysis of how the rising level of automation has affected mobility behaviour and, subsequently, the scope to
optimize services (Freese/Schönberg 2014)

•

Savings and more efficient use of resources achieved through connected and automated vehicles (Bösch et al. 2018)

•

Expansion of shared mobility services by diversifying the types of vehicles available (e.g. e-cars; BMVIT 2016c)

•

Using instead of owning: a shift in attitudes tends to lead to further growth of shared and connected forms of
mobility (BMVIT 2016c) driven by information and communication technologies, digitalization and cultural
processes of change (Alberts et al. 2016)

•

Lack of oversight of the sharing services on offer, lack of connectivity and integration (if the service is not
embedded within a MaaS system), substantial effort required from users (BMVIT 2016c)

•

Relocation challenges in free-floating systems: vehicles are stuck in “cold spots” that are unattractive to users, idle
periods are not profitable for operators (Weikl/Bogenberger 2013)

•

New forms of shared mobility (e.g. e-scooters) trigger conflicts regarding use in public space (Riegler 2018)

•

Everyday mobility shaped by routine (Scheiner 2009)

•

Anxieties and concerns about “others” keep demand low for the shared use of driverless small vehicles (Salonen/
Haavisto 2019)

•

Accessibility (distance to the vehicle) and availability of vehicles – connecting and automating the systems could
counteract this (BMVIT 2016c)

•

Organizational aspects and corporate strategies impede the development of an integrated information and
communication platform (MaaS; BMVIT 2016c)

•

Partial lack of predictability and security resulting from the high degree of flexibility offered by shared mobility
(Vogel et al. 2014)
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Commercial car sharing (B2C) is already well established in Europe’s major cities. In recent years,
free-floating systems in particular have reached a growing number of major cities where the respective networks have gradually been expanded and the modes
of transport on offer have been diversified through the
addition of bike sharing, e-moped sharing and e-scooter sharing. Although (car) sharing is seeing substantial
growth,6 the number of car-sharing users as a share of
the total population remains rather low (see Fig. 3.3.3).
Austria is one of the countries where user figures remain low but the trend is heading upwards: of Austria’s
approx. 3.9 million private households, only around
100,000 use car sharing (BMVIT 2016a in VCÖ 2018b).
A study published by PwC in 2018 predicts that by 2030
more than one in three kilometres driven in Europe will
be completed using some form of shared mobility. The
number of private cars that could be replaced by car
sharing depends on the respective system, the overall
conditions within the transport system in the various
cities and the aspects concerning (mobility) culture.
Scenarios and prognoses thus calculate vastly different
figures with regard to the potential reduction in greenhouse emissions. For example, in a study for the city of
Munich, the authors estimate that one free-floating car
sharing vehicle could replace 3.6 private cars (Schreier
et al. 2015); in a study on another German city, Bremen,
they predict that each station-based car-sharing vehicle could replace 16 private cars (Schreier et al. 2018).
Generally speaking, the large-scale operators believe the
future of car sharing lies in automation and the use of
electric mobility. For instance, there are plans for the
entire Car2Go fleet to be fully autonomous and electric
by 2030 (Stüber 2018).

a vehicle is used simultaneously by different individuals: depending on the providers, the services on offer
range from ride pooling (carriers, rental and taxi companies that are obligated to ensure continuous service),
ride sharing (e.g. Blabla Car) and ride selling or ride
hailing (commercial platform operators, e.g. Uber; cf.
Sommer 2016). At present, there are a number of barriers particularly with regard to (C2C) ride sharing from
the user’s perspective (accessibility, safety, proximity to
strangers; Nielsen et al. 2015). To that effect, connected
and automated ride sharing could present a huge opportunity to increase usage by enabling a higher level of
flexibility (Bruns et al. 2018: 22).

3.3.3 NEW PROPULSION TECHNOLOGIES
As resources are set to become even more scarce and we
face the evident threat of climate change, it is vital to
also discuss CAVs within the context of alternative fuels
and new propulsion technologies.7 A growing number
of alternative solutions are being developed to compete
with fossil fuels (Kollosche/Schwedes 2016: 19–20).
These are:
battery-powered electricity (generated by renewables),
electric motors powered directly (via cables or
induction),
different generations of biofuels,
fuel cell cars powered by hydrogen (see UBA
2015 for more on the advantages and disadvantages of different vehicle generations).

In addition to sharing the actual mode of transportation
(“good sharing”), there are other forms of sharing where
Figure 3.3.5: Number of e-cars in Austria
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To be able to use these new types of fuel, new propulsion
systems need to be designed and produced. Which adapted propulsion systems and respective fuels will prevail on
the market depends on their level of efficiency (e.g. cost
effectiveness, environmental compatibility and practical
applicability; Kollosche/Schwedes 2016: 19–20):
Battery Electric Vehicles (BEV): electric motor
with a battery, can be recharged from the grid;
limited distances of 200–400 km.
Fuel cell vehicles generate the necessary power
with the aid of a fuel cell, which powers an electric
motor; hydrogen is used as fuel; no grid connection required; average distances of 400–600 km.
Fuel cell hybrid electric vehicles: hydrogen is
converted into electrical energy in the fuel cells;
vehicles thus feature both fuel cells and a battery.
Hybrid vehicles: a combination of a classic combustion engine and an electric motor; no need to
connect to the grid (with the exception of plug-in
hybrid electric vehicles – PHEV).
Politicians at both national and international levels consider electromobility to be key to decarbonizing transport
(BMVIT n.d.; European Commission 2018). Although
the number of registered electric vehicles has been rising gradually, overall the transition to electric models
has been slow (AustriaTech 2018). If alternative fuels
and propulsion technologies are to achieve substantial
market penetration, they will first need to find a certain
level of (growing) acceptance among end consumers.
But as the registration figures show, there is quite a high
degree of scepticism. This is because, on the one hand,
the public are not fully aware of the advantages of these
technologies, while the focus is often placed on the constraints that currently exist (high purchasing costs, limited range, poor network of charging stations; Bobeth/
Matthies 2016). However, these arguments are also often used to justify emotionally driven reservations. And

even though the range of such vehicles would suffice
for the majority of journeys (Kollosche/Schwedes 2016:
19–20), these are the arguments made time and time
again. On the other hand, users sometimes consciously
choose to ignore the fact that their (fossil fuel-based)
mobility and the resulting emissions are contributing to
climate change.
However, in sharing systems, electric vehicles are met
with a significantly higher level of acceptance and appear to have greater appeal: they are seen to be more
environmentally friendly and almost just as practical as
conventional vehicles (Hülsmann et al. 2018: 120). Car
sharing thus plays a vital role in breaking down psychological barriers to e-mobility and in allowing low-threshold contact points (Hülsmann et al. 2018: 120). There
are now e-car sharing providers in almost every Austrian
federal state (e:mobil 2018), although community-based
(stationary) e-car sharing has mostly been established in
rural areas (partly through targeted “klimaaktiv mobil”
funding; klimaaktiv 2017).
One particular political target – that of increasing the
number of e-vehicles – requires a significantly more
radical expansion of the charging infrastructure in residential buildings, as well as of renewable energies and
network capacity. In addition to boosting the availability
of charging stations, it will also be important to improve
charging times in order to increase public acceptance of
e-mobility. It is thus crucial that the time spent waiting
for a vehicle to charge can be made more enjoyable;
here there is still a significant lack of suitable solutions
(Ebert et al. 2012).
With this in mind, the task at hand is also to increasingly
utilize the synergies between electromobility and automated driving. The process of automation will thus be
able to break down some of the obstacles that prevent individuals from using electromobility (e.g. users’ fear of
not being able to travel far, access to charging infrastructure, management of charging time). Connected and automated vehicles are able to manage these aspects au-

Figure 3.3.6: New propulsion technologies – opportunities, risks and obstacles

OPPORTUNITIES
RISKS

OBSTACLES

•

Low-threshold access to new propulsion technologies enabled by shared mobility (VCÖ 2018b; Hülsmann et al.
2018)

•

Increased quality of life in cities thanks to fewer emissions (pollutants and noise pollution; VCÖ 2011)

•

Path dependency resulting from the current focus on e-mobility (Fischedick/Grunwald 2017)

•

User scepticism towards new propulsion technologies (Kollosche/Schwedes 2016)

•

Concerns about road safety (e.g. alternative propulsion systems producing low noise levels; Ingenieur.de 2018)

•

Industrial strategies put forth by policymakers that restrict the further development of technologies to help produce
alternative fuels and propulsion systems (Kollosche/Schwedes 2016)

•

E-mobility and its expansion are tied to infrastructure development (charging stations) and the standardization of
charging plugs and access schemes, communication protocols and solutions for billing systems (e.g. Ebert et al.
2012)
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tonomously based on real-time journey demand (Chen
et al. 2016). In order to take advantage of the technological synergies available, RWTH Aachen is currently
running a project (UNICARagil, www.unicaragil.de) to
develop a modular and scalable vehicle concept for electric-powered automated vehicles that can be adjusted
flexibly to suit a wide range of applications in logistics
and passenger transportation.
In conclusion, it is clear that any further examination of
the potential CAVs hold to help bring about a shift in
mobility must also consider the three trends mentioned
here – MaaS, shared mobility and new propulsion technologies. For this reason, we actively included the three
factors when developing our scenarios (see Chap. 5).

1

Vanessa Sodl (a researcher in Transportation System Planning,
TU Wien) played a considerable role in helping compile this report and her knowledge, in particular on MaaS and new propulsion technologies, was invaluable to our work.

2

However, megatrends represent, at best, general frameworks that
take effect on a global scale and are thus in no way deterministic
development trajectories.

3

Even if the concept of MaaS integration is only comprehensively
embedded in a handful of projects.

4

The app combines public transport, car sharing, car hire and taxis
in one intermodal mobility service. Each household selects a flexible monthly subscription and the account is shared by all members of the household.

5

In 2017, there were 371 private cars per 1,000 inhabitants in Vienna (the figure stood at around 500 private cars per 1,000 inhabitants in other Austrian federal state capitals due to less effective
public transport systems). The figure was 349 in Munich and 346
in Hamburg, with a slightly higher number for Berlin (384). In
Europe’s developed cities, 300 private cars per 1,000 inhabitants
has become somewhat of a benchmark that symbolizes a considerably lower private car stock (ORF 2018).

6

In recent years, however, the trend seems to have reversed somewhat, which can also be seen in the merging of different providers.

7

Yet it is assumed that any changes are likely to be in small, gradual steps, which means that the combustion engine will still be the
dominant form of propulsion until the year 2040 (Bukold 2015:
3). On the other hand, political decisions, such as those made in
Norway, France and also China, indicate that this shift could take
place at a faster pace in at least some regions.
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3.4
EXPERTS’ IMPACT ASSESSMENT OF CONNECTED AND
AUTOMATED MOBILITY1
3.4.1 SURVEY AIM AND METHODOLOGY
In the autumn of 2017 and the winter of 2018/2019,
experts from a broad range of fields that included urban development, mobility planning and technology
development were invited to participate in two online
surveys as part of the AVENUE21 project. The aim
of both surveys was to ascertain the existing level of
knowledge within a range of academic, planning and
business settings concerning the link between connected and automated road vehicles and the development of
European urban regions – an area which, according to
Fraedrich et al. (2018), is still under-researched. Within
the project as a whole, these two surveys would also
support the concurrent creation of scenarios (Chap. 5).
Data were collected using standardized electronic
surveys; a total of approx. 980 individuals were approached and invited to take part. When selecting a list
of prospective experts, our team made sure to choose
specialists with a broad range of expertise. We contacted individuals who are conducting research in different
academic fields (technology, social sciences, business
or legal sciences) or working for mobility service pro-

viders as well as experts involved in development and
public administration, land-use planning, consultancy
or politics. When conducting both surveys, we contacted specialists both in German-speaking countries
(i.e. using a German questionnaire) and in the rest of
Europe (predominantly from the Netherlands and the
United Kingdom, who received an English questionnaire). The majority of respondents for both surveys
were from German-speaking countries.2
We received over 200 responses to the surveys, i.e. our
response rate was above 20% (first survey: 211, second
survey: 216). Although this may be a relatively high
number for a survey of this kind, given the non-response rate of just below 80%, we should expect some
of the results to be distorted.
As this project examines the issue of CAT and the impact it has on the European city (in terms of impacts on
governance, architecture and urban development as well
as urban society), the urban and transport planning professions are comparatively overrepresented in these surveys, while those specialists who work more specifically
with technological systems tend to be underrepresented.

Figure 3.4.1: Membership of specific stakeholder groups as specified by respondents (in percent*)
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* As respondents were able to select multiple answers, the percentage values add up to more than 100%
Source: AVENUE21
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The respondents’ answers regarding their professional
field (see Fig. 3.4.1) indicate that a particularly high
number of professionals from the fields of “planning”,
“consultancy” and “technology or natural sciences research” (each accounting for between 30% and 37% of
participants) took part. In contrast to the first survey,
professionals active in the field of technology or natural
sciences research interestingly formed the largest group
of participants in the second survey.

3.4.2 FIRST SURVEY: STAKEHOLDERS AND
THEIR EVALUATION OF THE RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES OF CONNECTED AND AUTOMATED
TRANSPORT
The first survey was conducted in autumn 2017 and
aimed to:
•

ascertain the participating experts’ level of
knowledge and their respective sources,

•

obtain a nuanced picture of different CAM use
cases, and

•

find out how urban and mobility planners
evaluated the opportunities and risks frequently
mentioned in the general discourse.

from the (specialist) media. Moreover, around 60% of
those surveyed stated that they had already undertaken
in-depth scientific research or been actively involved in
planning or research activities. A considerably smaller
group stated that they were involved in specific tests using CAVs (approx. 27%) or already had first-hand experience with CAVs (approx. 29%). Those in the latter
three groups were also asked to specify which specific
CAV use cases they had experienced (see Table 3.4.1).
When asked about the relevance of CAVs for their respective professional field, 68% of the participants believed CAVs had a high or very high potential to help
develop innovative products or planning strategies. Respondents also believed that working with CAVs offered
a high or very high potential to elevate the status of their
own institution (approx. 38%) and to develop solutions
that better meet the demands of customers. 78% of respondents felt that CAVs posed no threat to their professional field.
With regard to previous experience with CAVs, by far
the most frequently encountered vehicles were automated shuttle buses (approx. 74%), which were well
ahead of Level 4 cars (approx. 40%). At present, other
use cases appear to play a less important role. A majority of respondents think that the different use cases will
have a positive impact on their professional field: 61%
of participants stated that automated shuttles would offer solutions to challenges and unresolved issues in their
professional field (Figure 3.4.1).

First, participants were asked where they access information about the subject and/or how much first-hand
experience they have with CAT. Just below 75% of the
experts surveyed responded that they source information

All participants were asked to state how likely they
thought automated modes of transport were to replace
traditional forms of mobility. Respondents believed that

Table 3.4.1: Respondents’ first-hand experience and need (broken down by use case)

Which connected and automated vehicle
applications have you experienced firsthand?
(n = 149)
Responses

% of cases*

Which connected and automated vehicle
applications do you expect to make a
positive contribution within the context of
your profession?
(n = 193)
Responses

% of cases*

N

%

73.8

118

17.6

61.1

12.7

31.5

112

16.7

58.0

41

11.1

27.5

102

15.2

52.8

RIDE SHARING

37

10.0

24.8

86

12.8

44.6

LEVEL 53

28

7.6

18.8

78

11.6

40.4

LEVEL 44

59

15.9

39.6

62

9.3

32.1

FREIGHT TRANSPORT

33

8.9

22.1

62

9.3

32.1

OTHER USE CASE

15

4.1

10.1

7

1.0

3.6

N

%

SHUTTLE

110

29.7

PUBLIC TRANSPORT

47

CAR SHARING

* Multiple responses were possible, resulting in values > 100
Source: AVENUE21
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To find out how respondents view frequently raised arguments on the potential impacts of CAVs, these claims
were presented as possible advantages and disadvantages – shown here in two separate tables (Tables 3.4.2 and
3.4.3) – for participants to evaluate.

connected and automated sharing services had the highest potential for crowding out other transport options.
97.6% of those surveyed expect that this use case will displace one of the existing forms of transport, closely followed by connected and automated private cars (96.2%)
and driverless public transport (93.4%). Respondents
thought fully automated freight transport would have a
considerably lower impact (49.3%; see Fig. 3.4.2).

The 14 advantages presented in the survey were grouped
based on a factor analysis, a statistical method used to
group variables that correlate to one another (see Table 3.4.2, Backhaus et al. 2019). Using this method,
we were able to ascertain two factors. The first factor
combines structural policy and social aspects (with an
explained variance of 28%). The second groups together
those aspects that are more economically relevant (explained variance: 21%). If the individual statements are
listed based on their average level of approval, the economically relevant advantages are almost always given
higher approval ratings than the structural policy and
socially relevant factors.

When the question was reversed, experts presume that
traditional public transport will be most heavily impacted by the displacement effect (93.4% of experts believe
that at least one of the automated forms of mobility
mentioned in the survey will displace traditional public
transport), followed by conventional private cars (89.6%
of respondents). Each of these high figures underscores
the often-cited argument that a core characteristic of
automation will be the blurring of boundaries between
individual and public transport (“hybridization”, Lenz/
Fraedrich 2015: 185).

The structural policy and socially relevant benefits tend
to receive less approval (see Table. 3.4.2): the mean value of responses even falls within the category of “slight
rejection” (< 4.0) for the final two statements. The respondents thus tend to believe that CAT will not lead to
a stabilization of rural areas or the freeing up of intra-urban areas. This last finding stands in striking contrast to
the results of a number of studies and to urban planning
actors’ core judgement that CAT will allow intra-urban
traffic areas to be freed up so that they can be repurposed
(see Chaps. 1, 4.1 and 4.3).

Although considerably fewer specialists expect that cycling (61.1%) and walking (56.4%) will become less
relevant, they do think that even these active forms of
mobility are highly likely to be displaced by CAT, which
stands in direct contrast to the objectives of the existing
transport policy, i.e. to encourage active mobility.
One other relevant point is the high potential CAVs
have for displacing traditional forms of transport (see
Fig. 3.4.2). Here respondents gave a considerably higher rating for fully automated freight transport compared
to conventional private cars (42.7%). This means that
the process of automation will not only affect people’s
transport habits, it also raises the question of which journeys could be completely delegated to machines.

Respondents consider the link between CAT and the
production and utilization of digital data generated
during operation to be particularly relevant (see Table
3.4.2). Among the advantages listed in the survey, the

Figure 3.4.2: Potential of individual connected and automated vehicle use cases to displace other modes of transport in per cent
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statement “Increasing automation and networking of
transport will lead to the collection of larger volumes of
additional data to be used for efficient control of transport” was calculated with an arithmetic mean5 of 5.33 as
the second most approved benefit.
However, respondents also considered the potential associated risks and counterproductive developments to
be considerable (see Table 3.4.3). If we list the disadvantages according to their respective approval ratings,
three of the four most strongly weighted disadvantages
concern data security:
91% agree with the statement that “Connected
and automated transport will lead to large volumes of additional data being collected and used
by third parties” (with an arithmetic mean of
6.00 – one of the highest values in our data set).

78% state that “Connected and automated transport will lead to large volumes of additional data
being collected and used for continuous monitoring” (with an arithmetic mean of 5.44).
72% agree with the statement that “Connected
and automated transport will lead to transport
becoming a security risk due to hacking” (with
an arithmetic mean of 5.13).
The impacts CAV will have structurally and in terms of
social policy – be they negative or positive – are considered by respondents to be of little importance. Participants seemed to offer little approval of the statements
concerning urban sprawl, the waning significance of
brick-and-mortar retail, the risk posed to certain professions and the basic provision of spatial mobility (see
Table 3.4.3). Moreover, respondents assume that the

Table 3.4.2: Expert assessment of the opportunities arising from the introduction of connected and automated transport
STRUCTURAL POLICY
AND SOCIAL FACTOR

INCREASING AUTOMATION AND NETWORKING OF TRANSPORT WILL
LEAD TO …
Mean values

ECONOMICALLY RELEVANT
FACTOR

Factor loading

... new solutions in the logistics sector.

5.67

0.199

0.639

... large volumes of additional data being collected and used for efficient
control of transport.

5.33

0.160

0.734

… an increase in transport safety.

5.31

0.428

0.518

... strengthened intermodality through services provided over
the last passenger transport mile.

5.25

0.690

0.297

... increased mobility comfort.

5.18

0.325

0.582

... increased sharing services.

4.89

0.542

0.354

... an increase in the performance capability of the transport network.

4.79

0.274

0.576

... public transport services becoming more cost-efficient.

4.71

0.567

0.494

... boosting of the economy.

4.52

0.049

0.523

... public transport services being expanded.

4.5

0.557

0.375

… creation of socially inclusive mobility services.

4.42

0.671

0.340

... decarbonization of the mobility system.

4.03

0.605

0.277

... stabilization of rural areas.

3.87

0.771

-0.011

... freeing up of intra-urban areas.

3.82

0.790

0.143

Factors: mean value6

4.44

5.26

Factors: explained variance

28%

21%
1 = disagree, 7 = totally agree
Source: AVENUE21
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number of motor vehicles on roads will not fall but rise
in the coming years.

Table 3.4.3: Expert assessment of the risks and impacts involved in
the introduction of connected and automated transport

CONNECTED AND AUTOMATED
TRANSPORT WILL LEAD TO …

Their responses suggest a belief that this increase will
also not be short term: with a mean value of 3.06, participants reject the statement “An increase in traffic volumes due to automated driving is an effect of the transition phase” (see Fig. 3.4.3). At the same time, with a
mean value of 5.26, respondents clearly agree with the
statement “Higher traffic volumes should be counterbalanced through legislation”.

MEAN VALUES

... large volumes of additional data being
collected and used by third parties.

6.00

... large volumes of additional data being
collected and used for continuous
monitoring.

5.44

… increased motor vehicle traffic volumes.

5.26

... transport becoming a security risk
due to hacking.

5.13

... increasing urban sprawl as peripheral
locations will become increasingly
attractive.

4.89

... production and delivery chains being
completely overhauled.

4.73

... the decreased significance of offline
retail trade compared to
e-commerce.

4.69

... a threat to jobs that, at first glance, do
not have any direct connection to vehicle
steering.

4.53

... privatization threatening the basic
provision of spatial mobility.

4.08

It is notable that the respondents from German-speaking
countries were far more clearly in agreement with these
statements than those responding to the English survey.
While the average approval figures for the German survey are significantly different for these two questions,
for the English survey, the mean approval values stood
at 4.62 (regulation) and 3.9 (increase temporary) and
were thus so close that the differences are not significant
at a CI of 95%.

1 = disagree, 7 = totally agree
Source: AVENUE21

Figure 3.4.3: Experts’ opinion on rising traffic volumes and relevant regulation
Higher traffic volumes should be counterbalanced through legislation.
An increase in traffic volumes due to automated driving is an effect of the transition phase.
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Figure 3.4.4: Experts’ opinion on the overall relevance of the subject from the perspective of urban planning
5
4
3
2
1
How relevant do you think CAT is for cities
generally?

How relevant is the topic in the short term
ZLWKLQWKHQH[W¿YH\HDUV "

How relevant is the topic in the medium
WHUP ZLWKLQWKHQH[W¿YHWR\HDUV "

Mean values and 95% confidence intervals; 1 = not relevant, 5 = extremely relevant
Source: AVENUE21

3.4.3 SECOND SURVEY: STAKEHOLDERS AND
SCOPE FOR ACTION IN TOWNS AND CITIES DURING
THE INTRODUCTION OF CONNECTED AND AUTOMATED VEHICLES
We carried out a second survey in the winter of
2018/2019. 216 experts agreed to take part, 98 of
whom had already participated in the first survey.
The second survey focused on:
•

potential actions and planning options in urban
regions,

•

how stakeholders’ professional backgrounds
influenced their evaluations,

•

potential for cooperation and conflict, and

•

examples of measures that could influence the
effects of CAT.

Participants were thus asked to judge how relevant CAT
would be over certain periods of time. Here it became
evident that the respondents only considered the topic to

be of any real importance within the medium term (see
Fig. 3.4.4); in their view, CAT is unlikely to be relevant
over the coming five years.
Furthermore, participants were asked to evaluate the
suitability of a range of settlement structures for the use
of CAVs (see Fig. 3.4.5). Industrial and commercial areas were believed to be most suitable, with suburban
settlement areas coming second, closely followed by
new residential neighbourhoods. However, the mean
ranks of both settlement types are so close in value
that it cannot be determined (at a statistical certainty
of 95%) which of the two should be ranked second and
which third. What is clearer, however, is the ranking
of the remaining types of settlement: post-war urban
neighbourhoods are clearly ranked fourth and (edges
of) historical town and city centres undoubtedly come
in last. The evaluation given by experts in this survey
evidently mirrors AVENUE21’s analysis on automated
drivability (see Chap. 4.4).
Subsequently, a series of questions were posed which
aimed to ascertain the potential for conflict between
urban areas and various stakeholders based on their
diverging interests (see Fig. 3.4.6). The potential for
conflict between urban areas and international market

Figure 3.4.5: Expert opinion on the suitability of a range of settlement types for the use of connected and automated vehicles
Please rank the spaces listed below in terms of their suitability for the use of connected and automated vehicles.
1
2
3
4
5
Industrial and
commercial area

Suburban
settlement areas

New residential neighbourhoods (built after


Post-war urban
neighbourhoods

(GJHVRI
historical town and city
centres

Mean ranks and 95% confidence intervals; 1 = best suited, 5 = worst suited
Source: AVENUE21
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Figure 3.4.6: Expert opinion on the potential for conflict between selected actors and European towns and cities
How big to you consider the potential for conflict to be between towns and cities and the stakeholder groups listed below when it comes
to (further) developing and introducing connected and automated vehicles?
100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%
International
market players

High

Civil society

Higher policy-making levels

Medium

Suburbs

Other towns

Low, zero

Research Community

Don't know
Source: AVENUE21

players was considered to be the highest at just under
60%. A slightly lower percentage believed there was
the likelihood of conflict between cities and towns
and civil society, higher policymaking levels and the
rural-urban fringe (between approx. 20% and approx.
30%). A majority (around 75%) of respondents feel
there is no or only a minimal potential for conflict between the urban areas themselves as well as between
cities and towns and researchers.
One aim of the second survey was to gather data on experts’ opinions regarding which of the many approaches
towns and cities should take to respond to the introduc-

tion of CAVs (see Fig. 3.4.7). Respondents were offered
a range of answers, each linking a time component (taking action from the start vs. waiting to see how things
start to develop) with a type of action (encouraging CAT
vs. CAT regulation). The results shown below illustrate
that experts feel it is more important to support CAT than
to regulate the technology: the statement “Providing active support from the outset during introduction” is seen
as the most important, followed by “Awaiting the first
developments and intervening in a supporting manner,
if needed”. Respondents named “Await the first developments and intervene in a guiding manner, if necessary”
and “Actively intervene in the introduction process by

Figure 3.4.7: Expert opinion on how European cities should approach the introduction of CAT
European towns and cities have different ways of responding to connected and automated vehicles. Please rank the following answers in
order of importance.
1
2
3
4
Actively support
from the outset

Wait and intervene in a
supportive manner if needed

Wait and intervene in a
guiding manner if needed

Actively intervene by imposing
restrictive regulations

Mean ranks and 95% confidence interval; 1 = most important, 4 = least important
Source: AVENUE21
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3URYLGHUHVRXUFHVKXPDQ¿QDQFLDOHWF
(FRQRP\

Promote links between urban administrative
authorities
(GXFDWLRQ

Develop a catalogue of measures to prepare
streetscapes
(QIRUFHPHQW

Identify measures to prepare streetscapes
(QIRUFHPHQW

Connect with other towns, cities and regions
(GXFDWLRQ

Conduct tests
(QJLQHHULQJ

Assign responsibilities at an administrative
level
(QIRUFHPHQW

Build expertise, e.g. in administrative authorities
(GXFDWLRQ

Inform the public
about opportunities and risks
(GXFDWLRQ

Involve companies
(FRQRP\

Integrate CAT into existing mobility concepts
and missions
(QIRUFHPHQW

Set regulatory frameworks
(QIRUFHPHQW

Develop a design concept for future mobility
(GXFDWLRQ
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Figure 3.4.8: Expert opinion on the need for measures that cities and towns can take to prepare for the introduction of connected
and automated transport
How urgent do you think the following steps are when preparing for the introduction of connected and automated transport?
5

4

3

2

1

Mean values and 95% confidence interval; 1 = not urgent, 5 = very urgent
Source: AVENUE21

Figure 3.4.9: Expert opinion on the necessary framework conditions for measures to govern the introduction of connected
and automated transport
Please rank the following measures in terms of their importance for a smooth introduction of CAT.
100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%

I cannot judge

Source: AVENUE21
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Figure 3.4.10: Expert opinion on the opportunities available to market players to support the introduction of connected and automated
vehicles
Which of the following opportunities do you think are best suited for market players to support towns and cities as they introduce connected
and automated vehicles?
1
2
3
4

Jointly developing use cases
to close gaps in the transport
system

Cooperation on the infrastructural needs of CAVs

Transferring knowledge of
technical opportunities or
restrictions associated with
CAVs

Financing infrastructure in
PPP models

Mean ranks and 95% confidence interval; 1 = most important, 4 = least important
Source: AVENUE21

imposing restrictive regulation” as the third- and fourthbest options, with an almost equal level of approval.
Furthermore, respondents were asked to state which of
the measures available to towns and cities they deemed
necessary (see Fig. 3.4.8). “Developing a vision for future mobility”, “Setting of regulatory frameworks” and
“Integrating CAT into existing mobility visions and/
or missions” were considered to be particularly urgent
(mean values of 4.2 or around 4); however, it should be
noted that the mean values for the remaining items were
all within a range of 3.4 to 3.75 and thus were almost
identical.
This sheds light on a dilemma currently facing urban
and mobility planners: the first survey confirmed that
the issue of CAVs was highly relevant for professional
groups involved in the broader field of urban and mobility planning; meanwhile, the second survey indicated that CAVs will be an urban development issue that
will be highly relevant over the medium term (Figure
3.4.4). However, there does not appear to be consensus
concerning the necessary measures that towns and cities
should adopt (see Fig. 3.4.8). It is evident that negotiations will need to take place, but there are little to no
clues as to how this should happen.

If towns and cities wish to manage the introduction of
CAT, they can select measures from a range of different
areas. The experts were asked how important they considered the areas of economy (e.g. financial incentives,
pricing measures, fiscal policy), enforcement (e.g. statutory measures, regulatory policy), education (e.g. measures to raise awareness, communication, information)
and engineering (e.g. technical execution of planning,
road technology and supply-side measures) to be for the
support and facilitation of CAT (see Fig. 3.4.8). Here
the results show that the experts we surveyed considered
economic measures (two aspects) as relatively neutral,
with an arithmetic mean of 3.22 on a scale of 1 (not
urgent) to 5 (very urgent). The measures that fall into
the enforcement (mean value of 4.2: five aspects), engineering (mean value of 3.96: one aspect) and education
(mean value 3.81: one aspect) categories were, however,
seen to be (slightly) important.
In the next step, respondents were asked to assess the
necessary frameworks for specific measures regarding
the introduction of CAT (see Fig. 3.4.9). Respondents
considered the most important to be “Draw up policies
and principles for new mobility service providers” (approx. 70%), followed by the creation of a code of conduct for mobility service providers (just under 50%).

Figure 3.4.11: Expert opinion on the opportunities available to civil society to support the introduction of connected and automated
vehicles
Which of the opportunities listed below are best suited for civil society stakeholder groups to be actively involved in introducing connected
and automated vehicles?
1
2
3
4
Identifying citizens’ existing
needs

Contributing everyday knowledge of product development
FRFUHDWLRQ

Supporting test set-ups in
public areas

Playing an active role in
carrying out research projects
FLWL]HQVFLHQFH

Mean ranks and 95% confidence interval; 1 = most important, 4 = least important
Source: AVENUE21
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Figure 3.4.12: Expert opinion on the importance of urban development objectives and the suitability of the three scenarios
How important do you consider the goals listed below to be to urban development?
How well suited are the various scenarios to helping to achieve the listed urban development goals?
1
2
3
4
5
Reducing the
number of road
accidents

Lowering
pollution

General importance

Creating/safeguarding socially inclusive
mobility services

Planning compact
towns and cities

Market

Regaining streetscapes

Promoting local
economic growth

Civil society

Policy

Urban development goals: 1 = extremely important, 5 = extremely unimportant; suitability: 1 = scenario is very well suited, 5 = scenario is not well suited at all
Source: AVENUE21

Prohibiting empty runs and relaxing laws were considered to be slightly less important. However, a proportionally high number of respondents (just under 20%)
stated that they did not feel able to judge the importance
of the measure.
Moreover, participants were asked for their opinion on
how towns and cities could be supported in their efforts
to implement CAVs by market players (see Fig. 3.4.10)
and civil society stakeholder groups (see Fig. 3.4.11).
Here respondents were presented with a series of possible measures and asked to rank them from “most important” to “least important” depending on their suitability. If we compare those measures experts ranked in the
middle of the list with regard to the steps the market can

adopt to support towns and cities during the introduction
of CAT (see Fig. 3.4.10), respondents appear to be in
agreement that “Financing infrastructure in PPP models” is the least important of the suggested possibilities.
With regard to the other suggested measures (“Jointly
developing use cases to close gaps in the transport system”, “Working together on the infrastructural needs
for CAVs” and “Transferring knowledge of technical
opportunities and restrictions with CAVs”), respondents
appear to show no clear preference when it comes to
selecting the measures they consider most suitable.
A similar picture emerged when respondents were asked
about the possibilities available to civil society stakeholders to support towns and cities (see Fig. 3.4.11).
Here respondents are largely in agreement that the best

Figure 3.4.13: Expert opinion on the percentage of actors involved in the current discourse on the introduction of connected and automated transport and the ideal level of participation
To what extent do market, policy and civil society stakeholders influence today’s debate on CAT, in your opinion?
If it were up to you, to what degree should each stakeholder steer the introduction of connected and automated vehicles?
60%7

40%

20%

0%
Policy

Market
Current debate

Civil society
Ideal
Source: AVENUE21
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way for civil society to be involved is to support towns
and cities in their efforts to introduce CAVs by drawing attention to the existing mobility needs of residents
based on their everyday experiences. However, with
regard to the other statements (“Contributing everyday
knowledge of product development”, “Supporting test
set-ups in public areas” and “Playing an active role in
carrying out research projects”), the respondents are almost always divided on the ranking of importance.
During the AVENUE21 project, three scenarios were
developed outlining the possible future effects the integration of CAT will have on European towns and cities if this introduction is primarily influenced by three
different stakeholders (the market, policy, civil society;
see Chap. 5). It was thus one of the aims of the second survey to underpin the scenarios developed by our
research team with expert opinion. Respondents were
therefore also asked how suitable they considered the
three scenarios to be to achieving frequently stated urban development objectives (see Fig. 3.4.12). All the
objectives listed in the survey were generally considered
to be relevant. Respondents felt the most important goal
was to alleviate the burden on the local and global environment and climate, followed by reducing the number
of road accidents and fatalities. The aim of promoting
local economic growth/location policies, on the other
hand, was deemed the least important. When different
scenarios were compared, the market-driven approach
was almost always given the worst score or was always
judged to be less important than the two other scenarios.
It only ranked ahead of the civil society-driven scenario with regard to the goal of promoting local economic
growth and received a similar score when it came to reducing road accidents and fatalities. Of the three scenarios, the policy-led scenario was consistently given the
best ranking. This illustrates that European experts are
undoubtedly sceptical about the free market’s ability to

effectively manage the introduction of CAT, and instead
believe primarily in the capacity of policymakers and
planning authorities and/or the towns or cities to develop
solutions.
In order to better evaluate how relevant these scenarios
are to the real world, respondents were asked to state
which stakeholder groups are most involved in the current debate on CAT (see Fig. 3.4.13). Respondents stated that the market has a powerful influence (over 50%),
and ranked quite far ahead of policy (approx. 25%) and
civil society stakeholders (approx. 15%). If the desired
balance of power and involvement were in place, market, policy and civil society stakeholders would have a
relatively equal say in how CAVs were introduced, with
policymakers having slightly more control (approx.
37%) than the market and civil society (approx. 30%
each). There is therefore a clear mismatch between the
current discourse and the positive impact each actor is
seen to potentially be able to bring to the table.

3.4.4

SUMMARY

The aim of conducting these two surveys was to ascertain the opinions of experts involved in a range of
professions linked to urban and mobility planning with
regard to CAVs in general and current urban development goals in particular. It was the opinion of the over
300 specialists who participated in the two surveys that a
debate on the issue of CAVs should and must take place,
not only in their respective professional fields but also
more generally within the wider context of urban development. One key outcome of the surveys is that the
results paint a nuanced picture that oscillates between
scepticism and hope. For example, the 211 respondents
who participated in the first wave believe (see Table
3.4.2) that CAT will result in:

Figure 3.4.14: The surveys reveal a new urban mobility paradigm

A NEW MOBILITY PARADIGM ...
WHICH MODE OF TRANSPORT SHOULD I
CHOOSE FOR MY JOURNEY?

SHOULD I DRIVE MYSELF OR LEAVE
IT TO A MACHINE?

... IN SOME AREAS WITHIN URBAN REGIONS
Source: AVENUE21
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new solutions in the logistics sector,
large volumes of additional data being collected
and used for efficient control of transport,
improved road safety,
strengthened intermodality through services provided over the last passenger transport mile, and
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as moderately positive because a traditional private car will be replaced by a “smarter” version
(60%), which, however, will also lead to continued use of motor vehicles as a form of transport.
Another factor considered problematic (although this
was a concern for far fewer respondents) is that CAVs
may dampen enthusiasm for active forms of mobility,
which are currently being heavily promoted in European
cities. The biggest competition arises from

increased mobility comfort.
However, they appear less convinced that CAT will enable
intra-urban areas to be freed up,

connected and automated public transport (42%
likelihood of displacing cycling and 34% chance
of replacing walking),
connected and automated sharing (35% or 27%),
and

rural areas to be stabilized,
the mobility system to be decarbonized, and
socially inclusive mobility services to be created.
Data generated as a result of connected and automated processes are viewed with notable ambivalence; the
greatest scepticism is shown towards the following risks
and consequences of CAT (see Table 3.4.3):
collected data will be used by third parties,
collected data will be used for continuous monitoring, and
transport could become a security risk due to
hacking.
According to the survey, another problem (see Table
3.4.3) is the fact that CAVs will lead to the volume of
traffic increasing instead of decreasing (a number of
other scenario-based studies have also reached the same
conclusion; see Chap. 4.3). As it is assumed that an increase in traffic will not simply be a temporary effect,
respondents in the first survey expect that regulation will
be necessary to avoid the expected growth in vehicle
numbers (see Fig. 3.4.3). Respondents who participated
in the first survey suspect that CAVs and the new business models based on this nascent technology are highly
likely to replace other services (see Fig. 3.4.2). This was
viewed
as clearly having a positive impact because sharing services based on connected and automated
mobility will reduce the volume of traditional
private cars (71%),

connected and automated private cars (33% or
28%).
When we asked respondents for their opinion on the
possibility of other services being crowded out, the two
key takeaways were:
the service “hybridization” theory and thus the
blurring of the boundaries between individual
and public transport; there is evidence to support
this argument but it is potentially too short-sighted as
the shift will ultimately not only impact the
choice of transport but will also present travellers with a new option: whether to complete the
journey themselves or to delegate this task to a
machine.
In the second survey, the main emphasis was placed
on aspects that concerned the management and evaluation of the scenarios developed as part of the project.
The 216 participants consider that the debate on CAT
is mainly led by companies and/or the market (see Fig.
3.4.13), but believe that policymakers should play the
leading role. They consider the most pressing need for
action to be with regard to cities and/or policymakers
and planning authorities (see Fig. 3.4.8), who they suggest should
develop a concept for future CAT-based mobility,
set regulatory frameworks,
integrate CAT into existing mobility concepts,
more heavily involve businesses, and

as equally positive because public transport
services based on connected and automated
mobility will replace traditional public transport
(56%) and traditional private cars (54%),

inform the public about the opportunities and
risks.
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The experts we surveyed were not in agreement about
the possible courses of action that can be taken by local/
regional policymakers and town and city planning authorities. The two key views, which received an almost
equal level of support in the survey, contradict each other (see Fig. 3.4.7): the restrictive regulation of CAVs and
the proactive encouragement of their implementation
both received almost the same level of approval.
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believed the policy-driven approach would be most effective.
The survey respondents still place a substantial amount
of trust in the public authorities. However, it is clear that
it is necessary to address the social challenges
that will arise through the introduction of CAT in
good time;

Among the options given to steer CAT implementation,
respondents felt that a set of policies and principles and/
or a code of conduct for “new” mobility service providers were the most important. A general relaxing of
laws or the prohibition of empty CAV runs, a measure
frequently cited in the literature (Fagnant/Kockelman
2015), were seen to be less relevant (see Fig. 3.4.9).
Respondents feel the strengths of private sector companies would best serve cities if these actors are involved
in cooperative projects (defining applications, infrastructure needs, allowing knowledge transfer), while
they clearly reject the idea of involving market actors
in infrastructure development and the financing of such
measures through PPP models (see Fig. 3.4.10). Consequently, the experts believe the biggest potential for conflict to be between cities and international corporations,
followed by conflict with civil society (see Fig. 3.4.6).
The experts are of the opinion that cities could benefit if
civil society’s needs and everyday knowledge are taken
into consideration during the introduction of CAVs (see
Fig. 3.4.11). The idea of civil society actors playing an
active role as part of “citizen science” concepts was least
popular among the experts.
Alongside issues that relate directly to transport, respondents were also asked to give their verdict on the importance of urban development goals (see Fig. 3.4.12). Here
they believe it is vital to:
reduce the environmental impact,

policymakers and planning authorities and/
or towns and cities should act consistently –
whether they should take a proactive or reactive
approach remains subject to debate;
it remains unclear which measures should be
applied as part of this approach, and
CAT is far from likely to meet the highly optimistic expectations.
When and how policymakers and urban planners should
exert a controlling influence will be decisive in determining whether the positive impacts will outweigh the
negative, and whether those unwanted impacts can be
avoided altogether.

1

Julia Dorner played a vital role in designing and carrying out
not only the two surveys but also their statistical analysis and the
interpretation of the results.

2

First survey: 149 fully completed German questionnaires, 62
English questionnaires.
Second survey: 181 fully completed German questionnaires, 35
English questionnaires.

3/4 No automated Level 5 driving systems existed (in accordance
with SAE J3016) at the time the survey was conducted. Nonetheless, 28 of those surveyed stated that they had experience
with Level 5 vehicles.
5

It is frequently debated whether Likert scales (i.e. ordinal scales)
can be calculated as a metric (interval) scale. Due to the fact
that parametric analysis methods have been proven effective at
preventing various violations of the statistical criteria (see, for
instance, Norman 2010) and, at the same time, open up considerably more possibilities for analysis, we decided to use Likert
scales and Likert items on a metric scale.

6

Despite the seemingly obvious loading for the economic factor,
one item (“Increasing automation and networking of transport
will lead to boosting of the economy”) was not included in the
economic factor based on a reliability analysis.

7

An additional category (“other”) was mentioned but only some
participants filled this section in, resulting in percentage values
that added up to less than 100%. Those most frequently named
in this category were researchers.

bring down the number of road accidents,
plan a compact city, and
safeguard socially inclusive mobility services.
Moreover, respondents were also given a brief outline
of the three scenarios developed as part of this project
and asked to give their verdict on which of the scenarios
would most likely meet the six outlined urban development goals. With regard to each goal, the policy-driven scenario was determined to have the most positive
impact, followed by a civil-society driven approach.
Respondents were only convinced the market-driven
approach would be more successful than the civil society-based concept when it came to encouraging economic growth, but even in this regard, the experts still

Figure 3.5.1: Population density in the studied regions in 2011, inhabitants per km²
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LONDON

46

RANDSTAD

VIENNA

Image: AVENUE21; source: Eurostat 2011

Figure 3.5.2: Population density in Europe in 2014 on a 10 x 10 kilometre grid

Image: AVENUE21; source: LandScan, PBL 2016
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3.5
DEVELOPMENT OF TRANSPORT AND SETTLEMENT
POLICY: LONDON, RANDSTAD, VIENNA
To provide case studies that cover the full spectrum of
the “European city” and the effects that CAT could have
in these areas, we selected three regions for analysis: the
region of Greater London, the region of Randstad in the
Netherlands and Vienna/Lower Austria. By analysing
these regions, we hope not only to focus attention on
the circumstances and urban challenges specific to each
area but also to highlight the key role context plays with
regard to the implementation of CAT and to suggest various options for policy and planning action. What the
future holds for these regions depends not just on the
spatial conditions and infrastructures, but, crucially, on
the approach – now and in years to come – that will be
adopted by policymakers and planning authorities (see
Chaps. 3.2 and 4.6).

Analysing these specific towns and cities thus allows
us to illustrate the wide range of possible future applications of CAT in respect of existing spatial structures,
urban planning concepts and perceived challenges. In
Chapter 4.5, we expand our research to also examine
pioneering schemes globally.

3.5.1 METHODOLOGY AND SELECTION
This analysis focuses on the ways in which governance,
mobility and urban development interact in selected
localities/local contexts. The cities or regions analysed
here (London, Randstad and Vienna) were selected
based on a theory-led approach. The criteria for selec-

Figure 3.5.3: Overview of the analysed regions

LONDON

RANDSTAD

VIENNA/LOWER AUSTRIA

Monocentric urban region

Polycentric urban region

Dispersed urban region

FOOT

Type

Type

Population density

Population density

Population density

City structure

City structure

City structure

PUBLIC TRANSPORT
2013

CAR

Type

FOOT
2013

Modal split
BIKE

PUBLIC TRANSPORT

CAR

FOOT
2013

Modal split
BIKE

PUBLIC TRANSPORT

CAR

Modal split
BIKE
Source: AVENUE21, Eurostat (2017)
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tion were primarily settlement structure requirements
and the type of urban region, mobility cultures and infrastructures as well as planning and governance systems, which differ considerably in the three regions
under analysis. Furthermore, the selected cities/regions
are all in Europe and are characterized by dynamic
economic and demographic development. Figure 3.5.4
compares the regions’ transport and mobility policy
measures, drawing upon the urban transport policy development path set out by Jones (2017) and mentioned
here in Chapter 3.2.

Moreover, the cities as well as the urban regions are each
considered a prime example of their respective settlement
structure. In terms of transport infrastructure, it is significant that the city of Vienna is based on a predominantly
concentric city model, the urban region of Randstad is
mainly characterized by polycentric links (a linear city
surrounding a “Green Heart”) and London as well as its
urban region (surrounded by a “green belt”) has good
transport links between the all-powerful centre and its
surrounding satellite towns.

Figure 3.5.4: Overview of transport and mobility policy in the three selected regions

GREATER
LONDON

STAGE 2

STAGE 3

Encouraging modal shift

Promoting liveable cities

•

Plan to build four concentric ring
roads and radial roads

•

Dismantling of the tram system

•
•

•

“Homes before Roads” initiative

•

Zones and day tickets on public
transport

Construction of urban expressways

•

Construction of the Jubilee Line

One-way roads and parking spaces

•

Limiting transport costs and
uniform zone system on public
transport

•

Construction of the Docklands
Light Railway and Thameslink

•

Planning of the Thameslink
network

•

Expansion of the public transport
network (esp. improvement of
stations and door-to-door services)

•

Introduction of the “Oyster Card”

•

Promotion of walking and
cycling (cycle lanes, “Cycle
Superhighways”)

•

“Healthy Streets”: a new narrative
for London

•

Merging different rail operators to
form one national provider

•

Nationwide ticketing and pricing
system for public transport

•

Structural model for infrastructure
and regional development

•

Provision of a widespread
motorway network across the
whole of the country

•

Priority for public transport at
traffic lights

•

“Randstad 2040” strategy

•

“OV-chipkaart”

•

“Stop de Kindermoord” (“stop
killing children”) protests in
Eindhoven (1973)

•

“OV-fiets”: linking cycling and
train travel

•

“Straßenspieltag” – temporary
road closures so children can play
outside (1986)

•

Encouragement of multimodal
transport, improved mobility hubs
and transport information

•

Policy to encourage less car use
and more journeys by public
transport

•

Decentralization of national policy
– greater focus on regions

•

•

Restrictive policies to limit
distance travelled using vehicles

PPP models for infrastructural
improvements

•

•

“Compact city” as a planning
model

Implementation of pricing model
for roads based on kilometres
travelled

•

First national long-term spatial
development strategy

•

New policy instruments adapted
to political, geographic and
social realities (Randstad, “Green
Heart”)

RANDSTAD

VIENNA/LOWER AUSTRIA

STAGE 1
Accommodating trafﬁc growth

•

Closure of some tram lines that
were replaced by municipal bus
services

•

Introduction of VOR, a transport
authority for the eastern region
(1984)

•

STEP 2025: boost ecomobility,
lower MPT as a percentage of
modal split to 20% by 2025

•

Number of kilometres passengers
could travel by tram reduced by
a third

•

Increase in public transport
mileage and network lines (e.g.
underground expansion)

•

Construction of U2, U5
underground lines; expansion of
urban railway

•

Radial concentric growth

•

Use of low-floor trams

•

•

Linear-shaped city expansion
along settlement axes

€365 ticket for public transport,
"WienMobil" app to improve
inter- and multimodality

•

Encourage walking and cycling
(e.g. creation of pedestrian zones
and shared spaces, mobility
agencies)

Sources: Greater London: Jones (2017); Randstad: Reid (2017), OECD (2014), MOT (2017), Alpkokin (2012);
Vienna/Lower Austria: Schubert (1985), Békési (2005), City of Vienna (2017)
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Based on these various conditions, the cities and regions
set different priorities with regard to transport and settlement development. Figure 3.5.5 gives an example of the
key themes addressed in each respective area.
Figure 3.5.5: Key areas for urban and mobility planning in the
selected regions

GREATER LONDON
•

Transport connections to overflow cities (last-mile solutions)

•

Decentralization of the region – more polycentric approach

RANDSTAD
•

Inter- and multimodality (with a high percentage of cyclists)

•

Settlement development along multimodal transport hubs

VIENNA/LOWER AUSTRIA
•

Creating links between the city and surrounding region

•

Improving public transport
Source: AVENUE21

If we compare the European regions chosen, we see, on
the one hand, quite substantial differences resulting from
each country’s and region’s respective historical development and unique settlement characteristics (see Figs.
3.5.4 and 3.5.5). On the other hand, some similarities can
also be seen. The impressive transport and communication links between the metropolises and their surrounding regions, all of which transcend the boundaries of
each city, defy the term “European city” (see Chap. 3.2).
This element requires new management models that do
not end at the city’s boundary lines but encompass interregional links and emphasize the relevance of specific
key (international) hubs (SUMP; Backhaus et al. 2019,
Wefering et al. 2014). Connected and automated transport will create and allow for new links and thus have a
substantial impact on the spatial and transport situation
as well as the character of the European city. We will thus
provide an overview of select issues affecting urban and
mobility planning in the three regions and explore current
CAT projects in the regions in more detail. In doing so,
it becomes clear that the way in which CAVs are examined should depend on the context and that the potential
and opportunities for desirable changes can be brought
about if CAT is purposefully developed and managed.
This approach to (future) CAT development and management will by no means redefine urban planning, but will
instead take its place within historically evolving spatial
development strategies.
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Figure 3.5.6: Polycentric links in Randstad

Die Zunahme von
polyzentralen Verflechtungen
in der Randstad (Niederlande)

Source: AVENUE21

3.5.2 RANDSTAD

THE PATH TO AN INTEGRATED MOBILITY SYSTEM

Randstad is a conurbation that is primarily characterized
by a highly functional integration of urban zones and a
polycentric settlement structure, which is also present in
large parts of Europe (European Union 2011: 4). Polycentric urban structures are also one spatial development
strategy deployed on the continent explicitly to bring
about territorial cohesion (Hall/Pain 2006).

The polycentric structure of the Randstad region, which
consists of four large urban centres – Amsterdam, Rotterdam, The Hague and Utrecht – not only defines the settlement structure and development, but has long impacted
the transport and mobility system. For many years, the
transport planning model in the region was primarily
shaped by the local interests of the individual cities, and
this was particularly true of public transport. As recently as 2007, the OECD reported that Randstad does not

3. STATUS QUO
have an integrated public transport system but fragmented systems and networks run by individual cities in the
region (OECD 2007: 107). At the end of the last decade,
however, increased efforts were made to develop an integrated mobility system in the Netherlands and thus in
Randstad too. Policy papers such as “Mobiliteitaanpak”
(2008) and the “Structural model for infrastructure and
spatial planning” (2012) thus outlined the development
of a coherent, integrated mobility system as a key transport and mobility objective. This was to be developed at
the national level together with subnational authorities
with the aim of ensuring national and regional mobility
systems are more closely interlinked and more effectively aligned with one another. The various modes of transport should be better connected and the primary focus
should be the promotion of multimodal transport and
multimodal transport hubs (Ministerie van Infrastructuur en Milieu 2015: 10).
An important step towards the development of a coherent, integrated mobility system and, in particular, better
linkage between public transport systems in the Randstad region came in the shape of the “OV-chipkaart”, a
scheme initiated by the Dutch government back in 2010
but only introduced nationwide (and beyond into Belgium and Germany) in 2012 (Ministry of Transport,
Public Works and Water Management 2010: 5). The
“OV-chipkaart” is a chip card that enables a single electronic payment system for the entire Dutch public transport system, i.e. it applies to all national, regional and
local transport authorities as well as their respective fare
schemes (Roland Berger 2016: 31).

INTER- AND MULTIMODALITY AS WELL AS IMPROVEMENT
OF TRANSPORT HUBS
Further initiatives designed to develop an integrated mobility system are focused primarily on connecting public
transport and/or rail services with cycling, a mode of
transport far more frequently used in the Netherlands
than in other European countries. One example of such
an initiative is the growing construction and improvement of bike parking racks and storage areas at train stations (Godefrooij 2012: 40). A nationwide bike-lending
scheme – “OV-fiets” – was also introduced back in 2003
and has since been taken over by the Dutch railway operator. The scheme offers many stations, whose numbers
have grown considerably in recent years – especially at
train stations and particularly in the Randstad region –
and is expressly designed to offer a solution for the final
section of a train journey (Ministerie van Verkeer en Waterstaat 2009: 48).
The Randstad region is characterized by a very dense
railway network with a high number of stations, and
this factor has also received a growing level of attention throughout the course of settlement development
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projects (Stead/Meijers 2015: 12). For instance, as part
of the 2040 policy plan for the northern part of Randstad (“Structuurvisie Noord-Holland 2040”), a “transit-oriented development” has been outlined that aims
to increase use of the surrounding areas and/or catchment areas of train stations for settlement development
as well as other urban functions (Deltametropol 2013:
228). This will be achieved through spatial measures
and schemes as part of a coordinated location policy
(Provincie Noord-Holland 2015: 46). In the Randstad
region, transport hubs are usually more than just transit points; they are also places where urban activities
take place, and travellers arrive, live and work (Deltametropol 2013: 85).
Curtis and Scheuer (2016) summarize the unique features of this planning approach as follows: “However,
during the decade since, it has become clearer that the
dichotomy of public transport versus car does not need
to be regarded in competition. Instead, it can be viewed
as an opportunity to work towards intelligent solutions of
task-sharing and mutual support between these modes,
and for walking and cycling and the growing range of
hybrid forms of transport that do not neatly fit the traditional categories of collective and individual such as
shared cars and bicycles, online ride-sharing or user-responsive public transport services. This type of thinking
around multimodal accessibility, rather than single-mode
market shares can be understood as the most significant
contribution to global practice in integrated transport and
land use planning to emerge from the Randstad and its
unique interplay of settlement patterns and transport networks” (Curtis/Scheurer 2016: 287).

CONNECTED AND AUTOMATED TRANSPORT IN THE
NETHERLANDS AND RANDSTAD REGION
Within the context of the development of CAVs, it is
important to consider the key objective of an integrated mobility system in the Randstad region and examine
how this new technology could create opportunities to
further integrate transport systems (to develop one single
service) and thus also lead to greater connectivity within
the region itself and, based on these developments, thus
consider the possibilities CAT may offer with regard to
linking up urban peripheries or peri-urban landscapes in
the region.
According to a number of international comparisons, the
Netherlands have some of the best test and development
conditions for CAVs (KPMG 2018, Welch/Behrmann
2018). The activities in the Netherlands are based both
on tests involving vehicles and the development of infrastructure (e.g. the expansion of high-speed mobile data
transmission) as well as on the proactive design of policy strategies (“Declaration of Amsterdam 2016”). Another relevant example is the “WEpods” project. As part
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of this project, two self-driving e-shuttles (EasyMile
EZ10) have been in place since 2015 in Gelderland,
the province bordering Randstad to the east, and in the
towns of Ede and Wageningen, and were explicitly tested as potential last-mile solutions, i.e. possible ways to
complete the last mile either from or to a train station.
These could represent a very cost-effective form of public transport – available around the clock and on demand
– especially in areas with low demand, and also effectively help boost public transport integration (Scheltes
2018, Fig. 3.5.3).
When the tests were initiated, even Melanie Schultz van
Haegen, Dutch Minister of Infrastructure and the Environment at the time, emphasized the potential CAVs
held for creating a more flexible and integrated public
transport system: “With the WEpod, we are entering a
completely new stage of the voyage of discovery that
the Netherlands embarked on with the aim of making
transport more flexible, safer and cleaner” (Wageningen
University & Research 2016).
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Figure 3.5.7: Garden cities and new towns in south-east England since the early 20th century

Garden Cities 1900–1930
New Towns 1940–1970
City/district developments after 1970
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Source: AVENUE21

3.5.3 GREATER LONDON
For more than a century, the growth of London has been
intricately linked to developments in mobility and technology. Over the years, a series of satellite towns were
built around the city’s green belt, initially based on rail
transport and, later, on personal mobility. Like other European regions that are witnessing the ongoing march
of urbanization, the rapidly growing British capital faces considerable challenges in terms of settlement and
transport development. However, London’s stringent,
historically developed, top-down planning approach to
managing growth is unique.

THE HISTORY OF ENGLISH GARDEN CITIES AND NEW
TOWNS
Even during the planning and development of London’s first new towns at the start of the 20th century, the
transport system that existed in the area surrounding the
capital played a crucial role. Newly created towns such
as Letchworth and Welwyn Garden City in the north of
London were developed in 1903 and 1920 respectively
and designed based on the concept of the garden city.
They were built along railway lines and planners made
the town centres accessible on foot or by bike. These

garden cities were designed to be small enough that
pedestrians and cyclists could easily reach any point
within the town in just 15 minutes; the railway provided
access to the capital (Schmitz 2001: 48–49).
By the mid-20th century, the New Towns Act was
passed, which allowed the construction of more new
towns around London. Unlike the first developments
built to accommodate the overspill of population from
London, these new towns were designed purely to suit
personal car mobility. A prime example of one of these
developments is Milton Keynes situated to the northwest of London: it was the last new town to be built and
was created in 1976.

THE CONCEPT TODAY
Even now some are pushing for new garden cities to
be built around the capital (and in other parts of the
UK) to ease the pressure on local services. In 2014, the
Department for Communities and Local Government
announced that a new garden city would be built in
Ebbsfleet to the east of London to accommodate 15,000
residents (Department for Communities and Local
Government 2015). In 2016, the department published
guidelines whereby councils could submit an application to be chosen as a site for a new garden city. Subsequently, it was announced in early 2017 that a total
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of three new garden towns and 14 new garden villages
would be built across the whole of England, with several of the new developments planned for areas close to
London (Department for Communities and Local Government 2017 and Fig. 3.5.7).
The most pressing challenges facing London’s urban
planners and developers are the rapidly growing population in the region and the need to control this growth
through decentralization. London’s long-term urban
development strategy has two pillars: on the one hand,
the decentralization of growth (“Building the Polycentric City”; NLA 2017), and residents’ health and
well-being (“Healthy Streets for London”; TfL 2017)
on the other.
Policy papers on the future development of transport
and mobility in London and the Greater London region
– such as the “London Infrastructure Plan 2050” – stress
that settlement expansion (outside of London) and thus
plans to build new overspill towns should be concentrated around existing, expanded or new transport corridors
and stations (especially railway lines; Mayor of London
2014: 45). While no planning progress has been made
on the garden villages of Longcross and Dunton Hills
or the garden towns of Aylesbury and Harlow-Gilston
besides choosing a location, initial development plans
are already in place for the garden city of Ebbsfleet, especially in terms of transport and mobility.

TRANSPORT LINKS GENERATED THROUGH CONNECTED
AND AUTOMATED VEHICLES IN CITY DISTRICTS AND
ALONG “CONNECTED CORRIDORS”
Within this context, it thus comes as no surprise that
Milton Keynes, i.e. a new town designed solely around
personalized mobility, has hosted a series of CAT trials: initially it was part of the “LUTZ Pathfinder” research project and it is currently involved in the “UK
Autodrive” research project, which is testing automated
pods as part of the “Transport Systems Catapult” initiative (TSC 2017). As part of this, considerable funds,
primarily provided by the Department for Transport,
have been invested in research on these “Low-Speed
Autonomous Transport Systems – L-SATS” which are
explicitly seen as potential solutions for the last mile
of urban mobility (TSC 2014: 2). The town of Milton
Keynes is also convinced of the potential of CAT and
plans to use it. As early as 2011, the city wrote in its
transport strategy (“A Transport Vision and Strategy for
Milton Keynes”) that in terms of its public transport services, personalized public transport, such as automated pods, would be ideal in the long term for the city’s
grid road layout (Milton Keynes Council 2011: 42–43).
Moreover, in 2015, the town refused to grant permission
for the construction of a tram system. When stating its
reasons, it made reference not only to cost but to the use
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of pods as a public transport system (Smith 2015). This
shows that plans currently being drawn up for many new
garden cities – depending on the outcome of the tests in
Milton Keynes – could already be designed to accommodate a public transport system that includes these
more cost-effective pods.
If we turn back to Ebbsfleet Garden City, a site which
is close to the A2 major road – and connected to a national and international (Eurostar) high-speed rail link –
another aspect becomes relevant to debates concerning
CAM: the use of CAVs on motorways. The Department
for Transport, for instance, considers “the creation of
connected corridors – initially to test, and then deploy,
the technology – as a cornerstone of the UK [in the
context of connected and autonomous vehicles]” (Hanson 2015: 4). One such test corridor is already in place
on the A2/M2 motorway between London and Dover
(Hanson 2015: 5). In collaboration with the government
company in charge of the country’s major roads and
motorways (Highways England), the connection possibilities between vehicles as well as between vehicles
and the infrastructure are being tested here against the
backdrop of CAM (TRL Limited 2016: 1). There are
also plans to carry out test runs involving CAVs – both
here and on other stretches of motorway – in a subsequent stage.
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Figure 3.5.8: Development dynamics in the Vienna/Lower Austria region

Vienna city boundary

Population growth 2008—2015
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Source: AVENUE21

3.5.4 VIENNA/LOWER AUSTRIA
Vienna is the epitome of a traditional European city that
has long been influenced by a concentric design (Schubert
1985: 521). Since the late 1960s, the city has grown far
beyond its established boundaries, becoming a dispersed
urban region. Most notably in recent years, the population within Vienna and in its surrounding area has also
grown considerably. This has further increased connectedness and integration within the overall metropolitan region. Administrative boundaries may exist but now have
an ever-diminishing impact on everyday dealings and
functional relationships (MA 18 2014: 88); however, they
continue to be very present in governance and administrative structures. This poses particular challenges for management, especially in terms of spatial planning, transport

planning and location development. This can particularly
be seen in the city/region’s public transport system.

NECESSARY ACTION TO TACKLE THE CHALLENGES
FACING THE METROPOLITAN REGION
As part of the current city development plan (“STEP
2025”), efforts are being made to harness the growth dynamic to benefit the population. Within this framework,
a regional model with regional development axes was
developed that focused heavily on regional links within
the metropolitan region of Vienna (Vienna and parts of
Burgenland and Lower Austria) and the Centrope region
(which also includes western Hungary, western Slovakia
and southern Czechia) as well as links within the metropolitan region (MA 18 2014: 91).
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This model and the regional development axes aimed to
ensure that population growth and suburbanization – processes that span administrative boundaries – went hand
in hand with a managed settlement plan that was based
on development and public transport axes (Dangschat/
Hamedinger 2009: 108; Scheuvens et al. 2016). However, in future, this regional model for the entire metropolitan region will need to be given greater consideration
within the various public authorities. A key factor here
are city-regional governance structures that complement the administrative structures of public authorities,
which have evolved over time and are usually designed
to represent local interests, by giving a voice to various
city-regional interests, such as the city-regional model.
Such structures could make it possible to tap existing
potential for cooperation more effectively, especially in
areas such as regional planning, transport planning and
location development (MA 18 2014: 91).

THE IMPORTANCE OF SETTLEMENT AND TRANSPORT
DEVELOPMENT IN THE METROPOLITAN REGION
One element that is crucial here is the interlinking of
settlement and transport development. However, it will
not only be a matter of conducting coordinated settlement development along public transport axes. Instead,
it will be necessary to also improve public transport services on a city-regional scale: while public transport has
always played a vital role within the Austrian capital’s
urban transport system and accounts for one of the highest modal splits across Europe’s capital cities (39% in
2016), if we compare these figures with those for the
city-region and surrounding areas, i.e. among commuters, we see a considerably lower modal split share of
21% (City of Vienna 2014: 103). In the future, however,
urban development plans and mobility and transport services across the entire metropolitan region – irrespective
of administrative boundaries and various competencies
– will need to be considered as an integrated system.
This will require, first and foremost, effective regional
cooperation at various transport and settlement policy
levels as well as concepts for a controlled settlement
development along public transport axes, in peripheral
urban locations as well as in the surrounding area.

CONNECTED, AUTOMATED AND PUBLIC TRANSPORT
Public transport has long played a key role within Vienna’s mobility system, and the service has become
even more vital, especially in recent years. In particular since the city’s 2005 development plan (Dangschat/
Hamedinger 2009: 104) and the subsequent 2025 concept, public transport has ultimately been seen as the
backbone of the mobility system, and there is a belief
that it needs to be bolstered further and made more attractive. By adopting the existing strategy plan for urban
transport – the 2003 “Transport Master Plan” – Vienna
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has decided to continue with the more offensive public
transport policy that was launched in the 1990s. This
stipulates that public transport should make up 40% of
the modal split by 2020 (in 2001 it stood at 34%) while
the share of MPT should be reduced to 25% by 2020
(2001: 36%; Stadt Wien 2006: 41). If we examine the
most recent developments regarding modal split in Vienna (from 2003 to today), there is indeed a clear increase
in public transport use as a percentage of modal split,
its share rising by 10% to 39% (as of 2015). Like London, Budapest, Prague, Helsinki, Tallinn, Bucharest and
Warsaw, Vienna has one of the highest levels of public
transport use as a share of modal split across Europe’s
capitals (Nabielek et al. 2016: 26).
In order to see whether the addition of CAVs could improve existing public transport in peripheral urban and
suburban areas (Gertz/Dörnemann 2016: 22), two automated shuttles have been undergoing trial runs in aspern
Seestadt, a new urban development project in the northeast of Vienna, since the summer of 2019. The automated shuttles run along a two-kilometre route connecting
areas in the south-west of Seestadt that are currently only
moderately served by public transport with the terminus
of one of the underground lines. The aim here is to find
out just how much automated shuttles can be integrated
into the service provided by the public transport authority, as well as to analyse their effectiveness as a link in the
intermodal mobility chain. The project is also embedded
within Seestadt’s transport and road concept, which focuses on increasing the appeal of more environmentally
friendly forms of mobility and striking a greater balance
between them. Subsequent trials can be arranged to gain
insight into the potential that may lie in supplementing
public rail transport with flexible, needs-oriented, automated shuttles, especially within the city region.
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4.1
TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENTS IN CONNECTED AND
AUTOMATED VEHICLES: WHAT IS THE STATUS QUO?
Figure 4.1.1: A LIDAR sensor on the roof of the test vehicle “Homer”

Source: voyage.auto

Connection and automation are the instrumental drivers
of change in the transport system – yet they are two fundamentally different trends that are not necessarily related
to one another (Perret et al. 2017: 6). Despite this, there
is growing emphasis on their simultaneity and parallel
development: whereas early research frequently spoke
of autonomous driving or autonomous vehicles, more
recent articles increasingly use the term “connected and
automated vehicles”: “Even though automated vehicles
do not necessarily need to be connected and connected
vehicles do not require automation, it is expected that in
the medium term connectivity will be a major enabler for
automated vehicles” (European Commission 2018: 4).
In response to the array of terms being used and their
unclear meanings, SAE International (2018: 28) advises
against the terms “self-driving vehicle”, “autonomous
vehicle” and “driving robot”. What is commonly known
as a “self-driving” or “autonomous” vehicle corresponds
to the “fully automated vehicle” that is recommended in
the SAE terminology and thus used here throughout.

The simultaneity of vehicles’ connection and automation is explained by the fact that even at this stage increasing connection is seen as a prerequisite for some
driving tasks. For instance, details about the current traffic situation, the condition of the roadway and possibly
information from the infrastructure itself (traffic lights,
tollbooths, etc.) may be necessary to facilitate safe automated operation of the vehicle (Ritz 2018: 184). Furthermore, some of the desired impacts of automated vehicles
will only take hold when they act or cooperate in a connected way. Examples include the increased efficiency
on roads and in the road network as a result of distribution, raising the vehicle flow rate and improving security
(Kagermann 2017: 363; Shladover 2018: 196). That this
view is held by the European Commission is evidenced
by diverse initiatives and funding programmes (CAM,
C-ITS, C-Roads; European Commission 2018: 4).
In addition, this means that although the majority of the
first automated driving systems available, which only
offer lower-level automated driving functions, are still
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relatively independent and not or hardly connected, it
will be important in the long run – when higher levels of
automation are achieved – for automated driving systems
to be as connected as possible so that the desired effects
are indeed achieved (Fig. 4.1.2; Shladover 2018: 193).
Figure 4.1.2: Schematic diagram of the difference between
ego-only, cooperative and automated systems

autonomous,
unconnected driving

Cooperative,
connected driving

Automated, connected
driving systems

Source: AVENUE21 after Shladover (2018)
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AUTOMATION LEVELS AND THEIR MEANINGS
Vehicles of different sizes are generally considered to
be automated once they can perform a large proportion
of dynamic driving tasks autonomously; the range of
tasks undertaken culminates in fully driverless operation
(Fig. 4.1.3). There are different automation level classifications for vehicles in passenger and freight transport,
with the J3016 classification by SAE (Society of Automotive Engineers) having become established in the
international scientific debate.
Those systems that the driver no longer has to supervise
at all times because the longitudinal and lateral vehicle
motion control is performed automatically in specific application cases (road types, speed zones and conditions)
are known as conditional driving automation. However, the driver potentially has to be capable of taking
over if the system requests them to intervene (Level 3).
Highly automated vehicles, which are the subject of
this research, are those whose systems can deal with

Figure 4.1.3: Stages of automating driving systems

LEVEL

AWARENESS
VEHICLE MOOF SURROUNDTION CONTROL
INGS
DRIVER PERFORMS ALL DYNAMIC DRIVING TASKS

NAME

DESCRIPTION

0

NO
AUTOMATION

1

ASSISTANCE
SYSTEMS

2

PARTIAL
AUTOMATION

Driver drives independently,
even if supporting systems are
available.
Driver assistance systems help
with operation of the vehicle
during longitudinal or lateral
vehicle motion control (not
simultaneous).
One or more driver assistance
systems help with operation
of the vehicle during
longitudinal and simultaneous
lateral vehicle motion control.
Driver must supervise the
system at all times.

FALLBACK
LEVEL

OPERATIONAL
DESIGN DOMAIN

DRIVER

DRIVER

NONE

N/A

DRIVER AND
SYSTEM

DRIVER

DRIVER

LIMITED

SYSTEM

DRIVER

DRIVER

LIMITED

3

CONDITIONAL
AUTOMATION

4

HIGH
AUTOMATION

5

FULL
AUTOMATION

Automated driving with the
expectation that the driver
must react to a request to
intervene.
Automated operation of the
vehicle with the expectation
that the driver will react
to a request to intervene.
Without human reaction, the
vehicle continues to drive
autonomously. The driver
does not have to supervise the
system at all times.
Fully automated driving, with
the dynamic driving task being
performed under all on-road
and surrounding conditions as
if by a human driver.

SYSTEM

SYSTEM

FALLBACK-READY
USER

LIMITED

SYSTEM

SYSTEM

SYSTEM

LIMITED

SYSTEM

SYSTEM

SYSTEM

UNLIMITED

Source: SAE International (2018: 19)
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Figure 4.1.4: Operational design domain

Limitations regarding:
geographic location
road type
environment/surroundings
traffic
speed
time

Source: AVENUE21

all situations automatically, but whose driverless operation only takes place in areas specifically designed for
this purpose (operational design domain-specific); there
is no request for driver intervention (Level 4). Finally,
vehicles whose systems take over all driving tasks for
all road types, speed zones and conditions (regardless
of the ODD), and which are therefore operated from the
start of the journey to its destination without a driver, are
referred to as fully automated vehicles (Level 5; SAE
International 2018: 19).
The operational design domain (ODD) describes the
conditions under which an automated driving system
functions. The parameters of these conditions may include geographic location, road type, surroundings,
traffic, speed, time (see Fig. 4.1.4; SAE International
2018: 12).
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Level 4 automated driving systems or applications have
been in use since the 1990s. One well-known example
in Europe is the park shuttle that connects the Rivium
Business Park with the Rotterdam metro as a last-mile
feeder line. The second generation of the park shuttle
has been operating since 2006 over a distance of roughly
5 kilometres with the same number of stops. The limitations of the ODD were solved infrastructurally: the park
shuttle drives on an asphalted route, which is separated
from its surroundings on both sides by a one-metre-high
fence and a hedge.
Yet in future, technological progress could see the operation of Level 4 automated driving systems without
such major infrastructure measures as a structural divider or separate lanes (Hollestelle 2018: 24). Ultimately,
such measures always serve to reduce the complexity
of the automated driving system’s ODD (e.g. avoiding
interaction with cyclists) and hence the demands on the
automated driving system.

SELECT LEVEL 4 AUTOMATED DRIVING SYSTEMS, THEIR
OPERATIONAL DESIGN DOMAIN AND APPLICATIONS
Level 4 automated driving systems can have different
use cases (Wachenfeld et al. 2015: 12), which are defined by the features of their respective ODD and other
attributes, such as the possible application or use concept. Various Level 4 automated driving systems that
are currently being discussed are designed for very
different ODD and for different possible applications
(Shladover 2018: 194). The result is numerous possible use cases for such automated driving systems (Fig.
4.1.5).
Figure 4.1.5: Fields of application for Level 4

LEVEL 4: AUTOMATED DRIVING SYSTEMS FOR SPECIFIC
CONDITIONS (OPERATIONAL DESIGN DOMAINS)
The difference between automated driving systems
(ADSs; SAE International 2018) that function under
limited conditions (ODD-specific; Level 4) and those
that function without limitations (ODD-unspecific; Level 5) truly is vast.
However, outside of these specific conditions or ODDs
or when these conditions/ODDs change too dramatically, Level 4 automated driving systems are no longer
functional (NHTSA 2017: 6). Should a transition to
manual driving be necessary, then the driver is requested to take over the driving tasks. If they are not capable
of doing so, the vehicle is returned to a risk-minimized
system state (VDA 2015: 15; Wagner/Kabel 2018:
317).

MOTORWAY ASSISTANT

PARKING ASSISTANT

TOWN OR CITY
ASSISTANT

AUTOMATED
SHUTTLE BUS
Source: AVENUE21
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A selection of current possibilities for Level 4 automated driving systems as well as their ODDs and applications are discussed below. The overview is limited to
four applications.

1

MOTORWAY ASSISTANT

With the motorway assistant, the
system exclusively takes over dynamic driving tasks on motorways or other trunk roads. During
the journey on the motorway, no
awareness of their surroundings is
required of the passengers, who
can instead occupy themselves with other activities
(Wachenfeld et al. 2015: 12). The development of motorway assistants is primarily being encouraged by vehicle manufacturers, but is currently still in the development stage: for example, with the new A8, Audi is
planning to market the first production vehicle with a
motorway chauffeur (Level 3), which can only complete
simple driving tasks in good weather conditions.
As initially described, the driver must therefore be capable of potentially taking over if the system requests
them to intervene (Schrepfer et al. 2018: 32; Ritz 2018:
30). However, the further development of this system by
vehicle manufacturers will lead to a constant increase in
the possible dynamic driving tasks on motorways that
the system can carry out to the point that a Level 4 motorway assistant is reached, which would allow the driver to read a book or sleep while the motorway assistant
is driving on the motorway (Ritz 2018: 31). This would
take the pressure off not only car drivers but also drivers
of utility vehicles or lorries (Eckstein et al. 2018: 9) and
be used for coaches travelling long distances.
Particularly with regard to lorries, motorway assistants
are frequently discussed for lanes that are reserved for the
exclusive use of lorries in order to reduce the demands on
the driving system. These adaptations of the ODD take
place with the aim of expediting the roadworthiness of
such a Level 4 driving system (Shladover 2018: 194)

2

PARKING ASSISTANT
(AUTOMATED VALET PARKING)

Evidently, vehicle manufacturers’
focus in terms of automating passenger cars appears to be mainly targeted at motorways or motorway-like
roads (Schrepfer et al. 2018: 34).
However, manufacturers like Audi
or Daimler are also woring to develop parking assistants/automated driving systems that enable automated valet parking (Ritz 2018: 30).
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With automated valet parking, the automated driving
system drives to a nearby or far-away parking space
once the passengers have left the vehicle. The driver therefore saves time that would otherwise be spent
searching for a parking space or actually parking the vehicle (Wachenfeld et al. 2015: 15; Shladover 2018: 194).
At present, such automated valet parking is mostly being tested in large car parks, i.e. not in the road network
but in places that can be described as distinct settings:
Daimler and Bosch, for example, are testing such a system in an indoor car park in Stuttgart, where the vehicle
is simply left in a drop-off area and then parks automatically after a command has been activated on the driver’s
smartphone and automatically drives to a pick-up area
after another smartphone command has been selected
(Daimler 2018).
In future, such automated driving systems might operate
not only in distinct settings, but also in defined and approved areas of the low-capacity road network (e.g. inner-city areas). That would allow the driver to stop right
outside a restaurant, for example, and then task the vehicle with automatically finding, driving to and parking in
a free parking space once they have got out of the vehicle
(Eckstein et al. 2018: 9). However, this would mean that
the parking assistant would closely resemble a city assistant (see next paragraph). Due to the advantages associated with this automated driving system (the vehicle picks
up its passengers nearby), the development of the parking
assistant is being considered not only for private cars,
but also – on the part of the manufacturers (e.g. BMW
and Daimler) – increasingly in connection with considerations of their own car-sharing services (Drive-Now and
Car2go; Ritz 2018: 114; Lenz/Fraedrich 2015: 185).

3

TOWN OR CITY ASSISTANT

Vehicle manufacturers, which are
increasingly presenting themselves as mobility providers, are
also working – partly together
with new players on the mobility
market like Uber or Waymo – on
automated driving systems for
quite “urban” conditions or defined parts of the lower-capacity road network (Ritz 2018: 135). Current examples include the development of a city assistant by
Audi, the tests by Waymo in a designated 100 squaremile area in Chandler, a (suburban) outlying district of
Phoenix in Arizona, and the announcement by Daimler
and Bosch that they will jointly release Level 4 vehicles
in an urban setting over the coming decade (Hawkins
2017; Ritz 2018: 30; Daimler 2018).
In this case, the automated driving system – often referred to as a town or city assistant – takes over the
driving tasks in a defined and approved part of the lower-capacity road network. The driver thus becomes a
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passenger in this setting (Wachenfeld et al. 2015: 17;
Altenburg et al. 2018: 4).
As a result of the advantages of automated driving systems in this context (e.g. the possibility for a door-to-door
service; Lenz/Fraedrich 2015: 185), such systems are increasingly related to concepts like car sharing and ride
sharing and then frequently called automated private or
shared taxis. The boundaries between MPT and PT are
more and more fluid, because in such use cases both vehicle manufacturers and new players on the mobility market see the opportunity for new business models, while
public transport companies could expand their service
provision by offering such flexible automated driving
systems, especially in the suburbs. In principle, the aim
with such automated driving systems is that the passenger
can contact the control centre in an emergency and pay
for the journey via smartphone (Eckstein et al. 2018: 9).
Such automated driving systems are not only being discussed for passenger but also for goods transport, especially as a solution for the last mile. They are intended
to take over the last mile from an inner-city warehouse
or offline shop to a customer in a defined and approved
part of the lower-capacity road network. One example
are the vehicles frequently referred to as delivery robots
by the manufacturer Starship Technologies, which have
a container in which a parcel can be placed (Vogler et al.
2018: 152). Currently, the majority of such automated
driving systems are still in operation in business parks
(e.g. in Mountain View, USA) or other special zones
(where there may have been such automated driving
systems, such as for in-house transport, for a long time;
Flämig 2015: 378; Hern 2018). Here, too, it is a matter
of reducing the demands made of the automated driv-

ing system. Generally, however, such driving systems
are intended to operate at a speed of max. 6 km/h on
footpaths in defined, approved areas. They have already
been tested in this form in Hamburg (together with Hermes) and Düsseldorf, among other places.

4

AUTOMATED SHUTTLE BUS

At present, automated shuttle buses are primarily being tested by
public transport companies. Examples include the shuttle bus
tests by the Deutsche Bahn (DB)
in Bad Birnbach, by the Wiener
Linien in Vienna and by the
PostAuto Schweiz AG in Sitten in Switzerland. The
best-known manufacturers of these automated shuttle
buses are the companies Navya and EasyMile. The
shuttle buses are mostly designed for a capacity of 8 to
12 passengers and according to their manufacturers can
reach a maximum speed of 45 km/h (Navya 2017: 13);
nevertheless, most of them are operating at speeds of
just 15 to 20 km/h (Zankl/Rehrl 2017: 38; Postauto Schweiz AG 2016).
The automated shuttles are predominantly being tested
by the public transport companies as possible feeders
for the main underground and suburban railway lines
and hence as an expansion of the PT network, for example in the suburbs (Michelmann et al. 2017: 2). The
potential personnel-related cost savings as well as the
more flexible deployment of such vehicles due to their
smaller sizes are viewed as financial relief for the operation of PT in such areas (Lenz/Fraedrich 2015: 191;

Figure 4.1.6: Select automated driving systems and their operational design domain

OPERATIONAL DESIGN DOMAIN

AUTOMATED DRIVING SYSTEM (ADS)
MOTORWAY
ASSISTANT
PARKING
ASSISTANT
TOWN OR CITY
ASSISTANT
AUTOMATED
SHUTTLE BUS

MAIN SETTING

SPEED

OTHER ROAD USERS

Regulated-access motorways or other
trunk roads (at first presumably only
with light traffic volumes)

Due to the vehicle type, the
maximum speed must be 60 km/h or
above.

In mixed traffic with other motorized
road users (no non-motorized road
users)

Distinct settings like indoor and
outdoor car parks (subsequently
defined and approved parts of the
lower-capacity road network)

Low speeds

In mixed traffic with other – also nonmotorized – road users

Defined and approved parts or areas
of the lower-capacity road network

Speeds according to the defined and
approved parts or areas of the lowercapacity road network

In mixed traffic with other – also
non-motorized – road users

Predefined routes or lines (with
clearly visible markings) in the
lower-capacity road network

Low speeds (max. 20–30 km/h)

Possibly separate from other road
users

Source: AVENUE21
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Haider/Klementschitz 2017: 7; Eckstein et al. 2018: 9).
It can be assumed that automated shuttles will only run
on select, defined, approved and clearly marked routes
(and lanes) at first and stop at predefined stations. In
these areas, they can operate without drivers, but will
be supervised and where necessary manoeuvred by
traffic controllers in a control room, similar to the established procedure in aviation (Eckstein et al. 2018:
8). In the course of continuous technical development,
the area of operation for such automated driving systems might ultimately extend to defined and approved
parts of the lower-capacity road network. The automated driving system of automated shuttle buses would
thereby approximate a city assistant – combined with
the concept of ride sharing.

ty road network, (3) routes in the lower-capacity road
network and (4) distinct settings (Fig. 4.1.6). Whereas
the motorway assistant focuses exclusively on motorways and other trunk roads, the parking assistant
(valet parking) functions in the first instance only in
distinct areas like car parks. In contrast, the so-called
city assistant concentrates on defined and approved
parts of the lower-capacity road network, while the automated shuttle bus runs primarily on defined routes
in the lower-capacity road network. In future, Level 4
automated driving systems might also cover combinations of these scenarios. Technical developments will
ultimately culminate in a Level 5 automated driving
system, which will function in all contexts or settings
(ODD-unspecific), and (to the greatest possible extent)
without limitations (Shladover 2018: 195).

SUMMARY

The Level 4 automated driving systems described here
are relevant for both passenger and freight transport, but
only in distinct sections of the road network (Fig. 4.1.7).

In summary, the range of automated driving systems
described above can be categorized on the basis of
the geography or setting in which they can operate,
which comprises several parameters of the ODD. In
simple terms, these categories are: (1) motorways
and other trunk roads, (2) parts of the lower-capaci-

The motorway assistant can be used for both private
cars and logistics vehicles like lorries and vans, and
even coaches. The parking assistant is primarily being
discussed in the context of private cars or A-segment

Figure 4.1.7: Priority applications for the automated Level 4 driving systems described above
Low suitability
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and residential path
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Source: AVENUE21
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vehicles like pods or LSEV (low-speed electric vehicles), as well as in connection with car sharing (private
taxis). The so-called city assistant can be used both for
private cars and A-segment vehicles, but also for car
sharing (private taxis) and ride sharing (shared taxis) –
the boundaries are blurred here between individual and
collective passenger transport – as well as for (lastmile) logistics vehicles. The automated shuttle bus is
being considered in public transport, where it would
have pre-established or flexible stops and operate as a
free-floating or route-based system.

The possible applications range from dynamic and
highly concentrated (goods) platoons as well as connected collision warnings and danger alarms (V2V) to
real-time information about weather and road conditions (V2I) to shuttles that communicate their status
directly with pedestrians or predictively with pedestrians’ mobile devices (V2P; Owens et. al 2018: 71;
Shladover 2018: 191). Moreover, users should have the
option to be seamlessly mobile from departure to arrival depending on their situation (Boban et. al 2017:
2). Figure 4.1.8 provides an overview of the different
connection types and their possible applications.

THE IMPORTANCE OF LONG LEVEL 4 FOR URBAN AND
MOBILITY PLANNING

The prerequisite for this is the reliable and stable, and
most importantly highly efficient and quick, sharing
of information or data on the basis of communication
technologies, sensors and network connections (Maracke 2017: 64). The industry differentiates here between long and short latency times. While the latter
primarily concern collision warnings, speed limits or
electronic payments for parking and tolls, the former
are mainly related to infotainment and traffic information services on long journeys.

The term ODD was only adopted by SAE in 2016 and has
since been growing in significance: both in the development of the technology and in urban and mobility planning. A prolonged transition period in which automated
vehicles are possible and in use, though only in specific environmental conditions, results in a staggered time
frame. This staggering is a consequence of the complexity that characterizes urban streetscapes in particular. The
opinion that CAVs will be implemented homogeneously
in cities is hence outdated. Rather, various applications
will be implemented in selective spaces in European cities and will hence only be available to certain sections of
the population. Furthermore, this will result in a possible
shift in location quality, with some locations being connected to a supra-regional transport network and others
not. Consequently, the possible changes to the city as a
result of automated vehicles will only take place in individual areas at first (Ritz 2018: 74). Chapter 4.4 takes
a close look at this issue. As shown in the scenarios in
Chapter 5, this limitation raises both the need and scope
for action by urban and mobility planners.

Various wireless communication technologies can be
used to share this data (Shladover 2018: 192). The most
applicable technologies are ITS-G5 (WLAN IEEE
802.11p), cellular networks (LTE-Vehicular/LTE Advanced or in future 5G) and digital broadcasting such
as DAB (Digital Audio Broadcasting), DAB+, DMB
(Digital Multimedia Broadcasting) or DAB-IP. At present, it is still entirely uncertain which communication
technology will prevail in the context of automated
driving systems: while the European Commission is
pursuing the idea of a complementary communication
mix with the application of hybrid communication
technologies, in the USA a single (short-range) communication technology is preferred by the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration in draft legislation on the ITS-G5 standard (Sänn et al. 2017: 62).

CONNECTING VEHICLES
In the context of vehicles’ automation, their connection
with one another or with their surroundings is increasingly playing a major part (Rammler 2016: 14; Bönninger et
al. 2018: 97). In the majority of the applications described
above, especially car and ride sharing, connection is essentially the prerequisite for users being able to access
the automated vehicle via app or web portal (Johannig/
Mildner 2015: 4).
Vehicles’ capacity to connect with one another is categorized according to the thing or person with which/whom
the connection is established. “Vehicle to everything” or
V2X (the sum of all functions in Fig. 4.1.8) describes
vehicles’ complete communication ability: whether with
one another (V2V), with infrastructure (V2I) or with pedestrians’ mobile devices (V2P; Shladover 2018: 191).

As a result of the growing importance of vehicles’
connection, the requirements for security and data
protection are being raised (Lemmer 2015: 61). Every
connected vehicle collects considerable amounts of at
times sensitive data and information on movement patterns, personal travel habits or financial matters, which
must be not only saved but also analysed and secured.
Without security standards, the more automated and
connected vehicle systems become, the more vulnerable they will be to outside attacks and to malfunctions
(Seider/Schmitz 2017).
Regarding communication from vehicle to vehicle or
between the vehicle and its manufacturer’s servers, it
must therefore be ensured that there is adequate protection from attacks by hackers, that data integrity is guaranteed and that communication is robust. In addition, it
is imperative that the systems cannot simply be stopped
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by denial-of-service attacks (e.g. a distributed denial of
service or DDoS; Ritz 2018: 205). Ultimately, the topic
of connection – especially in light of user acceptance
– is closely related to guaranteeing data privacy and
protection from cyberattacks (Seider/Schmitz 2017 and
Chap. 3.4).

THE IMPORTANCE OF CONNECTION FOR URBAN AND
MOBILITY PLANNING
The issue of connection is significant for cities. Connection with infrastructure (traffic lights, traffic information or control systems) means a considerable financial outlay (Mitteregger et al. 2019). To organize and
access multimodal mobility services, the connection
of vehicles as well as different operators’ fleets is crucial. If cities want to play a part in organizing sharing
services, then access to data is fundamental. Data will
also be of growing importance in future for traffic information systems and to steer flowing traffic by means
of toll systems. These data can in turn be generated by
municipal investments in digital infrastructure or by requiring the operators of sharing fleets to communicate
this information with the city (Chap. 3.3).

Figure 4.1.8: Overview of connection types and their possible applications

CONNECTION TYPE

EXPLANATION

APPLICATIONS
Real-time information about:

Communication between vehicles

•
•
•
•
•
•

collision warning
danger alarms
cooperative adaptive cruise control (CACC)
platooning
connection guarantee when changing transport modes
etc.

Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V)
Real-time information about:

Communication with roadside
infrastructure

•
•
•
•
•
•

weather
road conditions
traffic lights (e.g. green wave)
variable speed limits
toll payments
etc.

Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I)
Real-time information about:

Communication with passengers and
non-motorized road users

•
•
•
•

position
speed
direction
etc.

Vehicle to Pedestrian (V2P)
Source: AVENUE21 after Shladover (2018: 191) and Perret et al. (2017: 16)
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4.2
SETTLEMENT AND INFRASTRUCTURE ASPECTS OF
SPATIALLY SELECTIVE IMPLEMENTATION
The development of settlements and cities is closely connected to transport or rather to technological innovations
in mobility. While journeys were almost exclusively undertaken on foot until the mid-19th century, only a short
time later horse-drawn carriages and buses, trains, trams,
undergrounds and then cars became the main modes of
transport and accordingly left their mark on settlement
development (Fig. 4.2.1; Safdie/Kohn 1998: xii). Today,
it is easy to draw a connection between mobility technologies and the development of European cities, their
variety of historic, medieval districts and more recent
neighbourhoods. Consequently, the evolution of settlement structures – meaning settlements’ expansion, inner
structure and spatial distribution – reflects the historical
development of transport systems: the means of transport available, the popular transport routes and above all
the speeds of transport modes (Schmitz 2001: 27).
Both the vehicles themselves and the transport infrastructure (rail and road networks, harbours and airports)
were the decisive factors regarding which mobility innovations would have an influence on life in and the
structure of settlements. The history of infrastructure
is also one of innovations, which frequently go unmentioned (McShane 1994). Infrastructure is the immobile
component that is essential if new modes of transport
are to have a spatial impact (changes to accessibility
and land use as well as associated economic and social

effects). (In Europe) it is often the public sector that
makes funding available for the construction and maintenance of transport infrastructure. The economic sense
of investments in transport infrastructure is therefore a
much-discussed transport policy issue (Aschauer 1989,
Deng 2013). This aspect will be the focus of our study of
CAT in SAE Level 4 in this section. As Level 4 driving
systems can only be implemented in parts of the road
network, they may require investments in or expansion
of infrastructure.

4.2.1 SETTLEMENT DEVELOPMENT AND MOBILITY INNOVATIONS: LOOKING BACK
In the Middle Ages, European cities were mostly characterized by high density, narrow streets and crowdedness. This resulted from the necessity for fortifications
around the city, which in turn were needed because of
the relative spatial proximity of cities to one another,
and from the fact that most journeys had to be undertaken on foot (Mumford 1984; Wegener/Fürst 1999: 4).
The pedestrian network remained the transport system
that defined urban development until well into the 19th
century. These cities’ structure accordingly revolved
around walking distances: cities were small and cohesive urban units and the diameter of the urban area

Figure 4.2.1: Relationship between mobility technology and growth of the urban area using the example of Berlin
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Source: AVENUE21 after Kagermeier (1997: 25) and Lehner (1964: 22–23)
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Figure 4.2.2: Global versus US motorization rates
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rarely exceeded five kilometres (Kainrath 1997: 16).
Such structures can still be found today in the medieval
centres of numerous European cities (Newman/Kenworthy 1999: 28). With the advent of horse-drawn buses, trams, supra-regional trains, wooden and iron rails
and new road surfaces (stone, brick and wooden paving,
tarmac and finally asphalt) in the 18th century, accessibility and subsequently settlement structure changed
(Kainrath 1997: 16). A fundamental shift in the social
significance of mobility and the streetscape took place
(McShane 1979: 57–80).
The last far-reaching change in mobility was brought
about by the growing popularity of the private motor car over the course of the 20th century. Beginning
in the USA (where asphalt road surfaces also spread
more rapidly), it spread to Europe after World War II.
The extensive accessibility afforded by cars now made
it possible to use areas between railway lines for city
expansion (Wegener/Fürst 1999: 5). In addition, the
general increase in prosperity associated with the postwar economic growth in Europe led to widespread individual motorization. The prevalence of private cars
simultaneously enabled and encouraged the spatial separation of functions like living and working (Kagermeier 1997: 24). The result was less organized and more
dispersed urban growth accompanied by high levels of
urban sprawl on the outskirts (Wegener/Fürst 1999: 5).
The urban fringe is still dominated by car travel today as
there are considerable gaps in public transport provision
(Kainrath 1997: 16).

4.2.2 RATE OF CHANGE: THE DIFFUSION OF
TRANSPORT TECHNOLOGIES
Before transport technologies can have a spatial impact,
they must first be accepted by a growing number of people and be used in everyday life. These are long-term
processes – a fact that is often overlooked (King/Baatartogtokh 2015) by the theory of disruptive technologies
(Christensen 2003). The diffusion of innovations (Rogers
2003) is a communicative process during which individuals or social groups choose to adapt and hence to accept
the effort that goes along with such change. The diffusion
starts slowly, gathers pace and then loses speed as soon
as saturation effects emerge. This has proven to be a valid
finding (Kucharavy/De Guio 2011, Grubler et al. 2016).
The duration of technological diffusion processes depends
on a range of factors. They include the complexity of the
technology, the length of the “formative phase” (Bento/
Wilson 2016), the effort needed to change existing habits,
the amount of investment required for its introduction,
the expected advantages for various groups and whether
legal amendments or new regulations are necessary.
Figure 4.2.3 summarizes the characteristics of long diffusion processes as described by Grubler et al. (2016)
and applies them to CAT. The high global prevalence
of road traffic and the large number of individuals who
will be affected by changes to transportation and the
streetscape are principal factors affecting the duration
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of the diffusion process for CAT. In addition, there is
considerable need for coordination between various
political levels and stakeholders (see Chap. 4.6), e.g.
in order to certify diverse automated driving functions
and vehicle types (Walker 2016). Moreover, standards
for the physical and digital infrastructure and to ensure
certain ODDs must be coordinated and implemented (European Commission 2017, 2019). Furthermore,
major investments are expected to be necessary at various levels of the road network, which will present a
not insignificant challenge to states and municipalities
(POLIS 2018, Mitteregger et al. 2019). In terms of the
technological development, the amalgamation of different sensor data to produce a coherent picture is a key
challenge, which has not been required to this extent for
any other use case (see Chap. 4.4).

ISSUES OF AUTOMATIC DRIVING SYSTEMS’ ACCEPTANCE
The response to the question of CAVs’ acceptance is determined by the duration of the diffusion process. This
affects not only the travellers (passengers), but also all
other road users. It should not be underestimated that
with Level 4 “driving robots”, the first time people have
to interact with automated mobile machines in public
space is in critical (and potentially lethal) situations. To
date, this experience is still limited to those working in
sectors like logistics (e.g. in ports or logistics centres),
agriculture, mining or the military (drones). Figure 4.2.4
summarizes the principal areas of acceptance currently
being discussed in the specialist literature.
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CAV passengers must learn to accept that they are being driven by a software-controlled machine that steers
and supervises all activities during the journey, and that
can potentially be affected or directed by external entities (police, mobility service provider, infrastructure
operators, but also hackers). Interacting with the vehicle
as a passenger will be a major hurdle for certain social
groups (trust, familiarity with technology, the digital
divide). Yet also for other road users who will have
to adjust their behaviour in public space to that of the
automated driving system, there is a pressing need to
establish trust (which is being addressed in current test
situations by means of signals on the vehicles). In the
case of CA ride sharing, the relatively small space inside the vehicle is shared with strangers for the duration
of the journey without the presence of a driver, a factor
that – in light of increasing social differentiation – will
lead to acceptance being low and potentially sinking in
sparsely populated areas and in off-peak periods at first
(Merat et al. 2017). This applies particularly to groups
with limited mobility who are supposed to benefit the
most from these shuttle services.
A low acceptance of automated vehicles might lead to
behaviour in the public space of the street once again
changing fundamentally (as was the case with the advent
of cars, see Chap. 3.2). During operation, automated
driving systems will gather comprehensive data in public space – including on people’s behaviour in the streetscape – and utilize them in the context of data-based
business models or traffic management. Comprehensive
surveillance is rarely accepted in European (in contrast

Figure 4.2.3: Comparison of the characteristics of long technology diffusions and connected and automated driving systems

LONG TECH. DIFFUSIONS
Adaptations in organizational and
institutional settings, of several
technologies and of infrastructure
become necessary.

New technological and social
concepts have to be developed or
learned.

Significant investments in widespread technologies and infrastructure become necessary, with
the expense of the adaptation
only paying off at a later stage.

CONNECTED AND AUTOMATED DRIVING SYSTEMS
•

Institutions and organizations first have to create the legislative framework for CAVs and develop
criteria for their authorization or certification (Schoitsch et al. 2016). As a result of transnational
transport networks and the standardized production of vehicles, there is a fundamental need for
coordination at every political level.

•

Connected and automated vehicles replace non- or minimally automated vehicles in pre-existing
infrastructure. Even if part of the existing infrastructure can be used, it nevertheless requires major
adaptations.

•

The main technical challenge of CAT is amalgamating different sensor data to produce a coherent
picture. This picture has to be interpreted by machines (via artificial intelligence) and serves as the
basis for traffic control and driving decisions (see Chap. 4.6).

•

The interaction of non-human actors with other road users poses new socio-psychological challenges,
which must be addressed and accepted in the long term (Merat et al. 2017, Rogers 2003).

•

Investments could become necessary at every level of the transport network. Of relevance are the
sizes of the motorway and trunk road networks (1.9% of the transport network in Austria), dual
carriageways (29.3%) and municipal roads (68.73%; BMVIT 2018) and those responsible in each
case for their maintenance and repair, as well as different kinds of funding (e.g. via toll or transfer
payments).

•

In addition, further investments may be necessary in the digital infrastructure, the connection of the
vehicles (DG MOVE 2016: 41). The scale of these investments differs greatly from place to place
and is not currently foreseeable.
Source: AVENUE21 after Grubler et al. (2016: 19)
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to Chinese) cities at present. Closely connected to the
introduction of CAVs is the transformation from passive
to active security systems, which will fundamentally alter the understanding of public streets in European cities
in future (Mitteregger 2019).

4.2.3 THE IMPORTANCE OF TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE DURING THE LONG LEVEL 4
Transport infrastructure, and road infrastructure in particular, is deemed to be vitally important for the economic
development of regions (Aschauer 1989). Consequently,
the planning and construction of transport infrastructure
is considered a key structural policy measure. The European Union has allocated some €600 billion to “complete and modernise a true trans-European network” by
2020 (European Commission 2005: 3). From a structural
policy perspective, the European initiative "Cooperative
Intelligent Transport Systems" (C-ITS) is believed to be
one of the key measures to get CAM off the ground. It
covers a broad spectrum of infrastructure applications
(from traffic control and management systems to blanket 5G coverage). C-ITS are intended to increase road
safety, boost efficiency and improve comfort (European
Commission 2016: 3). Especially in Europe and regarding CAT, the widespread perception among policymakers and planners that roads lead to wealth (Deng 2014:
687) should be viewed in a more nuanced light.
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SETTLEMENT DEVELOPMENT THROUGH TRANSPORT
INFRASTRUCTURE
The relationship between the effects of transport infrastructure on land use and settlement structure has been
confirmed by recent overview studies focusing on various spatial criteria (Deng 2014, Kasraian et al. 2016).
However, this relationship is generally more nuanced
than usually assumed (Fig. 4.2.5). There is a demonstrable correlation between the extent of development
in the settlement area, its current accessibility and the
effectiveness of transport infrastructure investments as
a structural policy measure. Saturation effects become
clear, which arise in areas that are easily accessible and/
or already have a well-developed settlement structure.
Consequently, the strongest impacts are to be expected
primarily in areas which are not fully developed and to
which access can be improved by the construction of
new transport infrastructure.
Another feature of improved accessibility as a result of
transport infrastructure measures is that, from an economic perspective, it does not benefit all sectors equally (Deng 2014: 691–692). Transport-heavy sectors like
logistics and construction profit much more than e.g.
the textile industry (Fernald 1999: 628). Cantos et al.
(2005) were also able to demonstrate an unequal distribution of accessibility effects with regard to companies’
sales markets. For example, those branches that market
their products at national or transnational level (indus-

Figure 4.2.4: Criteria discussed in the literature regarding passengers’ and other road users’ acceptance of SAE Level 4

CRITERION

STUDIES
PASSENGER

“Being transported” Hancock et al. 2011, Malodia/Singla 2016, Schaefer/Straub 2016
Ahmadpour et al. 2016, Beirao/Sarsfield-Cabral 2007, Chan/Shaheen 2012, Dueker et al. 1977,

Ride sharing Malodia/Singla 2016, Merat et al. 2017, Thompson et al. 1991, Venkatesh et al. 2003
Surveillance during the journey Crittenden 2017, Litman 2017, Schulz/Gilbert 1996

Grush et al. 2016, Hoff/Bashir 2015, Merat et al. 2017, Schaefer/Straub 2016, Seppelt/Lee 2007,

Human-machine interaction Venkatesh et al. 2003, Wiseman 2017

Access to external entities Anderson et al. 2016, Gontar et al. 2017

OTHER ROAD USERS
Empty runs Elliot/Long 2016
Anderson et al. 2016, Grush et al. 2016, Hoff/Bashir 2015, Merat et al. 2017, Parkin et al. 2016,

Human-machine interaction Rodriguez et al. 2016, Schaefer/Straub 2016, Seppelt/Lee 2007, Venkatesh et al. 2003
Surveillance on public streets Anderson et al. 2016, Cirittenden 2017, Schulz/Gilbert 1996

Source: AVENUE21
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try, manufacturing trades) benefit, while sectors operating regionally (retail, construction, the service industry,
agriculture) tend to face losses in profits as a result of
improved accessibility.

4.2.4 CAT AT THE INTERSECTION OF LAND USE
AND TRANSPORT
There is an interdependency between land use and
transport and via the key parameter of accessibility,
together they form a complex of interrelated effects
(Fig. 4.2.6; Wegener/Fürst 1999: 5–6; Bertolini 2012:
19). The effects within the system happen at different
speeds: if there is a change in the transport system,
this causes an immediate change in accessibility and
simultaneously causes corresponding changes in the
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perception of distances (Kagermeier 1997: 22). As a
result, adjusted mobility charges can give rise to new or
different functional relationships between pre-existing
locations. Similarly, a change in land use or settlement
structure leads to a change in accessibility and to a relatively fast shift in mobility activities (within a matter
of years or even days; Bertolini 2012: 2).
However, the respective changes in accessibility only
have a medium- to long-term impact (over decades)
on settlement structure or transport services (Bertolini
2017: 27). Consequently, the change in effort needed
to cover distances only has a medium- to long-term effect on construction investors’ location decisions (and
on their construction work) and on individuals, households and companies, and hence on settlement structure (Kagermeier 1997: 22).

Figure 4.2.5: Spatial impacts resulting from transport infrastructure networks and land use
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... via altered individual and company behaviour when
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Source: AVENUE21 after Kasraian et al. (2016)
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As a mobility innovation, connected and automated vehicles have enormous potential to transform the transport system. They make different transport services
possible, which will lead to changes in the demand for
transport (Fig. 4.2.2; Alessandrini et al. 2015: 148; Friedrich/Hartl 2016: 7). In the long term, impacts on urban
and settlement development are likely (European Commission 2016: 2). Based on the assumption of a Long
Level 4 in which CAVs can only be used in parts of the
transport network, a highly dynamic transport and spatial system can be expected. The subsequent consideration of global simulation studies should be read with
this in mind.
Figure 4.2.6: Connected and automated transport at the intersection of land use and transport
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Regional demand
Land availability
Attractiveness
Settlement policy (Chap. 5)
Source: AVENUE21 after Wegener/Fürst (1999) and Bertolini (2012)
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4.3
RESEARCH ON FULLY AUTOMATED VEHICLES’ IMPACTS ON
THE CITY: STATUS QUO
Figure 4.3.1: Collated results of the simulations from recent studies
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At most, higher-level automated vehicles (simulation
studies do not analyse vehicles’ connection, which is
why this section only discusses automated vehicles)
are on the road exclusively in the context of test projects at present. In order to investigate and assess the
possible impact of automated vehicles on cities in the
future, numerous studies therefore rely on simulations:
by using various assumptions and scenarios regarding
the forms of transport – including automated vehicles –
available in future, automated vehicles’ possible impact
on traffic and urban spaces is simulated with the aid of
computers. In addition, there are studies that attempt to
assess the effect of automated vehicles on issues such
as social justice/inclusion or municipal budgets.
Figures 4.3.1 and 4.3.6 provide an overview of the results of recent studies on the aforementioned issues
and a short explanation of the accompanying effects.

Among other things, they comprise road capacity/traffic jams, road safety, transport infrastructure, vehicle
ownership, transport demand, parking spaces, settlement structure, social justice, health, the environment,
cyber security, the economy and governance (Milakis
et al. 2017: 6).
For the purposes of this project, an analysis was conducted of the effects of automated vehicles on transport
demand and settlement structure or land use. In total,
37 modelling studies were analysed from various countries around the world, though primarily the USA and
Europe (Soteropoulos et al. 2018a). The results show
that the way automated vehicles are used as well as the
associated modelling assumptions (e.g. proportion of
car and ride sharing, value of time, increase in road capacity) are particularly important.
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Figure 4.3.2: Analysed impact of connected and automated transport on transport and urban spaces in simulation studies
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Source: AVENUE21

4.3.1

IMPACT ON TRANSPORT AND URBAN SPACES

Present simulations show that there are mainly four aspects that can be differentiated with regard to the impact
of CAVs on transport and urban spaces, with the subject
of investigations being the demand for transport on the
one hand and the influence on settlement structure or
land use on the other (Fig. 4.3.2). Further, these studies
consider effects on traffic performance, the modal split
and parking spaces (Fig. 4.3.1) as well as individuals’
and companies’ choice of location (Fig. 4.3.3).

TRAFFIC PERFORMANCE
Regarding traffic performance, it is clear that private automated vehicles are overwhelmingly accompanied by
a rise in the number of kilometres driven due to shifts
from other modes of transport, with traffic performance
growing by 15% to 59% when it is assumed that there
is a substantial reduction in the value of time (which includes perception of time) and in parking costs and that
automated vehicles have a high market share. Even automated vehicles associated with sharing overwhelmingly
lead to an increase in the kilometres driven due to shifts
from other modes of transport and empty runs. This increase lies between 35% and 60% when it is assumed
that there is a reduction in the value of time and lower
costs for their use, and between 8% and 89% when it
is assumed that part or all MPT demand is covered by
automated vehicles combined with sharing services.
Assuming a high proportion of ride sharing results in a
10% to 25% reduction in traffic performance.

passengers, cyclists and pedestrians in the modal split,
especially when marked reductions in the value of time
and low use costs are assumed. Increases in the proportion of PT use, cycling and walking in the modal split
only arise when it is assumed that use costs will be quite
high and there will be no private vehicles.

PARKING SPACES
With regard to a possible reduced need for parking spaces, it is clear that automated vehicles combined with a
high proportion of sharing, especially ride sharing, could
decrease the overall number of vehicles by approximately 90%, which could also lead to a reduction by as much
as 80% to 90% in the need for parking spaces. In contrast, private automated vehicles, where sharing only
takes place between the members of a single household,
might only cut back parking spaces by about 10%. This
would also result in a significantly lower reduction in
the need for parking spaces and hence fewer potentially
usable areas being made available.

LOCATION CHOICE OF INDIVIDUALS AND COMPANIES

MODAL SPLIT

Concerning a change in individuals’ and companies’
choice of location (Fig. 4.3.3), it becomes apparent that
– especially when a reduction in the value of time in the
vehicle and an increase in capacity are assumed – private automated vehicles lead to population growth in
well-connected suburban/rural areas, i.e. tend to cause
sprawling urban growth. In contrast, efficient PT as a result of automation (e.g. connected and automated shuttles
for the last mile) leads to population increase in urban areas and hence tends to encourage urbanization processes.

In terms of the modal split, it is evident that private automated vehicles will overwhelmingly lead to a reduction in the proportion of PT, bikes and pedestrians in
the modal split (see also the expert opinions and assessments in Chap. 3.4), with substantial reductions being
especially clear when a sharp decrease in the value of
time and in parking and operating costs is assumed.
Even automated vehicles associated with sharing services overwhelmingly lead to a drop in the share of PT

Automated vehicles with sharing services might also
curb urban sprawl and suburbanization processes, although it does appear that some demographic groups
might move further away from the city centre as a result of the improved transport access. Furthermore, automated vehicles with sharing services could aggravate
the deindustrialization trend in cities, i.e. contribute to
yet more secondary-sector companies shifting their locations to areas outside of the city.
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Figure 4.3.3: Overview of the impacts of automated vehicles on individuals’ location choice
Private automated
vehicles

More efficient public transport
through automation

Increase in population size or settlements

Automated vehicles
and sharing

Reduction in population size or settlements
Source: AVENUE21 after Kainrath (1997)

As already mentioned, the impact of automated vehicles on transport and urban spaces is thus by and large
strongly dependent on the way that automated vehicles
are used and on the associated modelling assumptions.
These mainly include:

%
€

Alongside the analysis conducted in the project of automated vehicles’ impact on transport demand and settlement structure or land use, the fiscal impacts of automated vehicles, i.e. their effect on public budgets, were also
investigated using the example of Austria and specifically Vienna (Mitteregger et al. 2019).

Proportion of ride sharing
Changes in the value of time
Increase in road capacity

%

4.3.2 CONSEQUENCES FOR URBAN BUDGETS

Penetration rate of CAVs
Settlement structure
Model assumptions (e.g. waiting times)

Moreover, the majority of modelling studies that currently exist analyse the comprehensive deployment
of highly developed automated vehicles in the distant
future. Possible effects in the near future, such as the
potential use of automated vehicles only under certain
conditions (ODD, Chap. 4.1), e.g. in specific spatial
contexts (Beiker 2018: 125; Shladover 2018: 8), have
rarely been the subject of scientific research to date.
However, they would be of far greater importance for
urban and transport planning due to the conceivably
quite near-term need for action. It should be added that
spatial or general effects of new transport technologies,
such as those of automated vehicles, become apparent
much sooner than their deployment as a result of decisions, e.g. against constructing new tram lines in Milton
Keynes, UK, or in Nashville, USA (Smith 2015, The
Economist 2018) being taken with automated vehicles
in mind but ahead of their actual deployment.

Here it was assumed that as a result of new phenomena in the mobility system – especially the connection
and automation but also electrification1 of vehicles (in
private transport) – the primary effects like possible
changes in vehicle ownership, sharing, need for parking spaces, traffic efficiency and need for infrastructure
would be fundamental, and would ultimately have a financial impact on public budgets (secondary effects). To
analyse the fiscal impacts of connected and automated
transport, the primary effects were reviewed on the basis
of studies cited in the literature; the resulting secondary effects were then deduced for Austria and finally the
significance of the affected revenue and expenditure categories in the budgets of the Austrian provinces and local authorities were presented with a particular focus on
Vienna. The budgetary effects of a simultaneous change
in PT were not taken into consideration.

OVERVIEW OF POSSIBLE FISCAL IMPACTS2
Figure 4.3.4 provides an overview of the possible secondary, fiscal effects due to vehicles being connected,
automated and electrified, which arise as a result of the
primary effects described above. In the area of infrastructure, the public sector may face considerable expenditure for the construction or adaptation of transport
infrastructure because of automation and for the installation of charging infrastructure due to electrification. The
creation of new or optimization of existing data infrastructure, i.e. digital transport infrastructure as a result of
connection (and automation), would mean expenses for
the public sector. The possible reduction in the number
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Figure 4.3.4: Phenomena in individual transport and primary and secondary (fiscal) effects through connection, automation
and electrification
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of vehicles due to automation might lead to reduced revenues from standard fuel consumption tax, engine-related
insurance tax and vehicle tax. Furthermore, the reduced
need for parking spaces associated with the smaller quantity of vehicles could also result in reduced income from
management of parking spaces (parking meter charges
or parking fees). In addition, the lower fuel consumption
associated with increased traffic efficiency (through connection and automation) could possibly imply a decrease
in fuel duty revenue, with this possibly being counteracted by the vehicles being used more (Barnes/Turkel 2017:
21). At all events, however, the electrification of vehicles
alone, i.e. electrically powered vehicles, would lead to
reduced income from fuel duty, as is already the case in
Norway, for example (POLIS 2018: 7). Ultimately, the
explicit adherence to traffic laws due to vehicles’ automation, which is also relevant in terms of achieving a
more efficient flow of traffic, would lead to lower income
from traffic fines, such as for speeding or parking violations (Leimenstoll 2017).

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE AFFECTED REVENUE AND
EXPENDITURE CATEGORIES IN THE BUDGETS OF
AUSTRIAN PROVINCES AND LOCAL AUTHORITIES

In general, it is therefore clear that connected, automated and electrically powered vehicles will mainly affect
transport-related revenues (i.e. public sector income)
and expenditure in the areas of roadworks, road traffic
and telecommunications services.

In Austria, the aforementioned transport-related sources
of income (federal government revenues), such as fuel
duty, are generally levied by the state. The provinces and
local authorities then receive a share of those revenues,
with the amount being defined by the distribution rule as

Admittedly, it was not possible to judge the exact magnitude of the secondary, fiscal effects described above
– in part for want of a more detailed quantitative definition of the primary effects. However, on the basis of
the qualitative description of these effects, it was possible to consider the current significance of the affected revenue and expenditure categories for the Austrian
provinces and local authorities, with a special focus on
Vienna, in order to identify the possible scope of these
fiscal impacts. To this end, the secondary, fiscal effects
depicted in italics in Figure 4.3.5 were supported with
data (where possible).3

1

REVENUES
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Figure 4.3.5: Overview of the primary effects of connection, automation and electrification as well as the resulting possible fiscal impacts
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outlined in the Fiscal Equalization Act (Finanzausgleichgesetz; BMF 2018, Bröthaler et al. 2017).
Looking at the federal government revenues (Table 4.3.1),
it becomes clear that transport-related revenues like fuel
duty, standard fuel consumption tax, engine-related insurance tax, vehicle tax and insurance tax change as a
result of shifting to connected, automated and/or electrically powered vehicles. Considering this effect is crucial
bearing in mind that these revenues amounted to some
€8.5 billion in 2016 or 10.7% of the total federal government revenues that year, for example. At 5.6% and 3.0%
respectively, fuel duty and engine-related insurance tax
constitute the largest proportion of these revenues. Over
the course of time, the proportion of transport-related
income in the federal government revenues is relatively
stable.
Turning to the income of the provinces and local authorities after applying the distribution formula for the federal
government revenues (Fig. 4.3.2), it becomes apparent

that the shares of transport-related revenues (although
not earmarked) in 2017 amounted to 4.0% and 3.7% of
total revenues for the provinces (excluding Vienna) and
for the local authorities (excluding Vienna) respectively.
For Vienna, the share of transport-related revenues totals
€631 million or 4.3%. Revenues from parking meters and
parking fines, which would also be subject to change as a
result of connected, automated and electrically powered
vehicles, constituted €115 million and €82 million respectively in 2017; taken together, this amounts to some
1.4% of Vienna’s total revenue.

EXPENDITURE

2

Looking at the expenditure of the provinces (excluding
Vienna) and the local authorities (excluding Vienna) in
Table 4.3.2, the expenditure – which will possibly be different as a result of the advent of connected, automated
and electrically powered vehicles – for roadworks and
road traffic in 2017 amounted to 3.7% (provinces without

Table 4.3.1: Amount of federal government revenues in 2007 and 2017 in millions of euros and in per cent

2007:
€ MILLION

2017:
€ MILLION

% P.A

2017:
%

3,689

4,436

1.9

5.6

456

469

0.3

0.6

Engine-related insurance tax

1,410

2,389

5.4

3

Vehicle tax

1,115

38

-10.4

0

993

1,128

1.3

1.4

Total transport-related revenues

6,663

8,461

2.4

10.7

Income tax

30,516

39,269

2.6

49.5

VAT

19,212

25,519

2.9

32.2

Other federal government revenues

3,870

6,015

4.5

7.6

Total revenues

60,261

79,264

2.8

100

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT REVENUES
Fuel duty
Standard fuel consumption tax

Insurance tax

Source: AVENUE21 after public accounts, Statistics Austria (2019a)
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Table 4.3.2: Income of the provinces and local authorities from taxes and other sources of revenue in 2017 in millions of euros and proportion of total revenue in per cent

IN MILLIONS OF EUROS
REVENUE 2017
Total transport-related revenue

Provinces
without
Vienna

Local
authorities
without
Vienna

1,369

IN PER CENT

Vienna

Provinces
without
Vienna

Local
authorities
without
Vienna

Vienna

741

631

4.0

3.7

4.3

Profits tax

6,344

3,432

2,922

18.4

17.1

19.9

VAT

4,232

2,308

1,713

12.3

11.5

11.7

Other government revenues

1,298

1,057

793

3.8

5.3

5.4

Income tax share of federal govt. revenues

13,244

7,537

6,059

38.4

37.7

41.2

70

115

0.3

0.8

679

3,448

1,294

2.0

17.2

8.8

13,923

11,055

7,468

40.4

55.2

50.8

50

70

82

0.1

0.4

0.6

Other steady revenue

15,789

5,362

4,261

45.8

26.8

29.0

Revenues from assets

4,705

3,526

2,882

13.7

17.6

19.6

Total revenue

34,466

20,013

14,693

100.0

100.0

100.0

Parking meter charges incl. fees
Other local revenues
Total revenue
Parking/trafﬁc ﬁnes (earmarked)

Source: AVENUE21 after public accounts, Statistics Austria (2019a)

Vienna) and 7.8% (local authorities without Vienna) of
total expenditure. For Vienna, the sum is €261 million or
a share of 1.8% of total expenditure. Over the past ten
years, it is apparent that the share of expenditure for roads
in Vienna has remained at a similar level, whereas it has
slightly declined in the provinces (excluding Vienna) and
in the local authorities (excluding Vienna).

sible without the co-authorship of Johann Bröthaler (Department
of Public Finance and Infrastructure Policy at the TU Wien).
3

Consequently, the revenue and expenditure categories affected by the introduction of connected, automated and
electrically powered vehicles constitute a not insignificant proportion of total revenues and total expenditure
in Austrian provinces and local authorities, especially in
Vienna.
1

The electrification of vehicles (changing to electric propulsion
systems) was included, although this is not necessarily linked to
automation. The simultaneity of the two phenomena is, however,
frequently emphasized in the literature (e.g. Bormann et al. 2018).

2

This section summarizes the findings of “Shared, Automated,
Electric: The Fiscal Effects of the Holy Trinity” (Mitteregger et
al. 2019). Expanding the analysis of CAT’s possible effects to include fiscal impacts on local authorities would not have been pos-

Here, it should be borne in mind that identifying the source of
revenue is possible to a relatively precise extent, but that the revenues are not earmarked at this time. In terms of expenditure,
in contrast, identifying funds is in part only possible to a rough
extent (especially with regard to digitalization and electricity supply/charging infrastructure) due to budgetary categorization, the
different ways in which expenditure is booked and institutional
conditions (areas of responsibility). Furthermore, the empirical
account is limited to the budgets of the provinces and local authorities as regional authorities (without outsourced or extrabudgetary units).

Table 4.3.3: Expenditure of provinces and local authorities on roads and public transport in 2017 in millions of euros

IN MILLIONS OF EUROS
EXPENDITURE 2017
Roads

Provinces
without
Vienna

Local
authorities
without
Vienna

IN PER CENT

Vienna

Provinces
without
Vienna

Local
authorities
without
Vienna

Vienna

1,283

1,783

261

3.7

7.8

1.8

Public transport

580

161

774

1.7

0.7

5.3

Other expenses

32,639

21,007

13,658

94.6

91.5

93.0

Total expenditure

34,502

22,952

14,693

100.0

100.0

100.0

Source: AVENUE21 after Statistics Austria (2019a)
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Figure 4.3.6: Impacts of automated vehicles in SAE Level 5
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Source: BMVIT (2016b)

Reliable travel time
•

almost constant speeds

•

reliable and predictable routes

ROAD CAPACITY
COSTS
Increased road capacity
Reduced operating costs
•

more fuel-efficient and lighter vehicles

•

fuel-saving vehicle styles

•

lower costs for vehicle insurance

•

personnel cost savings in PT

•

reduced wear costs (e.g. for tyres) in PT

•

harmonization of driving modes: coordinated lane
change, braking and acceleration processes

•

fewer accidents

•

narrower vehicles

•

shorter distances between vehicles

Road capacity
+50% to +414%
Higher purchase costs
Source: Van den Berg/Verhoef (2016), Bösch (2016)

•

expensively built sensors and software components

•

elimination of driver-related equipment inside the
vehicle (steering wheel, brake and accelerator
pedals)

Costs per passenger kilometre (incl. amortization)

NEW USER GROUPS
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•
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10% to 38%
Source: Sammer et al. (2013)
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ENERGY AND THE ENVIRONMENT

ECONOMY AND PUBLIC FINANCES

Energy efﬁciency (fuel savings)

Proﬁt per vehicle

€2,960 to €3,900

-11% to -47%

Value added

+30%

Loss of taxes/revenue

Current signiﬁcance in Austria

Standardized consumption
tax

€2,960 to €3,900

Engine-related insurance
tax

+30%

Parking meter charges

€2,960 to €3,900

Parking/trafﬁc ﬁnes

+30%

Emissions
CO

-32% to -61%

CO2

-61% to +105%

NOx

-2% to -18%

There are occasional studies concerning automated vehicles’
impact on energy and the environment. However, even here the
effects vary widely. Further research is required, especially in
terms of the effects on traffic and mobility.
Source: Fagnant et al. (2015), Milakis et al. (2017), Wadud et al. (2016)

There have been barely any studies in this area. At most, studies
demonstrate the current significance of the possible loss of
income sources for the public sector; just how great this loss will
be is, however, largely uncertain and dependent on the impacts
described above.
Source: Clements/Kockelman (2017), Fagnant/Kockelman (2015), Mitteregger et al. (2019)
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4.4
AUTOMATED DRIVABILITY: A NUANCED PICTURE OF THE
SPATIAL DEPLOYMENT OF CONNECTED AND AUTOMATED
VEHICLES
Insight into the dissertation of Aggelos Soteropoulos

Figure 4.4.1: Vienna’s streets according to their suitability for Level 4 connected and automated vehicles

Automated drivability
low suitability
(only with considerable adjustments)

high suitability
(without significant adjustments)

Source: AVENUE21

As explained in Chapter 4.3, simulations and forecasts
on the use of CAT only take into account the qualitative
differences between streetscapes to a limited extent.
Thus, it is assumed that e.g. motorways or special areas
constitute “easier” automation tasks and consequently
automated driving systems (SAE International 2018

does not yet define any connection here) will be used
there sooner (see also Chap. 4.1). However, beyond
this broad comparison, a nuanced view that includes
the characteristics of the streetscapes and environmental conditions in these two categories is lacking. The
term operational design domain (ODD) was introduced
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Figure 4.4.2: Different suitability of complex streetscapes (urban, selection)
Degree of streetscapes’ suitability for CAT (represented by the corresponding height of the blue bar)

Historical city centre

Edge of the historical inner city

Post-war city expansion
Source: AVENUE21

to the famous SAE levels with their revision in 2016
to convey the range of complexity in environments for
vehicle automation (SAE International 2018: 14). For
example, an automated driving system can only function at low speeds, in good weather and during the
day (Fraade-Blanar et al. 2018: 13). These limitations
would correspond to the ODD for which the system was
designed.

interaction; Ritz 2018: 41). Different deployment environments and associated conditions can complicate
these processes, for example when a large number of
different road users have to be recognized and their
future movements predicted or anticipated (Shladover
2018: 31).

EUROPEAN CITIES: VARIETY OF STREETSCAPES
In the AVENUE21 research project, a first step towards
developing an index of automated drivability was taken
in order to take into consideration in a more nuanced
way the demands on automated driving systems that depend directly on the complexity of the ODD (see Fig.
4.4.3). The starting point for this index was the fact that
certain road contexts increase the demands on automated driving systems (Metz 2018: 3). This results in particular from the way they function: automated driving
systems have to perceive their surroundings using various sensors, map it using the sensor data (perception
and cognition), make the corresponding driving decisions (planning and control) and communicate them to
the passengers and other road users (human-machine

Especially in European cities, there is a wide variety
of streetscapes, which differ greatly in terms of their
structural and infrastructural appearance, the surrounding architecture and the range of road users and hence
make very different demands on automated driving
systems (see Fig. 4.4.2). Streetscapes also have different functions (connection or access function) and congestion levels or traffic density (FGSV 2006: 8; Marshall 2005: 50). As points of connection between roads,
junctions are also diverse (right of way for traffic coming from the right, priority traffic signs, light signals,
roundabouts, etc.) and depend on the characteristics of
the connecting roads (FGSV 2006: 54).

Figure 4.4.3: Basic relationship between the automated driving system and the ODD
On streets with lower complexity, automated driving systems can predict the processes they need to carry out more precisely and more easily
g complexity
p
y complicate
p
g )
(left). In contrast, streets with high
the precision of this pprediction ((right).

Low complexity

High complexity
Source: AVENUE21
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Figure 4.4.4: Short description of the developed factors

FACTOR

Proceeding from these points, factors were developed
that identify the suitability of streets or roads for the use
of CAVs – i.e. their automated drivability – and hence
also define the spatially nuanced use of CAT. These factors comprise (see Fig. 4.4.4):

1

SHORT DESCRIPTION
•

Existing road users and other
movable objects (e.g. animals)
and static objects (e.g. road signs,
traffic lights, road markings)

•

Frequent reason for problems and
incidents during tests (Favarò et
al. 2018: 142)

•

Objects in the streetscape like
parking cars, street lights, road
signs or advertising as barriers to
perception and cognition

•

Heterogeneity of road users (e.g.
pedestrians, cyclists) and other
objects (e.g. traffic lights at
railway crossings)

•

Constancy of the environmental
conditions

•

Complicated (limited) conditions
for the cameras’ and sensors’
functionality due to rapidly
changing static obstacles (e.g.
frequent changes in road signs,
construction work) and rapidly
changing weather conditions or
vegetation

•

Higher speeds require the
automated driving system to
have a shorter reaction time (e.g.
time for sensors to perceive the
surroundings and for the software
to process the data; Campbell et
al. 2010: 4664)

•

Existence of infrastructure (like
road markings) as well as their
condition or quality

•

Perception and cognition of
road markings in bad condition,
lacking delineator posts or
potholes and different colour
values, for example as a result
of patch-ups or comparisons
between asphalt and concrete
(state of the lane) as a problem
for sensors and software
(Fellendorf 2018: 5; Alkim 2018:
22)

the number of objects in the streetscape,

2

the variety of objects in the streetscape,

3

the stability of the ODD,

4

the permitted speed range and

5

the condition of the infrastructure.

ASSESSMENT OF AUTOMATED DRIVABILITY: VIENNA AS A
CASE STUDY
Using the city of Vienna as a case study, example criteria were derived and combined in light of the developed
factors and dependent on the availability of data; these
criteria map as well as possible the developed factors
and hence streetscapes’ suitability for the functional deployment of automated driving systems (see Fig. 4.4.5).
The criteria used are an attempt to convey the heterogeneity of various streetscapes in their location in the city.
Figure 4.4.1 shows the assessment of automated drivability using the example of the city of Vienna. It makes
clear that cities are by no means homogeneous spaces
when it comes to the possibilities of deploying CAVs.
Rather, the derived criteria reveal that a spatially selective deployment of CAVs is probable due to the differing
suitability of streetscapes in cities and that the advantages and disadvantages of the deployment of CAVs in the
long transition period will be distributed unequally.
One consequence of this heterogeneity is a shift in locations’ popularity due to the accessibility with CAVs
of passenger and freight transport. It is noticeable that
more car-friendly peripheral areas of the city (which are
shown in green in Fig. 4.4.1) tend to have an advantage
over older, largely more complex neighbourhoods in
the city centre. While the former could be accessed by
CAVs without (considerable) adjustments and presumably relatively soon, the deployment of CAVs in the
latter would only be conceivable if considerable adjustments were made to the streetscape (built infrastructure), speeds were generally reduced and the area were
upgraded with digital infrastructure (shown in red) –
yet for such changes there are no standards whatsoever at this time. Furthermore, it is clear that European

Number of objects in the
streetscape

Variety of objects in the
streetscape

Stability of the ODD

Permitted speed range

Condition of the
infrastructure

Source: AVENUE21
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Figure 4.4.5: Overview of the derived criteria for mapping automated drivability using the example of Vienna (excerpt)

NUMBER OF OBJECTS IN
THE STREETSCAPE

NUMBER AND VARIETY OF OBJECTS
IN THE STREETSCAPE

Existence of a pedestrian zone or
shared space

Number of PT stops

Overwhelmingly residential
area type

Number of traffic lights

VARIETY OF OBJECTS IN THE
STREETSCAPE
Existence of cycling
infrastructure in the
lane

Average lane width

PERMITTED SPEED RANGE
Reduced speed in the section
of the road

STABILITY OF THE OPERATIONAL
DESIGN DOMAIN
Existence of vegetation (trees,
bushes …)

CONDITION OF THE
INFRASTRUCTURE
Difference in road
surfaces
Source: AVENUE21

cities, which frequently have historical, pedestrian-oriented centres with narrow streets, cannot accommodate
motorized and connected transport. Transportation network companies like Uber or Lyft are now reacting to
this by moving their services to two-wheeled vehicles
in such areas.
This assessment for Vienna has provided an initial overview of the suitability of road environments for the deployment of CAVs. With more data, the analysis can be
differentiated. Nevertheless, in light of the developed
index, the mapping of Vienna’s automated drivability
(Fig. 4.4.1) offers an insight into the areas that can be
accessed by CAT without (considerable) adjustments
and that are in no way equally distributed across the
city. In addition, a social space analysis could identify
which social groups live on the green or red-marked
streets and what mobility styles are dominant there.
This knowledge is of fundamental importance for policy and planning in order to develop nuanced measures.
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4.5
TRANSITION MANAGEMENT IN PIONEERING REGIONS
AROUND THE GLOBE
In the context of the effects of CAM on cities and urban
regions, so-called pioneering regions will be described.
This means cities or urban regions that are actively researching, planning and developing as well as testing and
demonstrating CAVs and CAM and that are pushing to
implement CAM in view of regional challenges.

initiatives are visible in strategies and programmes and
which have already found recognition for their contributions to the global discourse around CAT.

The focus of this chapter is on the challenges that cities
and urban regions hope to address by deploying CAVs,
and the transition initiatives that make cities and urban
regions co-producers in the development of CAVs.

To analyse these pioneering regions, the theoretical
frameworks of transition theory (Rotmans et al. 2001,
Kemp/Loorbach 2003, Geels 2005) and the multi-level
perspective (MLP; Geels 2010) were applied. The heuristic methods of MLP view system transitions as relational processes which, through the interaction between
the developments, result in three dimensions (Rotmans
et al. 2001):

SELECTION OF THE PIONEERING REGIONS
In the course of our research, some 20 urban regions
were chosen, analysed and compared. After helpful discussions with experts, five of them were selected as pioneering regions: they lie in the USA (San Francisco), in
the UK (the metropolitan region of London), in Sweden
(Gothenburg) and in Japan (the metropolitan region of
Tokyo). The fifth pioneering region chosen was the city
state of Singapore (see Fig. 4.5.1). The aim of the study
was to review as broad a spectrum of different reference
regions as possible which reveal relevant visions of the
future and development possibilities in which transition

THE FOUR ANALYTICAL CATEGORIES

The dimension “landscape” covers local or translocal aspects of a city/region, such as the effects
of demographic change.
The dimension “regime” includes a country’s
prevalent practices, regulations, etc.
The dimension “niche” encompasses “protected
spaces” like research laboratories, start-ups, etc.,
which experiment with innovations.

Figure 4.5.1: The location of the five pioneering regions

GOTHENBURG
LONDON
(metropolitan region)
SAN FRANCISCO

TOKYO
(metropolitan region)

SINGAPORE

Source: AVENUE21
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Based on these two theories, four analytical criteria
were developed for the analysis and comparative evaluation of the pioneering regions:

1

“Drivers” refer on the one hand to the pressure
to act resulting from the social and ecological
challenges (“landscape”), and on the other to the
pressure from the “niche”.

2

“Innovation networks” refer to the key actors and
alliances involved, which jointly plan and initiate
progress and change (“regime” and “niche”).

3

“Development narratives” refer to visions and
models that arise in corporative and political
negotiation processes (see Chap. 4.6).

4

“Transition initiatives” are associated strategies
and programmes that are intended to provide
orientation for joint action (e.g. in the form of
road maps).

Research questions were formulated for each of the four
analytical categories. With all of these questions, the
focus was on the interplay of CAM strategies and the
long-term plans for urban development and transport in
the respective pioneering region (see Fig. 4.5.2).

SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS: CONCEPTION OF
CONNECTED AND AUTOMATED MOBILITY FROM THE
PERSPECTIVE OF CITIES/URBAN REGIONS
The approaches taken by the five selected pioneering
regions (cities/urban regions) are summarized below
with reference to the four analytical categories: (1)
drivers, (2) innovation networks, (3) development narratives and (4) transition initiatives.
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SAN FRANCISCO (USA)
Drivers: The current urban challenges in San Francisco
are an acute housing shortage, a fragmented public transport system, unequal growth patterns between the districts, a growing evening economy and limited mobility
options, especially for low-income households, seniors
and people with disabilities (SFMTA 2016a, 2016b: 1;
SFMTA 2018). The tech giants of Silicon Valley in particular are eager to be allowed to test their technologies
on the streets of San Francisco.
Innovation networks: The San Francisco Municipal
Transportation Agency (SFMTA) is the main actor supporting automated transport in San Francisco. A meeting
place, an agency and an idea incubator called Smart City
Institute (also known as Superpublic) have been set up
(ATCMTD, City of San Francisco 2016, SEE 14). With
the “Community-Guided Engagement Plan”, a framework has been created to bring about different kinds of
cooperation and alliance between various sectors and actors (i.e. cross-sector collaboration). In addition, the city
has entered into an alliance with the World Economic
Forum with a special focus on CAM.
Development narratives: The first two CAM narratives
mainly refer to safety (“Vision Zero SF”) and improved
mobility options for low-income households (“Transportation is the greatest equalizer of all”). CAM is addressed directly by the third narrative, which conceptualizes a medium- and long-term vision of the future
that revolves around shared, electric, connected and
automated vehicles (SECAVs).
Transition initiatives: The home of the sharing economy
has set itself the task of introducing, testing and later incorporating a large quantity of shared forms of mobility
in the wide range of mobility services available. In order
to achieve this long-term goal, there is considerable reliance on the deployment of CAVs. The transition to SE-

Figure 4.5.2: Categories and main research questions in the context of analysing the pioneering regions

ANALYTICAL CATEGORIES

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Drivers: •
challenges and expectations •
•

Innovation networks:
actors and cooperation •

What induces cities/regions (policymakers, administration) to invest in CAM?
What drivers emerge due to the pressure to act from the “landscape” or “niche”?
Who are the relevant actors in a city/urban region who will advocate the introduction and
distribution of CAVs?
What types of cooperation are there? What alliances have been formed?

•

What steps have been taken to achieve progress and change towards CAM?

•

What visions of the future have been jointly formulated? What strategic goals and models
have been derived from them?

•

What narratives are preferred to make CAM attractive (“basket of images”)?

•

How is the possible transition to CAM envisioned? What corresponding aims and
strategies are there? What investment programmes have been agreed?

•

How have the strategies and implementations been formulated (e.g. as road maps)?

Development narratives:
visions and models

Transition initiatives:
strategies and programmes
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CAVs was conceived in the form of a step-by-step plan.
The most important medium-term aim is to reclaim
space in the inner city (until now used for parking spaces) in order to create e.g. more housing through densification. In no other region of the world have so many real
and virtual kilometres been driven in automated transport than in California (US Senate Hearing 2018).

LONDON AND METROPOLITAN REGION (UK)
Drivers: The current challenges facing urban development in London are the rapidly growing population in
the region, increasing traffic jams on the main transport routes, rising social inequality and the acute need
to compensate for rapid urban growth by means of decentralization (GLA 2015). The widely shared expectation that the development and deployment of CAVs
will bring technical and economic benefits is the most
important driver of investments in the research and application of CAVs in the United Kingdom.
Innovation networks: In the UK, there are numerous
university institutes, influential non-university research
organizations and think tanks that contribute greatly to
the local and national discourse and to the promotion
and development of CAVs. The British Department for
Transport (DfT) and Department for Business, Energy
& Industrial Strategy (BEIS) together launched the Centre for Connected and Autonomous Vehicles (CCAV) in
2017 (UK Parliament 2017). The CCAV is the single
point of contact for the development of CAT in the UK.
Development narratives: The most important development narratives and strategies for the future of mobility and the visions for CAM embedded within that are
concentrated on economic competitive advantages, on
health and well-being, on social inclusion, on “good”
growth and on the notion of a polycentric city (GLA
2017, NLA 2017, TfL 2017).
Transition initiatives: London’s long-term urban development strategy is based on two pillars. There is a focus on the one hand on decentralized growth and on the
other on citizens’ health and well-being (TfL 2017). A
detailed road map for the development of CAT in the
UK was formulated after extensive public consultations
(DfT 2015). In the course of this, a special process for
selecting sponsorship projects to develop and test CAVs
was implemented. Numerous projects have studied how
citizens view and deal with CAM in everyday life.

GOTHENBURG (SWEDEN)
Drivers: The challenges facing Gothenburg are a growing population, rising economic and social inequality,
increasing freight traffic (the largest port in Scandinavia
is in Gothenburg), the effects of climate change on nu-
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merous urban districts (rising sea level) and an expanding knowledge-based economy which needs new kinds
of socio-economic communication spaces. The presence of a range of companies (like the Volvo Group)
has raised expectations in the city that it can gain competitive advantages by investing in the research and development of CAVs.
Innovation networks: The cooperation and collaboration platform Drive Sweden is the most important organization to be set up in Sweden to publicly support
the development of CAVs (Drive Sweden 2018). With
so-called “Co-Creative Labs” (SAFER 2017), the urban
planners in Gothenburg are attempting to involve the
population in the joint development of a citizen-driven
perspective for CAM.
Development narratives: The main urban development narrative in Gothenburg is the “Compact City”
(City Planning Authority 2014). Its aim is on the one
hand urban densification and on the other developing
and strengthening Gothenburg as a hub in the knowledge-based economy. Awareness is being raised in the
population for a change in urban mobility and transport
(“A completely new type of mobility”).
Transition initiatives: Gothenburg is intended to become
a city of short distances (“closely-connected city”; Urban Transport Committee 2014). Drive Sweden sponsors
various cooperative research and development projects
like the deployment of self-driving shuttle buses that are
suitable for a compact city. An interactive and evolving
road map for the development of CAM in Sweden on the
Drive Sweden website informs interested actors about
the development status and possible stages of the transition to fully automated driving. A big step for the city
of Gothenburg and its automotive and communication
sectors was the construction of Asta Zero, a CAV testing
ground of international significance.

TOKYO AND METROPOLITAN REGION (JAPAN)
Drivers: The challenges in Tokyo (and Japan as a whole)
are a dramatically shrinking and ageing population, an
acute shortage of labour and stagnant economic growth
(Funabashi 2018, IPSS 2017). Furthermore, hosting the
Olympic Games that were originally planned for 2020
was and is a driver for the rapid development of CAVs.
Innovation networks: With the SIP (“Cross-Ministerial Strategic Innovation Promotion Program”) – and the
support of the prime minister – the Council for Science,
Technology and Innovation created a unique kind of
horizontal, cross-departmental organizational structure
(Amano/Uchimura 2016, 2018; SIP 2017). This started
a process to overcome the compartmentalization of institutional “silos”. A specific area of this programme,
the SIP-ADUS (Automated Driving for Universal Ser-
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vices), enables both the coordination of research and
development (SIP-ADUS for CAM) and the orchestration of the “Triple Helix” in Japan between government
actors (cross-departmental), industry and research institutes (Amano/Uchimura 2016, 2018; SIP-ADUS 2016).
Development narratives: With “Mobility bringing everyone a smile” (Kuzumaki 2017), the city government
wants above all to include seniors. In contrast, the two
narratives “World’s safest and smoothest road traffic
system” (Prime Minister’s Cabinet 2017) and “World’s
most advanced IT nation” are aimed at businesses. The
road map “Society 5.0” refers to the current public discussion in Japan about the future of society in the age of
digitalization, robots and artificial intelligence (FIRST
2018). In Japan, the safety aspect concerns the constantly growing threat of major earthquakes; for this reason,
special safety systems have already been installed in
public transport.
Transition initiatives: Tokyo’s development up to 2020
was shaped by several action plans. The main idea was
to equip the megalopolis of Tokyo with numerous compact city hubs (MLIT 2013, Tokyo Metropolitan Government 2016). The two most important social issues
for which CAM is expected to provide solutions are
firstly the ageing population and secondly the shrinking
workforce. Most CAM projects currently aim to connect Tokyo with its suburbs and surrounding rural area
(Prime Minister’s Cabinet 2017). Under the coordinating aegis of the cross-departmental SIP-ADUS, Tokyo
has produced the most detailed CAM road map of all
the pioneering regions discussed here. It contains all
the aims, strategies and concepts for the deployment of
connected and automated vehicles, including a timetable for their implementation and roll-out in Japan by the
year 2030. A unique feature of the strategy in Japan is
the successive creation of a dynamic, nationwide, digital map of the streetscapes (Koyama 2015).
The ageing population and the accompanying dramatic
reduction in the rural population are among the dominant issues in Japan. In the long-term vision “The Grand
Design 2050” (MLIT 2013), a densification of smaller
cities and towns in suburban and rural Japan is proposed
(Funabashi 2018). Most CAM projects currently focus
on these matters.

SINGAPORE
Drivers: Urban challenges in Singapore are the acute
shortage of land in combination with the growing population and their increasing demands for better mobility
options, the construction and expansion of urban areas
(“New Towns”) and a lack of skilled workers (LTA
2013, 2018; Loo 2017; Human Resources 2018). Other
drivers are improving global competitiveness and maintaining location quality.
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Innovation networks: The cross-ministerial Committee on Autonomous Road Transport for Singapore
(CARTS) was created as part of the city administration of Singapore to focus exclusively on testing and
implementing CAVs and CAM in Singapore (Huiling/
Goh 2017, MOT 2017). The committee is accompanied by three working groups (cross-sector and transdisciplinary), which are responsible for drawing up
medium- and long-term visions for CAM in Singapore
and checking the parameters for possible applications
(costs, regulatory framework, etc.).
Development narratives: The three most important development narratives are Singapore’s all-encompassing
digitalization strategy “Smart Nation”, the vision of a
city without cars “Car-lite City” (LTA 2018) and the
model of a “Livable City” (CLC 2014, Smart Nation
Singapore 2018). The innovation discourse in Singapore is shaped by the possible compatibility of new
technologies with an identity-forming and “emotional” urbanism (“Can you love a smart city?”). In order
to limit the number of authorized cars, since February
2018 new cars are only permitted in Singapore if they
replace an existing car.
Transition initiatives: Compared with all the other pioneering regions, in Singapore CAVs enjoy the highest
level of integration in urban development. The centralized government of the city state of Singapore has
pursued the ideal of integrated planning for 50 years
by means of various instruments of interinstitutional
collaboration (URA 2016). On the basis of intensive
cross-sector cooperation (including cooperation with
investors), locations and use cases for CAVs can be
planned and implemented in an appropriate and targeted
manner. Two new high-density settlement areas (“New
Towns”), which should be completed by 2024, are already designated for diverse location-specific applications of CAVs for both peak and off-peak times and for
both daytime and night-time operation (see Fig. 4.5.3).
In addition, intensive work is underway in Singapore on
education formats and programmes to qualify and train
workers in the field of CAM.

CONCLUSION: “AUTOMATED AND CONNECTED MOBILITY
FOLLOWS (INNOVATION) NARRATION”
The results of the study suggest that despite the increase in safety, traffic efficiency, economic advantages
or savings on parking spaces generally being the most
frequently cited arguments for the deployment of CAVs
in the city, the local designs and CAM strategies can in
fact be surprisingly diverse. This diversity even reveals
counternarratives to the current economic mainstream.
The case studies show that technology is not deterministic for CAVs and CAM and that such strategies are
the result of complex negotiation processes. It is also
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Figure 4.5.3: Connected and automated vehicles in daytime and night-time operation, concepts for the “New Towns” in Singapore
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important to recognize that all cities are preparing for a
system-wide transition period of several decades. However, most of them have identified specific urban spaces
where they can implement CAVs of lower automation
levels much earlier.
The four analytical categories (1) drivers, (2) innovation
networks, (3) development narratives and (4) transition
initiatives show in all five pioneering regions that the
intensity and nature of the local innovation discourse
is decisive for the complex processes involved in the
transition to CAM-based solutions. It should also be
noted that the introduction and distribution of CAVs is
only a part of the digital transformation of all aspects
of life (“fourth industrial revolution”). Considering
the wide-ranging consequences of the digital transformation, the crucial issue for the deployment of CAVs
is therefore not whether the city is ready for CAVs or
whether CAVs are ready to be deployed in the city, but
rather how the actors in the city lead a discussion –
themselves and in cooperation with others – about sustainable urban development in the digital age (co-production in networks). The real-world implementation of
CAM then follows the narrative that was established in
the discourse.
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4.6
NEGOTIATING A DOMINANT NARRATIVE ABOUT CONNECTED
AND AUTOMATED MOBILITY IN EUROPE
Insight into the dissertation of Andrea Stickler
The role that automation will play in the transport system is not only defined by technological possibilities
but is largely dependent on which discourses and narratives1 about CAM become established in the public
mindset. These visions of the future and hence the acceptance of CAVs are greatly influenced by the messages conveyed by various branches of the economy, the
media, research, film or art and indeed politics (Diehl/
Diehl 2018, Manderscheid 2018, Berscheid 2014).
However, the political discourse plays a unique role
because it has taken an extremely controversial turn in
recent years, is leading or has led to certain political
actions and hence has a determining influence on the
conditions of the technology’s deployment (through
circulating knowledge, test beds and examples of best
practice, support schemes, regulations, etc.). For this
reason, the question arises in what direction politics
(actors, institutions, processes and issues) will move in
the course of CAVs’ introduction and what policy and
planning framework will be defined that will ultimately
affect future steering options.2
Although the hopes for technological innovations in
transportation have been evident in the political discourse for many years (e.g. European Union 2011), the
expectations of the positive effects of CAVs are relatively new. The transport ministries of the G7 states first

published a declaration on the strategic promotion of
CAM in 2015. At EU level, a consensus between the 28
transport ministries on the joint promotion of CAVs’ introduction was formulated with the Declaration of Amsterdam in April 2016 and called on the European Commission to develop a European CAM strategy (European
Commission 2016). In the context of this confidence
around the implementation of connected and automated
mobility and around the anticipated positive effects, certain narratives have developed about how CAVs should
be deployed in Europe and the effect they will have.
In the area of transport policy, the political and discursive arena is currently characterized by competing
ideas, interpretations of problems, and interests, as well
as by the various stakeholders’ different communication and power resources. What is considered verified
knowledge about CAM is closely connected to questions of power, because co-determining the ability and
assertiveness of a dominant narrative at political level
differs enormously between the various stakeholders.
Following the multiple-stream approach (Kingdon
1986), not only the power structure but also the perceived pressure to act and existing transport policies,
solutions and infrastructures are relevant for setting political narratives and agendas in a specific time frame
(see Fig. 4.6.1).

Figure 4.6.1: Narratives about connected and automated mobility

TIME FRAME
Perceived pressure to act
(due to technological development, international competition, politically perceived
problems of automobility)

NARRATIVES
Power structure
(involved stakeholders and their decision-making power)

SETTING AGENDAS

Existing transport policies, transport solutions and infrastructure

Source: AVENUE21 after Kingdon (1986)
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Figure 4.6.2: Flow of narratives between different policy levels

INTERNATIONAL AND EU POLICY
Transport policy, science policy, technology policy,
industrial policy, spatial planning policy, etc.

NATIONAL POLICY
Transport policy, science policy, technology policy,
industrial policy, spatial planning policy, etc.
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In the area of transport policy, the non-existent sustainability of current car traffic is largely undisputed, which
is why the discourse on CAM within the EU increasingly revolves around environmental policy argumentation patterns. An ecological modernization (Bemmann
et al. 2014) of cars should help to tap into the positive
synergetic effects of vehicle automation, electrification
and connectivity while simultaneously strengthening
the competitiveness of the economy (and automotive
industry) as well as improving European integration. As
such, the narrative of a transformation in automobility
with CAVs by means of an infrastructure prioritization
of important transport routes within the EU (here in
particular the C-ITS corridor from Rotterdam to Frankfurt and Vienna) is one that overwhelmingly has faith in
technology and is growth oriented.

REGIONAL/LOCAL POLICY
Local policymakers and administration, various stakeholders, civil society

Source: AVENUE21

In political debates on CAM, undeniably relevant social challenges like climate protection, safety, the space
consumed by cars and opportunities for people with
restricted mobility are addressed and raised in public.
However, design work is applied to these roblems in
this context, for which specific technological solutions
are then sought and developed in a cooperation between
politics, various industries and research institutes.
Hopes for the future and breaks with the past form a
significant basis for the negotiation of a dominant narrative about CAM in this context. Predominantly with
regard to the significance of automobility, the political
discourse today is still sharply divided; even historically, there have been alternating phases of advocacy and
criticism of automobility (Paterson 2007).

The EU’s narrative on CAM, which is conveyed via
policy programmes, political panels, events and the media, is becoming the new way to think and act in various
areas and institutions (which is why the flow of narratives between different policy levels and policy fields
should be considered, see Fig. 4.6.2).
Narratives at EU level contrast with other (inter)national
notions of CAM, exert pressure on various political levels and are partly adopted and “translated” by national
or local institutions (Clarke et al. 2015). This translation
allows an entirely new negotiation of the issue, with new
tensions, risks and opportunities. Certain aspects might
be emphasized or ignored, and unexpected effects may
emerge as a result of path dependencies, lock-in effects,
challenges and tensions (see Fig. 4.6.3). For this reason,
it is necessary to include specific spatial circumstances
in considerations in order to understand the relationships between the political narratives and certain policy
and planning actions (Jäger 2015: 112–113). Only by
doing so does it become clear that although political
discourses and narratives will have an impact on the

Figure 4.6.3: Interaction of political narratives, practices and social reality

Path dependencies, lock-in effects,
contestations, tensions
Space and society
Political
narratives

Political
practices

Source: AVENUE21
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strategies as political practices that will have a
considerable impact on the future deployment
of CAVs.

new transportation revolution, they will not dictate the
revolution because the transformation of automobility
is embedded in a complex social and politico-economic
nexus that has evolved over time (Urry 2004, Paterson
2007). Nevertheless, political discourses can contribute
greatly to the new transportation revolution as they are
linked with certain discourse practices that can indeed
have an influence on structure and space.
The technical and growth-oriented notion of CAM
within the EU is already being called into question. Particularly at local/municipal level, the negative effects of
automobility and the limits to its growth are tangible,
which is why further traffic growth with CAVs is the
subject of very contentious debate. Doubts can also be
raised about a growth-oriented transformation narrative
from an empirical and theoretical perspective: statistics
point to a considerable increase in road traffic (Umweltbundesamt 2018, Statistics Austria 2018), which
will soon reach its (ecological) limits. Social processes like individualization, flexibilization and social acceleration (Rosa 2013, Honneth 2016) as well as the
dynamics of the global economic system (Boltanski/
Chiapello 2001, Schwedes 2017) tend to thwart rather
than encourage environmentally friendly mobility at
both a cultural and structural level. In light of this trend
towards increasing traffic and a growth-oriented narrative around CAT, especially in cities many adverse
effects of automobility (use of space, negative impact
on pedestrian and bicycle traffic, sound pollution, etc.)
could be exacerbated or maintained.
Despite this, in some discourses the potential of a radical transformation with CAVs is also recognized, because progress in the connection and automation of vehicle technology may change not only the car as a piece
of technical equipment, but also the car’s significance
as a private commodity and ultimately how and why
individuals are mobile (Kellerman 2018, Canzler/Knie
2016). However, these culture- and growth-critical discourses are often neglected in political debates at European level. To increase the politicization of CAM, more
debate would be necessary between predominant and
alternative narratives. Yet this would require the political level to think beyond an ecological modernization
of the car, to discuss opposing visions of the future with
CAVs and to hold more talks in the sociopolitical arena
about the various possibilities for implementing CAVs.
In summary, it can be stated that especially due to the
competing interests and interpretations of problems
in modern-day transport policy, current political narratives around CAM should be critically challenged,
because:
In the EU, a certain narrative is evolving between actors’ conflicting priorities regarding
how CAVs should best be deployed. This is
leading to altered legal frameworks and funding

The EU’s narratives and political practices
acquire a different meaning at local level,
where they are being called into question and
renegotiated. This negotiation process should
be strengthened intentionally and opened up to
various interest groups.
Research can help expose the prevailing power
relations that shape the discourse around CAM
and serve as “early warning systems” for potentially unexpected consequences.

1

The term “narrative” is interpreted here as the communicated and
staged narrative or myth around CAVs and CAM. These narratives refer to control systems that give rise to certain forms of
knowledge and meanings and hence structure the public and/or
political discourse (Viehöver 2001: 177–178).

2

Specifically, this addresses the question of how CAM is uttered
as an object of knowledge by various stakeholders. We take a discourse theory approach and refer methodically to discourse theories such as those of Keller (2004) and Jäger (2015).
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4.7
PLANNING APPROACHES THAT PROACTIVELY SHAPE
URBAN FUTURES WITH CONNECTED AND AUTOMATED
VEHICLES
Insight into the dissertation of Emilia Bruck
Even though connected and automated mobility is increasingly being discussed in light of existing urban
development aims (Heinrichs et al. 2019), suitable planning approaches to steer the urban integration of CAVs
have not yet been adequately addressed (Guerra 2016,
Fraedrich et al. 2018). With few exceptions (Chap. 4.5),
urban planners have not had sufficient knowledge of the
consequences of CAM on urban planning and settlement structure to be able to establish development priorities and manage investments appropriately (Fraedrich
et al. 2018).
There are uncertainties regarding impacts on infrastructure, urban space and society because it has not yet been
possible to analyse the local benefits of CAVs in terms
of environmentally and city-friendly mobility. However,
when one considers that the nature and extent of CAM’s

possible effects will in part only be identifiable after its
implementation (Guerra 2016), urban planners need to
reflectively engage and be actively involved in shaping
that implementation in good time in order to act as a
driving force and represent the city region’s issues concerning technology development, science funding and
policy. Assuming that CAVs will not be deployed spatially and socially from the outset, but only (co-)generated by public and political negotiation (Guthrie/Dutton
1992, see also Chap. 4.6), urban planners also bear creative responsibility, as the spatial objectives set during
the formative phase will shape and possibly have a lasting impact on the further development of the technology. Now the urgent question presents itself as to at what
point specific planning measures should be adopted and
what shape the necessary vision and strategy-finding
process should take.

Figure 4.7.1: City dashboard

Source: AVENUE21
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4.7.1 TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE AS A CHALLENGE
FOR URBAN PLANNING
The introduction of CAVs fits into a process of upgrading information technology in numerous European
(London, Vienna, Amsterdam, Barcelona, Dublin, etc.)
and international (New York, Singapore, Hong Kong,
Pune, etc.) cities. Over the past two decades, strategy
papers have been written on this topic with the “smart
city” as their leitmotif; although they differ in their specific objectives, development processes and implementation strategies, they largely aim to adapt technological
and economic trends to local development requirements
(Townsend/Lorimer 2015). Given limited infrastructure
capacity, fiscal austerity, the climate crisis and ongoing
urbanization trends, it is hoped that smart infrastructure
development will guarantee urban resilience and sustainability (White 2016). With the aspiration to monitor,
manage and steer urban processes in real time (Kitchin
2015), a technology and management-oriented planning
approach is taking hold which is based on the conviction
that with “better” data and “better” models, uncertainties and risks will be considerably reduced if not entirely
eliminated (Hillier 2016: 300). The prediction and control of events within infrastructure networks or public
spaces (see Fig. 4.7.1) is at the heart of this promise
(Picon 2015). Hence the idealized smart city developments like Songdo (South Korea), Masdar (Abu Dhabi) or Sidewalk Toronto (Canada) are ultimately urban
planning exceptions that are intended to make it possible
to demonstrate sensory connection and prognostic data
analysis away from the chaotic reality of a city, with
data being gathered on the defining category of urban
transformation (Halpern et al. 2013).
Yet the introduction of technological innovations for
the purposes of energy supply, transport systems or
communication services and the associated adaptation
of cities also leads to unexpected side effects related
to digital and automated processes (Townsend 2013,
Kitchin/Dodge 2017). In addition to the promised advantages of convenience, safety and economic growth,
the recurrence of urban problem areas and risks (emergence of new inequalities, security and criminality risks
as well as pollution) can hardly be avoided (Kitchin/
Dodge 2017). The resulting issues consist less in the use
of technological innovations than in the failure to adequately consider urban diversity and to reconcile the
benefits with the social, cultural and spatial characteristics of an urban context and hence to maintain a historical perspective (Hajer 2014, Picon 2015). In view of the
increasing service and mobility provision, cities run the
risk of letting the discourse around local conditions for
a liveable city in the age of digital transformation fall
victim to an overhasty implementation of technological
solutions (Hajer 2014: 16).
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In the specific case of CAM, it should be considered
that local path dependencies in the form of mobility
cultures, settlement structures, business connections
and established planning concepts are an obstacle to the
desired optimization effects. The complexity of these
historical interdependencies tends to reproduce a “car
system” (Urry 2004: 27) and hence a “car city” whose
infrastructure improvements paradoxically merely delay
problems or cause more rebound effects (Sonnberger/
Gross 2018, Schneidewind/Scheck 2013). In order to
change existing mobility and consumption practices in
line with a sustainable transportation revolution (see
Chaps. 3.1, 3.2), it is instead necessary to consider CAM
in combination with social innovations. As technological artefacts always go hand in hand with a redesigned
social order, social innovation, which can be understood
as a social change process, is closely connected to technological artefacts (Braun-Thürmann 2005). On the one
hand, this means that the deployment of CAVs cannot
be understood as a simple solution to contemporary
transport and planning problems, but must be critically
contemplated in relation to the city’s structure and society (Guerra 2016). On the other hand, it is essential that
local planning strategies understand uncertainties as a
natural part of the process and see unexpected developments as an opportunity for something new. While pilot
projects on CAM should be tested both spatially and socially as soon as possible, they should be accompanied
by a public discussion and collective learning process.
In order to answer the question of what a long-term vision of urban coexistence with CAVs would look like,
various directions of development must first be analysed
and a discussion must be held around what is and is not
desired.

4.7.2 RELEVANCE OF REFLEXIVE PLANNING
APPROACHES IN LIGHT OF NEW MOBILITY TECHNOLOGIES
Given the uncertainties and unpredictable developments
that generally go hand in hand with innovation and transformation processes, flexible, explorative and reflexive
approaches in planning theory and practice are gaining attention (Balducci et al. 2011, Roorda et al. 2014,
Freudendal/Kesselring 2016, Bertolini 2017, Hopkins/
Schwanen 2018). For example, the understanding of
“adaptive” or even “evolutionary” planning is based on
an incremental trial of innovations and loose regulations
in order to ensure urban resilience, i.e. the ability to regenerate and self-organize in a crisis, when faced with
global challenges (Bertolini 2007, Rauws 2017). In light
of “robust planning goals” (Bertolini 2017: 147), which
despite uncertainties can be deemed desirable for various futures, the real-world potential of technological
innovations must first be tested by means of exploratory
acts. Variations and selection processes must be taken
into consideration both in the conception phase and in
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later planning and development stages in order to learn
from experiences and be able to make changes (Bertolini 2017: 156).
In the discourse around “reflexive governance”, two
main readings of the concept are differentiated (Voß
et al. 2006). In the first instance, reflexivity is understood as the state of governance in a modern world,
which is constantly being confronted with the unintended consequences of earlier actions, indeed with risks
and limits (Voß et al. 2006, Schwarz 2014).1 A second
reading concerns new strategies, processes and institutions which are initiated by self-confrontation (Voß/
Kemp 2006). The solution and planning approaches of
modernity, which are based on scientific certainty and
ultimacy, are replaced by discourse in a “reflexive modernity” (Schwarz 2014: 209). According to Stirling
(2006: 260), reflexive strategies rest on the plurality and
the conditionalities that underlie both scientific findings
and technological potentials. Taking account of longterm systemic consequences and developing alternative
strategies therefore requires a variety of perspectives
and an expanded knowledge base (Stirling 2006: 258).
Principles like non-finality, experimentation, fault tolerance, risk intelligence and acting in uncertainty (Voß et
al. 2006, Heidbrink 2007, Schwarz 2014) are taking on
greater significance, as is the conception of long-term
strategies that create the framework for short-term, exploratory actions and enable cross-project learning (Lissandrello/Grin 2011). Reflexive strategies are relevant
for planning in the sense of both concomitant monitoring and process design, for example in the form of open
dialogues to develop visions of the future or exploratory
urban interventions. The alternative practices necessary
for transformation pathways require not least reflection
on the respective structural conditions (Grin 2006, Lissandrello/Grin 2011).
Yet it is not only within the planning discourse that urban interventions and experimental spaces have gained
attention in recent decades (Heyen et al. 2018). Especially in the context of sustainability and transformation research, real-world trials have increasingly been
encouraged for the purposes of applied research and analysing change processes (Schneidewind/Scheck 2013).
In these trials, cities or city districts serve as geographically, temporally and institutionally delimited reference
areas within which scientific and practical knowledge
can be integrated by initiating and enabling social and
technological change processes (Schneidewind/Scheck
2013: 240). Alongside the real-world laboratories frequently mentioned in the transformation debate in the
German-speaking world, a range of international research approaches should be noted, including (sustainable or urban) living labs, (urban) transition labs and
(sustainable) niche experiments (Schäpke et al. 2017).2
As no standardized methodical practice has yet been
established in the research community, real-world laboratory approaches in the German-speaking world have
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varied in terms of individual characteristics like the understanding of transformative research, the carrying out
of real-world experiments, transdisciplinary types of
cooperation and further contributions to social change
processes by means of sharing and conveying generated
knowledge (Schäpke et al. 2017).
If urban real-world laboratories are understood as a
transdisciplinary framework, they can serve to correlate
various real-world experiments, to define a shared objective and to enable overarching knowledge sharing
and reflection processes (Beecroft et al. 2018: 77). In
accordance with transformative research, the research,
practice and educational aims of a real-world laboratory,
of the individual projects and of the involved actors must
be coordinated. Even if collaboration on an equal footing is aspired to, it is difficult to avoid conflicts of interest and objective as well as epistemic confrontations
(Dusseldorp 2017, Singer-Brodowski et al. 2018). Some
real-world experiments can be categorized as being
methodically between pure knowledge application and
knowledge creation (Schneidewind/Scheck 2013: 241),
with situation-specific settings in particular, similar to
transition experiments, aiming to contextualize technological or ecological possibilities and to socially empower radical alternatives. Through continuous (self-)
reflection and evaluation, an experimental-reflexive research style (Beecroft et al. 2018: 78) can contribute to
processes being adapted to new or unexpected conditions and to the real-world laboratory as a whole being
able to learn (Flander et al. 2014).
In light of technological innovations like CAVs, realworld laboratories constitute a relevant instrument for
urban planning in terms of transformation research in
order to launch a collective learning process with the involvement of civil society. Especially issues like changing mobility behaviours, the accessibility of and barriers
to new mobility services and alterations to urban planning are suited to such laboratory situations. The opportunities for and limits to generating local knowledge
or even to initiating change will be determined by the
integration of various target dimensions and the prioritization of research principles. For urban development,
it remains imperative to constantly ensure the social legitimacy of the objectives, the process design and the
results (Schäpke et al. 2017).

4.7.3 INCLUDE CONNECTED AND AUTOMATED
VEHICLES IN PLANNING DESPITE UNCERTAINTIES?
With regard to the formative phase of CAM and its urban
deployment, reflexive, explorative and adaptive processes can be significant in several ways as part of strategic
planning. First, they can counter a purely technology-driven rationality that strives to minimize the complexity and
uncertainties and maximize risk control with the aid of
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fast, standardized solutions. By contrast, it is important to
pursue planning approaches that focus on the conditions
and necessary capacities so that urban development can
take place under various future conditions (Rauws 2017).
In the sense of an “adaptive” or “incremental” planning
approach (Rauws 2017: 36), a strategic framework and an
orientation aid can be created with development guidelines
that preserve context-specific flexibility without stipulating
specific spatial function designs or coalitions of actors in
advance. Given the new landscape of actors and IT companies’ increasing advances in knowledge, public competence development and knowledge creation are particularly
necessary. In addition to conveying multisector interests,
it is up to urban planning to accommodate the complexity of urban transformation processes and pursue measures
that may be conducive to a variety of scenarios and urban
lifestyles (Guerra/Morris 2018). Here it is less a matter of
finding spatial or technological solutions than including
spaces of possibility in urban planning that are open for future developments, i.e. strengthening the spatial and social
ability to adapt and react.
Furthermore, the approaches, structures and systems
should be contemplated that produced and preserve a car
system in order to counteract its perpetuation with CAVs.
To achieve this, proactive planning approaches are necessary through which contentions, confrontations and changes of perspective are voiced and made possible amongst
planners, policymakers, scientists, businesspeople and
civil society. In open dialogues and transdisciplinary projects whose aim is the long-term transformation of social
practices, actors can be encouraged to discuss existing
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challenges and a necessary adaptation in behaviour. With
the aid of reflexive strategies, problematic situations can
be brought to light, expectations of the future specified
and structural constraints contemplated in light of existing
routines (Lissandrello/Grin 2011). Such processes serve to
encourage not merely communication between the actors,
but also the integration of various perspectives in order to
develop a shared view of reality, even if it includes various
understandings of the problem, aims and strategies at first
(Voß et al. 2006). The plurality of views and the collective
creation of knowledge come to the fore of the collaboration
(Voß/Kemp 2006). When calling attention to local development possibilities and synergies between the existing
and the new, it is necessary to realign stakeholders’ imaginations and identify alternative visions of the future for
a city region or district. Ideally, previous understandings
of urban mobility will change, while individual demands
will approximate alternative future pathways (Lissandrello/Grin 2011: 244). In this way, reflexivity in planning,
which also includes questioning the role and the underlying convictions of planners themselves (Beecroft et al.
2018: 92), can trigger a change process through productive
confrontations (Lissandrello/Grin 2011: 226). The context
for critical explorations of the future creates a framework
for transformative practices that go beyond communicative
and strategic planning principles.
Finally, the suitability of new mobility services for a specific spatial and social context can be checked or voted on
using explorative planning approaches. To date, trial runs
of highly automated vehicles (Level 4) have taken place
in controlled orientation and experimentation contexts in

Figure 4.7.2: Integration of urban experimentation spaces with connected and automated vehicles in the typology of experiments
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Source: AVENUE21 after Groß et al. (2005; 19) and Schneidewind/Scheck (2013: 241)
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order to acquire transferrable knowledge for the purpose
of technology development (see Chap. 4.1). Thus, the realworld trials of CAM can be characterized as being between
controlled test beds, i.e. demonstration sites, and living
labs, i.e. real-world tests with the involvement of users (see
Fig. 4.7.2). Aspects like changes in mobility habits, interactions in the urban space and the diverse user needs of
target groups like people with limited mobility have hardly
been taken into consideration in connection with CAM.
From the point of view of the city and urban planning, it
must therefore be established what insights can be gained
from the studies conducted thus far and to what extent future trials can be methodically expanded and co-created.
Moreover, explorative trial actions in the form of shortterm urban interventions or real-world urban laboratories
can help to answer transformation-related questions in
an exemplary way and gain location-specific experience.
However, the requirement should be to pursue aims that
are socially legitimized, ethically well founded and for the
common good (Defila/Di Giulio 2018). From a scientific
perspective, specific knowledge of the system, objective,
transformation and process should be surveyed locally,
the social relevance of the respective research questions
should be tested by involving practice-oriented actors and
the focus of individual real-world experiments should be
chosen collaboratively (Beecroft et al. 2018: 80).
In addition, those local actors should be taken into consideration who concern themselves with the impact of new
mobility services on public space, working conditions,
communities, the climate, education, accessibility and affordability. Triggering alternative mobility practices and
different means of use would make it possible to acquire
practical knowledge about unintended consequences, the
transferability of results and the effects and requirements
of forms of cooperation and empowerment (Beecroft et
al. 2018: 81). If issues and transformation aims are locally grounded and self-organized groups are empowered to
propose their own ideas for solving problems, then initiatives can arise that generate cultural, social and spatial
added value and bring about cultural change as “change
agents” or pioneers of change (WBGU 2011: 256). This
would require not only an openness to sociocultural particularities and collaboration on equal terms, but also the
possibility for local actors to participate beyond the time
frame of mere project stages. Systematic reflection on the
collaboration and the results can ultimately serve various
education processes, such as the ability to learn and adapt
within real-world laboratories or the formulation of transformation pathways as social learning processes in the
broader sense (Schneidewind/Singer-Brodowski 2015).
Creatively reconfiguring the present and experimenting
with the ability to change make reflexive and explorative
processes valuable niches in which the limits of what is
possible are retested and urban diversity as a quality is
maintained (Abbott 2012).
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1

This refers to “reflexive modernity” according to Beck (1986)
and others (Beck et al. 2003), meaning the fundamental transformation of a modern society and its political systems. In contrast
to the views of a postmodern era, with the concept of reflexive
modernity the authors assume a restructuring and reconceptualization of social conditions and historical ruptures. According to
Latour (2003), reflexivity does not mean the increase in controllability and consciousness, but rather the awareness that complete
controllability is effectively impossible.

2

According to Schäpke et al. (2017: 49), the three approaches
should be differentiated with regard to methodical technique,
focus and underlying theories: (1) living labs aim at marketable,
standardized products and services as well as generalizable findings – and hence they limit participation and strive for controlled
experiments and settings; (2) transition experiments target evolutionary forces, the empowerment of pioneers and reinforcement
of alternatives – as well as the orchestration of experiments and
specific, real-world change; consequently, the approach focuses
on strong forms of participation and empowering mechanisms of
disseminating alternatives through learning; (3) niche experiments
contribute to the generation of reflexive knowledge through their
eschewal of conducting their own experiments; depending on the
projects and processes analysed, this is highly contextualized or
more generalizable.
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5.1
SCENARIO DEVELOPMENT AND STRUCTURE
Developing scenarios means producing multilayered visualizations of a possible future that take into account economic,
technological, social, policy and planning aspects. Starting
with an analysis of the current situation, they demonstrate
– quantitively or normatively and narratively (Kosow et al.
2008: 52–55) – often idealized options, which are normally
characterized by different interests, objectives and interventions (Schulz-Montag/Müller-Stoffels 2006, Wilms 2006,
Heinecke 2012, Fagnant/Kockelman 2014b).
In principle, planning is based on a compromise between desired aims and existing means, and factors in the uncertainty
of unanticipated consequences, rebound or lock-in effects. In
the context of this project, normative and narrative scenarios
were thus developed for application in urban and transport
planning, for public administrations, policy and urban and
mobility research. The approach included the unique characteristics and current challenges of the European city (see
Chap. 3.2). The narrative scenarios method aims to point the
way out of regulatory, largely short-term thinking in (supra-)
local spatial and transport planning, instead encouraging
long-term alternative thinking and offering new perspectives and ways of looking at problems (Minx/Böhlke 2006,
Kosow/León 2015).

built on this were elaborated on in focus groups and then
checked for consistency and/or plausibility. As a communication aid, graphics and illustrated scenes were used which
were repeatedly revisited and improved throughout the entire
process.
Formulated in writing and then illustrated, the scenarios are
an important communication tool in a collaborative planning
process when it comes to developing conceivable futures,
formulating concrete aims for the introduction of CAVs and
identifying risks as well as jointly seeking and negotiating
desirable solutions in the areas of mobility, settlement and
neighbourhood development. The scenarios also make it clear
that the future is malleable – at least within defined limits.
The questions of whether and how it can be shaped depend
on local constellations and the actors involved as well as their
interests. In addition to the many prognostic scenarios now
available, we take as our starting point the fundamental malleability of the technological transformation process in cities
and regions.

Due to the objective of developing scenarios that would be
relevant for steering decisions, attitudes to policy and planning were declared a key factor. The scenario narratives that
Figure 5.1.1: Overview of the scenarios’ structure

THE THREE SCENARIOS DIFFER IN TERMS OF THE …

THE SCENARIOS ARE PRESENTED ON SEVERAL LEVELS:

… attitude of policymakers and planners underlying
the decision-making processes,

Description revolving around the attitude of policymakers and planners

… groups of actors involved and the creative scope
they were given,

Normative narratives with the support of comics to
illustrate the scenarios

… weighting of key challenges for urban development and the means used,

Tabular comparison of the scenarios’ main parameters, elements and factors

… locations treated as a development priority,

Stakeholder assessment of the potentials of the various attitudes to policy and planning

… the applied CAV use cases as well as their fields
of application and integration in the existing mobility
system.

Reflection on and generalization of possible sociospatial impacts
Source: AVENUE21
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5.2
KEY FACTOR:
WAYS TO STEER POLICY AND PLANNING
In current discussions about the tasks and forms of policy,
there is often talk of a change in statehood – from government to governance. The term “governance” is used for various
means of regulating collective issues which differ in terms of
the type of self-management and the way they address power
(Hamedinger 2013: 56–57). The political concept of governance has gained in significance as a form of government and
management since the 1990s (Heeg/Rosol 2007: 504). Starting
in the 1980s, entrepreneurial strategies have been introduced
in public administration with increasing frequency (Heeg/Rosol 2007: 497), with administrations relying more and more on
private sector management techniques (New Public Management). Although this has not entirely replaced the classic form
of governance, it has been expanded and transformed by new
actors from the private sector and civil society. Over the course
of this period, public sector responsibilities have also changed,
primarily as a result of the privatization of public companies,
the outsourcing of public services and the commercialization
of what remains of the public sector (Jessop 2002).
The change towards this form of governance means that the
decision-making processes of policymakers and planners now
involve (transnational) companies, NGOs and civil society
alongside the formal, legitimized state actors and institutions
(Heeg/Rosol 2007: 504; Hamedinger 2013: 62). This occurs on
the one hand due to “outside pressure” and increased interest
in participation, and on the other the political administrative
system is dependent on economic, technical and social innovations. As a result, processes and decisions become more flexible, reversible and generally quicker. Consequently, not only do
the actors involved change, but so too do their duties, responsibilities, competences and ability to exercise power.

The discussion below explores three different forms and interests
of steering policy and planning which constitute the foundation
for conceptualizing the scenarios. The focus here is on the three
sectors market, state and civil society, all of which have acquired
new significance as governance has become established.

5.2.1 THE ATTITUDE OF THE MARKET
With the concept of governance, a policy
of flexibilization and decentralization is
pursued that is mostly accompanied by a
weakening of state-centred influence on
leadership, power and steering (Ansell/
Torfing 2016: 2). This approach supports
the deregulation of the public sector and
the belief that private and (semi-)public markets can unleash
self-regulating forces which are more flexible, rapid and efficient. The role of elected governments is limited to their accountability for general political objectives, while the responsibility for the production or operation of public services is put in
the hands of private contractors or publicly appointed, specialized agencies that are driven entirely by economic principles
(Ansell/Torfing 2016: 6). Competition thus becomes more positive because citizens can choose between a wide range of different providers on the free market.
This understanding of steering policy and planning is at the heart
of the market-driven approach. When (the very heterogeneous)
market interests are put at the centre of steering processes, quite
neoliberal objectives are pursued, companies’ influence increases and the triple bottom line shifts in favour of financial competitiveness. For the introduction of CAVs, that means that tech-

Figure 5.2.1: Summary of the attitudes underlying the scenarios
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nological progress is considered in terms of economic interests.
With regard to connection and automation, the main focus is on
the potential of new business models, diverse use cases and new
mobility providers between the conflicting priorities of international economic interests (Google, Amazon, Uber, Lyft etc.) and
local/regional steering of policies and planning.

5.2.2 THE ATTITUDE OF POLICY
Following the classic understanding of
steering as government, elected political
decision makers assume responsibility
for policy and planning decisions – on
the basis of transparent departmental
planning – but increasingly involve stakeholders. The (municipal) government
uses state and municipal resources in the interests of the common good, and draws up and implements political programmes.
Cities and public institutions are “paternalistic distribution
agencies” (Heeg/Rosol 2007: 493) that not only distribute public funds but also assume responsibility at administrative level
for citizens’ welfare. In this context, there is great confidence in
the public welfare system, supported by the assumption that all
citizens’ needs are treated as equally as possible.
The self-conception of policy and planning has adapted in order for a well-functioning state to remain a prerequisite for
successful spatial, economic and social development. This
becomes apparent in the fact that new corporatist forms of
negotiation have been introduced to pursue local and regional development goals that are increasingly aligned with the
interests of sustainable development in the city region. The
aims, content, processes and procedures of the political representation of interests are now defined proactively. Despite
initiating negotiation processes between public and private
market actors, the public sector strongly regulates the activities and reach of the private sector. The alliances with private
companies, also in transport planning, are very much structured in favour of the political aims of ecological and social
sustainability. This understanding of governance is at the heart
of steering processes in the policy-driven approach.

5.2.3 THE ATTITUDE OF CIVIL SOCIETY
From the perspective of social groups
and communities, governance is largely
understood as self-organized processes
by civil society. Compared to being
steered by the state or market, governance by civil society is considered more
consensus-oriented, egalitarian, trustbased and deliberative because the intrinsic values of civil society can be better met and mobilized. Accordingly, governance
becomes the reflexive self-organization of independent actors
(Jessop 2003: 1), with civil society-based forms of regulation
being considered an important counterweight to institutionalized, bureaucratized state structures.
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In this approach, important parts of local and regional sub-state
power are transferred to the local level, with steering by civil
society being considered important due to its intrinsic knowledge, mutual trust and community solidarity. Social communities thus represent a “bottom-up” organization with the potential
for grassroots democratic reform of the state sector. Since the
1980s, some social movements have developed into professional
NGOs and become increasingly politically relevant (Brand et al.
2001). In many contexts, participation and cooperation are seen
as necessary conditions for effective government.
Civil society is also considered a resource for social innovation
beyond political steering, either serving the group’s purpose directly or being used for economic and/or policy and planning
processes (Dangschat 2017b). Consequently, alongside policy,
market actors also attempt to set in motion civil society processes for economic purposes.
Civil society has the potential to provide numerous impulses for
socio-spatial change processes, a circumstance that is repeatedly emphasized in sustainability debates. This understanding of
governance is at the heart of steering processes in the civil society-driven approach.

5.2.4 CAT-DRIVEN TRANSFORMATION UNDER THE THREE
APPROACHES
In recent decades, the notion of transformation has become one of the most important paradigms – not only in
the scholarly discussion on sustainability, but also in political agendas (Koch et al. 2017: 1). In light of the current development goals for the European city, this transformation should be understood as developments towards
inclusivity and sustainability (UNECE 2012). A major role
is accorded to cities, especially when it comes to fundamental and multiple changes (WBGU 2016; Koch et al. 2017: 1).
Although the term “urban transformation” is widespread, a clear
and consistent definition is still lacking (Koch et al. 2017: 1).
Stirling (2014) differentiates between “societal transitions” and
“social transformations”.
Societal transitions include technological innovations with
which predefined goals can be achieved. Social transformations, meanwhile, are the result of diverse, slowly emerging,
fractious political realignments that encompass both social and
political but also technical aspects and do not pursue any clearly predefined goal (Koch et al. 2017: 3).
Precisely this openness to possible socio-technical developments – as a result of digitalization in general and the introduction of CAVs in particular – is illustrated by the focus of
the three outlined scenarios. The different focal points are challenged and discussed with reference to the technical developments associated with the introduction of CAVs. Just how the
balance of power will shift remains open, but it is clear that it
will have a profound influence on the future implementation
of new technologies and their acceptance. The form this might
take in each of the scenarios is modelled in Figure 5.2.2.
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Figure 5.2.2: Forms of urban governance: actors, structures and processes
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5.3 MARKETDRIVEN APPROACH

MOBILITY

CITY REGION

NEIGHBOURHOOD

Customized mobility packages

Locations with optimized functions

IoT neighbourhood

The market-driven scenario is dominated by customized service
packages offered by private providers, which are experienced as
part of automated “ecosystems”. With the introduction of CAT,
increased efficiency is achieved and premium customers are prioritized on motorways and specially upgraded routes in the city
region. In the higher price segment, people mostly travel alone;
lower occupation rates are the rule. In addition to customized
premium offers, there are also sharing services that are cheaper
but less comfortable. Passengers’ attentions and journey times
are monetized thanks to data-based business models. The city
region is similarly characterized by contrasts: residential, industrial and business parks or “edge cities” with optimized functions have emerged along the motorways, thus connecting them
with an international, CAV-compatible, large-capacity road network. In areas that cannot be reached by CAVs, retail parks and
production sites come under extreme pressure.
Political and administrative actions are determined by a restrictive fiscal policy. Urban process steering and infrastructure development (CAV-compatible routes, pick-up/drop-off zones and
sensors in the streetscape) are outsourced to private companies
(competitive outsourcing) or developed by PPPs. In line with
the idea of the global city, the city feels obliged to compete with
other towns and cities around the world (for companies and
workers). Communication and cooperation with the region beyond the city limits exist only where necessary. Favourable conditions for innovation and market-oriented funding programmes
are intended to produce solutions to urban challenges. Hopes
are pinned on the IoT and Industry 4.0 in this scenario. Market

deregulation and the expansion of test areas and statutory experimentation clauses in “smart” neighbourhoods are supposed to
accelerate economic development and technological progress.
Unlocking hidden potential, increasing efficiency, consolidating
resources and optimizing the system are all considered progressive.
Progressiveness and innovativeness are seen as virtues. Self-optimizers enjoy wide social acceptance. Society largely lives on
digital networks, is internationally mobile and enjoys the convenience of e-commerce’s globalized market diversity. Individualization, flexibilization and pluralization processes develop,
shaping the world of work and everyday life. It is possible to
go to both the library and the pharmacy late at night and not just
during the day. In such places, customers are served not by people but by accommodating mobile bots who – regardless of the
time of day or night – are always extremely patient. Individuals’
demand for autonomy and flexibility leads to enormous land use
and high infrastructure costs in the rapidly growing metropolitan
region. It is now hardly possible to curb suburbanization or reduce the increasing swarms of commuters; transport emissions
repeatedly exceed the maximum limits. In many cases, public
space has been privatized. Although the quality of the design
and time spent in such spaces is high, their users must have purchasing power.
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“By integrating automated vehicles into
our mobility platform, we can offer our
customers even more individuality and
freedom.
Our range comprises various mobility
packages that enable a seamless, secure
and convenient travel experience. Users
select their comfort category and destination via the app and can then choose from a
range of offers that include journey time,
routes and costs. Users can book their
journey in advance or on demand and can
see in real time when their vehicle will arrive at the pick-up point.
Via the shuttle’s integrated infotainment
system, additional offers like entertainment media, stops en route or instantaneous route changes can be selected
during the journey. It is also possible to
pay extra for premium services like priority routes during rush hour. Travelling
via side roads, adding longer walking distances to the pick-up point and destination,
as well as bookings outside of rush hour
enable a tailored service for people with
lower incomes.
Individual mobility and comfort preferencSaO`SaOdSR]\bVScaS`ya^`] ZSO\RW[mediately taken into account for their next
booking.”
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z<OdWUObW\U bVS dSVWQZSa W\ ]c` SSb Wa POaSR
on the integration of various real-time data.
As a result of its connection and communication with other vehicles as well as environmental sensors, the navigation system can react
b] O\R SdS\ ^`SRWQb bVS c^Q][W\U b`OT Q d]Zume and then dynamically adapt its route, for
example. We are working on integrating data
from mobile terminals or intelligent wearables
into our algorithms in the future. By including
other interfaces, we aim to improve our prognostics. On the basis of personalized data, assistance systems should be able to recognize
the reason for a journey and anticipate individual needs or spontaneously pick up parcels
and purchases.
BVWaeWZZ[OYS[O\OUW\UbVS ]e]TcaS`aRg\O[WQa[]]bVO\RST QWS\bBVSZ]\UbS`[c^U`ORS]T]c` SSbb]TcZZgOcb][ObSRdSVWQZSa
will further increase the temporal and spatial
convenience advantages of our service. What
activity is completed at what time in what place
will take a back seat in future due to the high
ZSdSZ]T SfWPWZWbgEWbV]c`[]PWZWbgaS`dWQSeS
want to support the advantages of such freedoms.”
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“In order to make the overstretched trans^]`b \Sbe]`Y []`S ST QWS\b bVS QWbg `SUW]\
implemented a transport control room that
automatically analyses and steers transport
]eaESPS\S bT`][bVObOaO[]PWZWbg^`]dWRS`PSQOcaSeS`SQSWdS^`SQWaSb`OT QW\T]`mation from the city region and incorporate it
W\]c` SSbya`]cbW\UOZU]`WbV[aGSbRSa^WbS
bVSW\Q`SOaSRST QWS\Qg]TbVS ]e]Tb`OT Q
bVSQ][[cbS`b`OT QT`][bVSacPc`PaWaabWZZ
enormous. Which is why the municipal government decided to gradually introduce dynamic
pricing for the mobility network.
This is intended to reduce the build-up of trafQXO[a]\OQQSaa`]ORaO\RQ]dS`bVS\SSR
for infrastructure investments. As a mobility service provider, we are integrating these
costs into our prices and adapting them according to demand and desired occupancy level.”

z/aeSaVO`SQS`bOW\b`OT QRObOQ]ZZSQbSRPg]c` SSbeWbVbVSQWbgeSO`SOPZS
to negotiate rights of way and discounts.
Since the dynamic pricing system was introduced, our clientele on the outskirts
has been growing steadily as a result of
our sharing offers.
1]\aS_cS\bZg eS \]e ^`] b T`][ `SaWdents moving to the outskirts due to the
rising living costs in the inner city, because the higher the user density in an
area, the more vehicles we send there. At
the moment, we are collecting the necSaaO`gRObOb]PSOPZSb]abSS`bVS SSb
RWab`WPcbW]\Q]abST QWS\bZgRS^S\RW\U]\
the time of day once automated vehicles
are introduced across the entire city.”
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“Since mobility costs are no longer covered by the state but charged privately
via price regulation, the demand for our
company’s innovative mobility solutions
like ride sharing has increased. To be
able to offer lower-cost tickets too,
we provide the option of choosing lessused (longer) routes. Additionally, we
offer special amenities in the peripheries
like delivery or courier services. On our
app, our customers simply choose for
their parcels to be collected or delivered from central mobility hubs. That
means that residents can avoid unnecessary journeys and our shuttles’ capacity is used more effectively. So far, our
only competitors are self-organized
associations or bike couriers on short
journeys. That means that the periphery
is becoming more attractive for us as a
SZR]T]^S`ObW]\PSQOcaSO\W\Q`SOaW\U
number of companies are outmigrating
from the city centre which will mean additional client categories for us.”
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“My company deploys connected and
automated vehicles for testing purposes in a tech neighbourhood. As a result
of data being collected by our sharing
services across the city region, we have
a considerable advantage over the public operators. With the aid of individual
OQQSaa ^`] ZSa eS S\OPZS S[^Z]gSSa
in the neighbourhood to book pods privately or to hop on one of our shuttles
for short journeys.
As non-automated vehicles have no access rights in the neighbourhood, multifunctional garages on the outskirts
of the neighbourhood serve as places to change transport mode or for
trans-shipment. That means that public
space is largely car-free. Between the
lane markers for the self-driving vehiQZSa O\R bVS ^OdS[S\b bVS`S Wa O Sf
zone whose use adapts to demand over
the course of the day.
AS`dW\U Oa O Z]ORW\U O`SO `ab bVW\U
by mid-morning it is used as an extended pavement. Then at the weekend, it is
transformed into a kerbside seating
area for the nearby cafés and restaurants. Consequently, the streetscape is
still regulated to preserve a sense of
security. This also makes it easier for
environmental sensors to communicate
the use information and maintenance
needs to the neighbourhood control
room.”
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“As someone who loves technology, I am convinced that in the long term
every aspect of life will be integrated into an intelligent ecosystem. In the
future, my personalized virtual assistant would automatically inform me
about the weather and recommend the most appropriate means of transport
and route. An automated shuttle would soon be available because my routine
would have been saved. During the journey, my calendar would pop up and
remind me of upcoming appointments or unanswered messages.
Any food I need would be delivered in my shuttle every evening. To achieve
that, goods and passenger transport would have to be better integrated,
not just virtually but also in the urban space. The retail areas in the centre
of the neighbourhood would be reduced to the absolute minimum but con\SQbSReWbV[gcaS`^`] ZSdWORWUWbOZW\bS`TOQSa7be]cZR\]b]\ZgPS^]aaWPZSb]dWSea^SQWOZ]TTS`ab`OT QW\T]`[ObW]\]`Qc``S\b^ObWS\b\c[PS`aOb
bVSVSOZbVQS\b`SW\`SOZbW[SO\Ra^SQW Qb][gZ]QObW]\PcbbVSbSQV\]Z]Ug
would predict my decisions and make my everyday life easier.”
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5.4 POLICYDRIVEN APPROACH

MOBILITY

CITY REGION

NEIGHBOURHOOD

Multimodal public
mobility systems

Cooperation with
the city region

Multimodal traﬃc hubs
as neighbourhood centres

In the policy-driven scenario, an integrated multimodal transport network forms the backbone of mobility and settlement
development. To the greatest possible extent, the physical and
digital infrastructure in the city region is built and operated
publicly, also in order to maintain sovereignty over the data
it generates. A publicly operated, integrated mobility platform simplifies intermodal travel with public transport (buses,
trams and underground trains), automated shuttles, car- and
ride-sharing services and e-bikes or scooters. Via the platform
and the data it generates, means of transport are purposefully
prioritized (according to their environmental impact) or incentives are offered to use active mobility. Automation and
digitalization are intended to serve the public good. There is
intensive cooperation in the city region regarding matters of
settlement, infrastructure and mobility development. In order
to counteract the increase in traffic caused by delivery services, stretches of land in the region are set aside, the delivery
network in the city region is strategically planned and distribution centres are developed.
The movement of people and goods is concentrated in a hierarchical system of mobility hubs that act as intermediaries
between areas with higher and lower CAT compatibility and
make it possible to change mode of transport conveniently and
safely in line with the notion of “seamless transport”.

Everyday functions and public institutions are likewise
planned around these hubs in order to reduce journeys. New
urban centres arise in these hubs that stimulate neighbourhood
development. In the context of such transit-oriented developments (TOD), the motorway network is also integrated into
the system, with transfer zones being purposefully developed
where passengers can change between (supra-)regional and
local mobility. Within neighbourhoods, high urban density
and mixed use are encouraged in order to increase suitability
for soft mobility. Urban sprawl is mostly prevented thanks to
a restrictive land policy. In already developed areas between
transport routes, connected and automated shuttles increase
accessibility by public transport.
However, the public sector faces challenges and problems regarding financing in the city region: connected and automated
mobility leads to a loss in income (e.g. parking tickets and
fines, speeding tickets, etc.) and ultimately there is increased
competition between public transport and private mobility
providers, primarily in areas with high user frequency that
are also CAT compatible. Use of the road and rail network
is priced on the basis of existing and generated mobility data
(e.g. mobility pricing or granting licences).
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“It was clear that in future shaping mobility serdWQSa O\R a]ZdW\U b`OT Q ^`]PZS[a Q]cZR ]\Zg
be achieved by a strong public sector. We simply have years of experience in the provision of
mobility services. The additional deployment of
connected and automated vehicles helps us to opbW[WhS^cPZWQb`O\a^]`bO\R[OYSWb[]`S SfWPZS
in line with our policy of providing basic services,
hence counteracting the strong dependence on
^`WdObS QO`a } SdS\ bV]cUV \O\QW\U acQV aS`vices will always be a cause for controversy in
some quarters.”

“We were lucky that people were already familiar with the idea of getting
on a bus that they were not driving
themselves. That obviously helped us to
quickly attract new customers to our
mobility service. Right now, it has to be
said that it was good that we put comprehensive measures in place so early
to integrate automated vehicles into our
range of services: we can still manage
^OaaS\US` O\R T`SWUVb b`OT Q W\ ]c`
city and steer the nature of the transport offered.”
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“The public sector has a long history of systematic transport planning and transport policy. The transport system
is the backbone of our spatial and economic development.
The focus of action and measures to help solve old and new
challenges have been discussed and tested for decades.”
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“We were aware of the disadvantages of
public transport in the past, which is why
it was important to make changing from
one mode of transport to another – both
digitally and architecturally – as easy
as possible. Above all, we were helped by
the extensive cooperation throughout the
city. Nevertheless, it remains important
b][OYS]c`aS`dWQSa[]`S SfWPZSPgcaing different types of vehicle as well as
combining and reducing journeys in pasaS\US` O\R U]]Ra b`OT Q SU ZOab[WZS
delivery of parcels) as much as possible.”
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zAW\QSQ]\\SQbSRO\ROcb][ObSRdSVWQZSaeS`S `abZOc\QVSRO\RW\ZWUVb]T
bVSOaa]QWObSRPOR\Sea`SUO`RW\UW\Q`SOaSRb`OT Qd]Zc[SaO\RacPc`PO\ization, we luckily realized that the development of our transport network
and settlement had to be integrated and required collaboration at every
level.
For that reason, we purposefully expanded the existing and tried-and-tested instruments in the area of settlement development (like polycentric
development and strategic promotion of development along public transport routes) by also promoting and implementing connected and automated
transport.”

“Regulations coordinated at the city-regional level helped us to target settlement and transport development along
large-capacity public transport routes
in particular. This comprised not only
optimizing existing railway lines, but
also installing automated passenger
transport on motorways with the same
function as suburban railway lines, with
stops at motorway exits. Furthermore,
automation also helped us to provide
an attractive public mobility service in
areas between transport routes, i.e.
in areas characterized by high car dependency, and to connect them with
large-capacity public transport routes.
We are convinced that the transport
system can be shaped by policy. Which
is why we will continue to take responsibility for planning, organizing and operating our transport system in future.”
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“The strengthened cooperation at
city-regional level regarding transport and settlement development also
helped us to better coordinate with one
another when developing new neighbourhoods. Some areas around regional and suburban railway stations were
completely redeveloped to support mixed
function and mixed use.
The railway stations were expanded into
hubs with numerous uses and now form
the centre of these neighbourhoods,
which are characterized above all by pedestrian-friendly streetscapes and im^`]dSR^cPZWQa^OQSBVSU`]c\R ]]`a
of buildings in these areas were also vitalized to further improve public space.
The concentration of transport routes,
both in passenger and goods trans^]`bWa^O`bWQcZO`ZgaWU\W QO\b
The use of automated vehicles, mostly in the form of shuttles and pods,
helps passengers reach the hubs from
Tc`bVS` O SZR W\ ]`RS` b] bVS\ QVO\US
to larger-capacity means of transport
to get to the city centre. To the greatest possible extent, the hubs have been
built to make it easy to change mode
of transport. That means that the inhabitants of the new neighbourhoods
can enjoy optimal intermodal connections when using our multimodal public
transport service.”
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5.5 CIVIL SOCIETY
DRIVEN APPROACH

MOBILITY

CITY REGION

NEIGHBOURHOOD

Collaborative development
and services

Globally networked in
transnational regions

Community organization
in the neighbourhood

The civil society-driven scenario is characterized by civil society initiatives started by individuals and groups who think
of CAM in terms of local needs and develop corresponding
services. They are pioneers of technology-, sustainability- and
sufficiency-driven change in mobility. Together they trial strategies for traffic avoidance while putting the active mobility of
people and goods front and centre. Connected and automated
vehicles are almost exclusively used in the context of sharing
and at low speeds: ride sharing generally dominates passenger
mobility. Small, automated bots transport goods in the region
and also call into question transport-intensive, industrial production and distribution logistics.
In light of multiple crises caused by an environmentally destructive economic system and a loss of trust in politics, this
scenario envisions a radical social transformation. It is based
on a conviction that a socio-ecological reorganization of society is necessary; it incorporates various dynamics within the
transformation debate and new designs for the “good life”. At
the core of this transformation is the notion of sufficiency and
the principle of communality.

Research funding as part of education policy, knowledge creation and knowledge transfer takes place in global networks.
Ideas are primarily implemented at local level. The main focus
is learning skills locally that will contribute to the development
and use of digital technologies in the transportation system.
Civil society is increasingly able to improve new technologies and communication services (civic tech, open data, open
source). At the neighbourhood level, and mostly on the edge of
town and beyond, modern-day localism and communitarianism
movements take centre stage.
It is assumed that antagonistic and transformative social movements are reflected in the space, meaning that the heterogeneity of different social groups is expressed spatially. Productive
spaces and experimental areas emerge in places with low and
medium urban density. What is produced in the city region and
the resources locally available are distributed or shared locally via automated transporters. Furthermore, it is assumed that
a strong ideological connection to a place would emerge as a
spatial characteristic, which on occasion might seem socially
exclusive. In the neighbourhood and in the streetscape, there
is a preference for spaces that admit a wide range of uses and
remain flexible.
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“We’ve known for a long time that our
lifestyles are not sustainable and that
we have to change something. Our consumer society is resource-intensive, car
b`OT Q Wa abWZZ ]\ bVS `WaS O\R eS aVW^
everyday commodities all around the
globe. Mountains of rubbish are growing and our cities are being polluted by
exhaust fumes and noise. The increasW\UZg T`S_cS\b \O\QWOZ Q`WaSa ^`]dS
that unending economic growth cannot
be the answer to our problems. And
looking at the political headlines, it’s
hardly possible to rely on our political
systems either.”

“In our community we started on a small
aQOZSO\RVOdSPSS\ UVbW\UT]`OZbS`native lifestyles for a long time in order to shape the world according to our
ideals. We have seen that this mindset is
widespread and many people are already
copying us. We started slowly only a
few years ago but it’s already snowballed into a large network.”
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zES \RWbU`SObbVOb^S]^ZSOZZ]dS`
the world are experimenting. The internet and new technologies give us
the opportunity to learn from initiatives on the other side of the globe
and to communicate with the people
involved.
That communication is important to
us but being self-organized also
requires proximity, and a sense of
community in your local area is crucial for that. It’s completely changed
our neighbourhoods.
For example, our community’s supply
infrastructure works well in green
areas, to our gardens outside the
neighbourhood. Elsewhere, routes
are being extended. Our interests
are so diverse that you no longer
need all the infrastructure, but
only that which is important for the
respective community.”
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“It started with us trying to understand
and tackle our everyday problems in the
neighbourhood. We found some great
a]ZcbW]\a}bVObya]c`RS \WbW]\]TW\\]vation. In housing, in the community and
in mobility, we’ve developed services that
`S SQb]c`ZWTSabgZSa4]`a][S`]cbSa
I have to take a shuttle, and I love relaxing and enjoying the quiet during the
journey. That’s why we networked here
in the neighbourhood: we wanted to develop a shuttle with a designated quiet
area.
We were able to achieve that together
with globally networked software engineers and other specialists in connected
and automated driving, so we now operate a vehicle that corresponds to our interests and ideas. We were able to build
on a foundation of open data, peer-topeer services and other do-it-yourself
initiatives that had already implemented
similar projects. It has meant that we
can organize largely independently of
bVSUZ]POZU]]RaO\R \O\QWOZ[O`YSb{
“People reacted very sceptically at
`ab =PdW]caZg Wb `S_cW`Sa Z]\UbS`[
dedication, trust and solidarity. We need
people who pay their membership fees
reliably and feel responsible for maintenance. Dealing with people who don’t
share our interests and don’t abide by
our rules is very challenging. Our service provision is aimed at like-minded
people, not people on a different wavelength. We believe that some people are
better served by other association.”
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“We have to spread new values that support a responsible approach to our natural resources.
That also means that we criticize the
current lifestyles of the masses, because they just aren’t sustainable.
The media gives a false picture of the
good life, based on the ideal of living
in the fast lane, which means short and
Z]\URWabO\QS WUVba]\PcaW\SaaXSba
b]bVS \O\QWOZQS\b`Sa]TUZ]POZQWbWSa
to private islands or to expensive holiday homes. But what we really need is
slow living and an everyday life that is
rooted in the local area.”

zBVS `ab bVW\U eS RWR eOa b] O^^`]^`WObS ^O`YW\U a^OQSa /b `ab R`WdS`a
were furious and had little understanding for our activities. It took some time
for the drivers’ protests to subside. But
municipal politicians and urban planners
had to respond to our demands and create architectural structures so that we
could go to the pharmacy or school by
foot or by bike. We should only get into
O QO` O\R ^`]RcQS []b]`WhSR b`OT Q W\
exceptional circumstances. That’s our
idea of sustainable mobility.”
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“Politicians and the administration have
largely recognized that we citizens are
best suited to solving our own problems. We wouldn’t have been able to do
it without the public sector’s trust in us
and the new participative attitude. However, we still have to come together to
search for new, good lifestyles and get
involved in an ongoing process of political negotiation with divergent opinions.
For example, infrastructure provision
doesn’t work everywhere. In this regard, we sometimes still need support
from the state. It actually works really well in our community, but mobility
services beyond our area are not really
very important to us.”
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“Our neighbourhood has changed and
you can really feel the vitality in public
space. We’ve made our ideas of liveable
urban spaces a reality. For now, we’ve
just fought for space in the city here
and there and suggested new uses –
for recreation, creativity or play. But
the activities have become popular incredibly quickly and the initial scepticism has been followed by broad acceptance. Due to community-organized
mobility services, we no longer need as
many cars in the neighbourhood. We’ve
been able to win back parking spaces
O\Rb`OT QZO\SaO\RVOdSORO^bSRbVS[
to our own needs.”

“Obviously, it does go hand in hand with
Q]\ WQba PSQOcaS \]b SdS`g]\S W\ bVS
neighbourhood has the same interests.
Of course, it’s us who think it’s great
when parking spaces are transformed
into veg patches, but others would prefer restaurants or a shopping arcade.
We’re also constantly advocating the
importance of buying local. For me, the
only way to achieve genuinely sustainable change is by living and buying in
your local neighbourhood. I have little
sympathy for people who see things differently, because all they do is block
the transformation we’ve started.”
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“Community thinking has achieved incredible things in our neighbourhood
and given rise to new forms of solidarity and social and economic security. But
just recently, our shuttle was broken
and I had an important appointment. Because I’m not a member of another mobility association, I can’t spontaneously
arrange another ride. What’s more, I
don’t know the access requirements and
in the worst case I’d have to share a ride
with a bunch of teenagers. Since I’m used
to travelling in my quiet shuttle, people
talking loudly during the journey really aggravate me. What about those
eV]R]\yb \RO\gZWYS[W\RSR^S]^ZSb]
start an association with? I think they
have a hard time in our community. But
they can always get involved and offer
their own services.”
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5.6
TABULAR COMPARISON OF THE THREE SCENARIOS

MARKETDRIVEN

POLICYDRIVEN

CIVIL SOCIETYDRIVEN

APPROACH
Characterization
Main actor

free market

steering state

strong civil society

private companies

state

civil society

DRIVERS AND OBJECTIVES
Main aim

efficiency, profit

public interest, environmental and
climate protection, health

sufficiency, self-determination,
sustainability

CORE
Transport
policy aim

Urban policy model
Underlying
conditions

Role of the state in
the mobility market

Financing models

efficiency

modal shift

traffic prevention

competitive city

socially inclusive city region

participative city region

deregulation of the mobility market
and liberal economic conditions

systematic approach to shaping the
mobility market and services

opening up the mobility market to
civil-society initiatives

weak:
provides basic services

strong:
shapes the mobility market

passive:
makes initiatives possible

use or valorization of data

subsidization using public funds

mobility as a public good (commonsbased)

MOBILITY MARKET
Structure

Competition and
alliances

oligopoly of private actors

state-steered oligopoly

multisectoral networks

strategic alliances between
technology producers and mobility
service providers (aviation)

private actors involved under strict
terms (licences)

alternate cooperation and redundancy
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MARKETDRIVEN

POLICYDRIVEN

CIVIL SOCIETYDRIVEN

NEW MOBILITY: MOBILITY AS A SERVICE, SHARING, PUBLIC TRANSPORT (CHAP. 3.3)
MaaS integrator

private

public

public-private-people partnerships

no

yes

no

+++

+

++

users: +++
tax money: +

users: +
tax money: +++

users: ++
tax money: ++

CAT as a door-to-door service;
micromobility and conventional car
sharing in CAM-incompatible areas
where possible

conventional public transport as the
backbone; CAVs expand the public
transport services offered; planned
availability of modes of transport

CAV is only a door-to-door solution
where active mobility reaches its
limits; integrates a wide choice of
different providers

integration of all services,
“premium accounts” (Level 4)

integration of policy aims
(Level 4)

integration varies
(Levels 2–3)

Obligation to carry

Service vs. price
differentiation

Operation ﬁnancing

Horizontal integration

Vertical integration

RELEVANCE OF MARKET PLAYERS
IT companies

IT companies

IT companies

Citizens’
initiatives

Auto.
industry

Internal
mobility provider

Start-ups

Citizens’
initiatives

Auto.
industry

Internal
mobility provider

State mobility
provider

Start-ups

Citizens’
initiatives

Auto.
industry

Internal
mobility provider

State mobility
provider

Start-ups

State mobility
provider

TRANSPORT AVAILABLE
Walking

Walking
Car

Bike

Car

(CA)
public
transport

CA car

CA car sharing
CA ride sharing

Micro public
transport
systems

Walking

Bike

Car

(CA)
public
transport

CA car

CA car sharing
CA ride sharing

Micro public
transport
systems

Bike

(CA)
public
transport

CA car

CA car sharing
CA ride sharing

Micro public
transport
systems
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GOVERNANCE
MARKETDRIVEN

POLICYDRIVEN

CIVIL SOCIETYDRIVEN

ECONOMY
•

Mobility pricing

Pricing, ﬁscal
policy

•

Moderate mobility pricing

•

Taxation on VA cars

•

Licences or provision contracts

•

Mobility pricing

•

Driving bans dependent on
“streetscape compatibility”

•

Skill development

•

Speed reduction for CAVs and
construction of micro hubs

ENFORCEMENT
Legal measures, •
regulatory
policy •

Focus on security standards
Compulsory insurance

•
•

Bans on connected and automated
cars, limitation of empty journeys
Restrictive land policy

EDUCATION
Communication, •
information

Advertising

•

Nudging (influencing behaviour)

ENGINEERING
Planning,
infrastructure •
construction and
operation

Adaptation of road infrastructure
to CA compatibility

•

Expansion of the public transport
system and of mobility hubs

URBAN SPACE
MARKETDRIVEN

POLICYDRIVEN

CIVIL SOCIETYDRIVEN

TRANSPORT HUBS

Hierarchical
concept
Functional
integration
Access
Local integration
Design quality

flat

multilevel

flat

consumption

social and education institutions

comprehensive

semi-public space

public space

public spaces

+

+++

++

+++

++

++
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MARKETDRIVEN

POLICYDRIVEN

CIVIL SOCIETYDRIVEN

PUBLIC SPACE

Streetscape quality

polarized, commercialized

hierarchization, controlled

appropriated, different uses

Separation principle

++

+++

+

Mixing principle

++

+

+++

Ground-ﬂoor use

spatially concentrated

curated

diverse

CITY REGION

Spatial structure
(density, centrality,
accessibility)

strong centre, suburbanization and
decentralization in surrounding areas

mixed-function settlement centres
and polycentric structure in urban
agglomerations

regional, intertwined islands
(mosaic)

Function of the big
city and small town
centrality

city as economic and steering centre

regional integration, polycentricity

local centres, formation of enclaves

Land management

business-led land management

land management clearly specified
by the public sector

land management regulated via the
community
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MARKETDRIVEN

POLICYDRIVEN

CIVIL SOCIETYDRIVEN

NEIGHBOURHOOD

Transport connections

in the building

hubs at neighbourhood boundaries

micro hubs in neighbourhoods

lighthouse projects

internal development

civil society initiatives

living labs, test spaces

public transport hubs

experimental spaces
(e.g. hackerspaces)

Mixed use

+

++

+++

Social inclusion

+

++

+

Driver of
neighbourhood
development

Initiator

LAND USE DYNAMICS

MARKET-DRIVEN

POLICY-DRIVEN

INNER CITY

EDGE OF INNER CITY

CIVIL SOCIETY-DRIVEN

SUB-CENTRE /
TRANSPORTATION HUB

SUBURB

PERIPHERY
Source: AVENUE21
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← INTERNET OF THINGS NEIGHBOURHOOD
The mobility hub in the market-driven scenario functions as a gateway into and out of the neighbourhood. Located alongside a main
transport route, the mobility and property markets are completely integrated into the location development. Companies and residents in
the neighbourhood can access various mobility services and vehicle
types as the situation requires. Public space is privatized and developed as shared space.

CONNECTED AND AUTOMATED MICRO HUBS →
In the civil society-driven scenario, various micro hubs are located in
the ground floors of buildings. The boundaries between streetscape and
building interiors are fluid. The neighbourhood can only be accessed at
low speeds, which change according to the current use of the space. At
the edge of the neighbourhood, large-capacity public transport (partly)
takes over connections to the city region.

← CAT-ASSISTED TRANSIT-ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT
In the transit-oriented development of the policy-driven scenario, the
multimodal hub is in the centre of the neighbourhood. In line with
the seamless transport approach, wherever possible efforts have been
made to remove barriers between everyday life in the neighbourhood
and public transport access. Pedestrians and cyclists can directly access the tracks and stops/stations, while private CAVs can be parked
a short distance away.
Illustration: Alexander Diem
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5.7
STAKEHOLDERS’ ASSESSMENT OF THE SCENARIOS
In order to find out how the scenarios developed in the project are evaluated by various stakeholders, focus groups
were set up with experts from different areas (city-regional governance, planning, mobility service providers, technology companies and scientists). From these, conclusions
were inferred for the subsequent scenario development
process. Furthermore, the discussions in the focus groups
were used to gain experience of how the scenarios could
be implemented and to discuss the impact of CAT with
a broader expert audience as well as with the lay public.
As the use and application of CAT lie in the future, there is
by and large a lack of practical knowledge, and as CAM as
a research topic is highly complex, the methodological approach faces particular challenges. To address this, classic
methods of empirical social research and futurology were
combined. There are interesting starting points in this regard in the field of critical utopian action research, citizen
science approaches, speculative and visual sociology and
design thinking approaches (Levitas 2010, Robinson et al.
2011, Husted/Tofteng 2014, BuroHappold Engineering
2016, Freudendal-Pedersen et al. 2017). The aim was to
find out various stakeholders’ everyday experiences and
criticism of the current mobility system as well as their
imagined future utopias related to CAV in order to investigate the potential impacts of CAM (Levitas 2010: 542).

various application scenarios were then discussed. Finally, the group of experts identified what action was deemed
necessary. The identified opportunities, risks and need for
action are summarized in Figs. 5.7.1 to 5.7.3.
The results show that due to their different interests and
viewpoints as well as the complexity of the object of research, there is a very diverse body of knowledge and
divergent opinions on CAT. As communication tools, the
scenarios can prompt a discussion about possible futures
and associated needs for action. In the context of collaborative planning processes, this can enable an early definition of various solutions in the area of mobility as well
as settlement and neighbourhood development in connection with CAM. Collaborative processes also contribute
to individual and collective learning, which can make decision-making by local stakeholders more flexible (Innes/
Booher 2010). Moreover, there is no universal solution to
many challenges posed by CAT. Discussing possible scenarios with different social groups can make the negotiation process regarding future developments more transparent and support the decision-making process.

In total, three focus groups were organized; in each of
them one scenario and related visions of the future were
discussed. After presenting the scenarios, the potential
impacts, opportunities and risks were debated. This was
intended to stimulate the participants’ imaginations regarding the possibilities of CAM; building on that, the
Figure 5.7.1: Opportunities identified by the stakeholders in the three scenarios

MARKET-DRIVEN
•

The city profits more than the urban
fringe.

•

The competition between international
actors on local mobility markets
encourages diverse and attractive
mobility services.

•

When pricing pressure between various
CAM providers increases, the services
become more cost-effective.

•

Interesting experiments can be expected
by and as a result of CAM.

POLICY-DRIVEN
•

Potentials to mitigate the urban-rural
divide lie predominantly in rural areas.

•

The inclusion of certain social groups is
furthered by CAM.

CIVIL SOCIETY-DRIVEN
•

Better accessibility of sparsely populated
areas with CAVs reduces the urban-rural
divide.

•

Incorporating citizens’ wide-ranging
knowledge in innovative processes
fosters personalized mobility services.

•

Sharing in the field of mobility could
lead to a new, growth-critical economic
system.

•

Community-organized mobility
strengthens identification with the
neighbourhood.
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Figure 5.7.2: Risks identified by stakeholders in the three scenarios

MARKET-DRIVEN
•

•

•

If pricing pressure between different
CAM-providers increases, market
adjustments will happen in the medium
term.
The commercialization of travel time
will become a driver of further traffic
growth.
Without steering, considerable
cost pressure on infrastructure and
development pressure on settlement
structure (urban sprawl) are to be
expected.

•

If the spatial availability of CAT reacts to
demand, socio-spatial inequalities could
be exacerbated.

•

A monopoly or oligopoly attitude cannot
be ruled out, which would result in
prices being raised.

•

There will be “new winners” and “new
losers” on the mobility market.

POLICY-DRIVEN

CIVIL SOCIETY-DRIVEN

•

CAM could lead to a rigid organization
and hierarchy at a political level.

•

It is not possible to guarantee citizens’
long-term involvement.

•

CAM could also be instrumentalized
in various ways for party-political
purposes.

•

•

Public sector resources are limited and
budgets might not suffice to achieve
policy and planning aims.

Isolated solutions at different stages of
development will emerge, which will
lead to inequalities unless the market or
state intervenes.

•

How will highly personalized mobility
services be standardized?

•

The transferability of civil society-driven
projects might prove difficult.

•

Civil society-driven CAM projects might
develop a close proximity to market
interests in the long term.

•

The pressure on settlement structure
(urban sprawl) might increase with weak
overarching and strategic planning.

•

Major sanctions during the introduction
of CAVs are difficult to enforce at a
policy and planning level.

Figure 5.7.3: Needs for action identified by the stakeholders in the three scenarios

MARKET-DRIVEN
•

State regulations should offset
unsustainable market effects.

•

Cities competing for CAV test areas
might lead to security standards being
lowered; this should be prevented by
appropriate state regulations.

•

•

•

POLICY-DRIVEN

CIVIL SOCIETY-DRIVEN

•

Specific services should be supported:
micro public transport systems, shared
on-call taxis, car sharing.

•

In less easily accessible areas, the public
sector must guarantee adequate mobility
services using CAVs.

•

Mobility services should be organized
via a platform coordinated by the city.

•

•

CAV-compliant “mobility points” must
be specially planned to create transfer
zones for passengers to change to micro
mobility and active mobility.

Appropriate participation in the
implementation of CAM projects is thus
far lacking and should be enabled and
encouraged by the city.

•

Education initiatives and incentive
schemes should be used to transform
current-day traffic behaviour.

•

Experimental spaces should be created
for bottom-up initiatives.

Route licences could be introduced to
ensure operation of the route even with
CAVs.
The private public transport providers
must enter into service agreements with
the public sector.

•

In order to avoid further urban sprawl as
a result of CAM, strong land policy tools
are necessary.

Many stakeholders would have to be
involved in designing a regulatory
system that controls CAT traffic steering
and licensing for public transport and
delivery services.

•

In less easily accessible areas, the public
sector must guarantee adequate mobility
services using CAVs.

•

In order to appropriately steer the
introduction of CAVs, action should be
taken early while also considering the
long-term perspective.

•

The city’s possibilities for action consist
primarily in preparing and operating
infrastructure.

•

The regulatory system for traffic steering
or licensing must be drawn up by
policymakers and planners.

•

The information on the impact of CAT
must be shared with the communities in
as comprehensive a way as possible.
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5.8
IN-DEPTH CONSIDERATION OF SPATIAL DYNAMICS IN
THE LONG LEVEL 4
In this section, the three scenarios will be discussed
in more depth and evaluated regarding the impacts of
connected and automated transport in SAE Level 4 in
terms of accessibility, site selection and reclaiming
parking spaces at various spatial scales. This is intended to provide support for urban and mobility planning
as it prepares for the challenges that will arise during
the Long Level 4 with regard to steering and planning
in the city region. Such a practice-oriented approach
has thus far been lacking.
The strength of the normative narrative scenarios presented here consists in their portrayal of various conceivable developments and circumstances, which makes
them both transparent and concrete, in order to ultimately illustrate the need for action on the path to a desirable future. According to the preambles of the strategies
for development in European city regions, the aim is to
create liveable and compact cities with a functional mix
that are characterized by high-quality public space and
that integrate CAT in an agreeable way. As this integration takes effect at various levels, the following analysis
will differentiate between impacts on the public space,
the neighbourhood and the city region.

5.8.1. PUBLIC SPACE
The streetscapes in the market-driven scenario are designed on the one hand for efficient traffic flow and
on the other for optimum economic use. This leads
to a polarization of public space: high-quality spaces increase the value of neighbouring properties and
encourage gentrification (see Fig. 5.8.1, bottom left),
whereas along efficiently designed arterial roads residents suffer from high levels of noise and air pollution
and a greatly reduced quality of public space (see Fig.
5.8.1, bottom right).
The financing necessary to convert existing and build
new digital infrastructure is obtained via public-private
partnerships (PPPs). The owners of surrounding buildings participate in the form of modified business improvement districts (BIDs) in order to guarantee safety,
cleanliness and control and to establish shared spaces
in residential and office areas, where CAVs take care
of the last mile at low speeds. Some pick-up and dropoff points for automated car sharing are located inside
these buildings – in repurposed underground car parks,
in formerly vacant shops or as newly created mobility

Figure 5.8.1: Streetscapes in the market-driven scenario

before
after

before
after

Source: AVENUE21
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points where it is possible to choose between different kinds of automated vehicle and new urban mobility
services (such as e-scooters).
The bulk of the traffic is concentrated along the routes
that are designed for CAVs to be used at relatively high
speeds. Here, the vehicles are directed into different
lanes to simplify driving for the CAVs. These routes
form their own network within the existing road infrastructure and range from motorways to city streets.
The separation effect along these transport routes is
extremely high as a result of the small distances between automated vehicles and the limited possibilities
to cross such streets.
In the policy-driven scenario, the aim is to expand the
public transport network by adding CAT and to improve the quality of public space. That also means that
the streets or zones where the use of CAVs would negatively impact the quality of the streetscape are declared
CAV-free areas. In order to reclaim public space, the
city makes public transport more attractive by developing mobility platforms and apps. Due to reduced car
traffic, former parking spaces can be repurposed to the
benefit of cycle paths, public seating or playgrounds.
As in the market-driven scenario, connected and automated vehicles or their use in streets in dense urban
locations is only possible with drawbacks: distance and
barriers between CAVs and other road users are necessary, which limits the use of space (see Fig. 5.8.2).
In the civil society-driven approach, public spaces

Figure 5.8.2: Inner-city streets in the policy-driven scenario

before
after

are transformed by their use. Speeds are dramatically
reduced. The reclaimed land, which – particularly in
previously car-friendly areas – is considerable, is now
used for functions for which land is currently needed.
Automated mobility services connect and interlink productive parts of public space and use ground-floor areas. However, the heterogeneity of the streetscape, the
functional mix and variety of vehicles also have negative impacts on road safety. In most cases, the reduced
speeds have contributed to a radical transformation of
the streetscape and supported urban transport planners’
current strategies to introduce more 20 and 30 km/h
zones or to make inner cities car-free (see Fig. 5.8.3).

PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS AND COMMONALITIES
Fundamental contradiction: high-quality public space
and CAM at higher speeds
Every scenario reveals a contradiction between vibrant
public spaces (with different transport users and groundfloor uses) and CAVs at higher speeds. Although higher
speeds and larger deployment areas can be realized in
cities with the aid of infrastructure measures, this is always at the cost of existing streetscape quality.
Public space is only reclaimed when accompanied by
traffic prevention measures
When writing the scenarios, it became clear that during
the transition period, parking spaces in the streetscape do
not become obsolete to the extent anticipated purely as a

Figure 5.8.3: Street on the edge of town in the civil societydriven scenario

before
after

Source: AVENUE21

Source: AVENUE21
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result of CAV introduction. Instead, the main measures
that are required are behavioural changes, a wide range
of sharing services, higher-quality public transport and
infrastructure and spatial structures that support active
mobility. In every scenario, additional planning and/or
steering measures are necessary to combine the aims of
the new transportation revolution with the use of CAVs.
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PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS AND COMMONALITIES
In the neighbourhoods, Level 4 pockets develop, i.e.
urban subspaces with a network of roads/infrastructure suitable for the use of CAVs (see Fig. 5.8.4). They
emerge in all scenarios and are consciously planned,
technology-dependent or initiated by local interests.
This phenomenon has been identified elsewhere (European Commission 2017: 96).

3.8.2. NEIGHBOURHOOD
The pioneering neighbourhoods in the market-driven
scenario have a global focus. They are in keeping with
the expectations of a highly mobile clientele; locations
are compared and selected internationally. In IoT neighbourhoods, automated mobility services embedded in
digital ecosystems become a fundamental part of digitalized everyday life. This leads to specific places on
the edges of the city near motorways being preferred,
because here a kind of neighbourhood development is
possible in which CAVs can travel without limitations.
Starting from these locations, the transnational transport
network used for passenger and freight transport is easily accessible. In these IoT neighbourhoods, businesses,
residents and workers all benefit, while less easily accessible neighbourhoods and parts of the city undergo
economic stagnation or regression.
In the policy-driven scenario, policy and planning advance neighbourhood development with targeted infrastructure projects. This begins with local mobility
accessibility planning and includes not only various vehicle types and transport networks, but also targeted location development in close proximity to transport hubs
(schools, nursery schools, administrative offices, retail
areas, etc.). The aim is to create dense neighbourhoods
with a functional mix. Especially in inner-city areas,
CAT is treated quite restrictively and is developed to
supplement public transport in the context of expanded
sharing services. High-quality public transport is further
concentrated and follows a specific route network. Connected and automated shuttles and ride-sharing services
add to the transport network and are not restricted to any
established route network in order to close gaps in the
existing public transport provision.
Neighbourhood development in the civil society-driven
scenario relies on the initiative of the local residents.
To this end, discussion spaces are created in which residents’ existing knowledge of everyday problems and
needs is utilized and feeds into designs for mobility and
spatial development. The boundaries between inside and
outside, green areas and the streetscape are fluid. As a
result of the participative approach to neighbourhood
development, people’s identification with the area improves. However, that does not exclude the possibility
that in certain constellations very specific interests regarding the reorientation of transport or the design of
public space in the neighbourhood prevail.

In the market-driven scenario, such “exclaves” are the
result of unlimited technological possibilities and targeted, highly suitable, planned neighbourhoods. This
leads in particular to sites near motorways becoming
drivers and transport hubs in a privatized, transnational network. With the policy-driven scenario, it becomes
clear that it can be expedient for planning aims to restrict
access or ban CAVs in zones where the quality of public
space would suffer from the arrival of CAVs. Whether
steered by policy and planning or dependent on technology, assuming a Long Level 4 means that fractures in
the transport system and urban fabric can be expected,
which will lead to new challenges at neighbourhood level. It follows that:
High CAT accessibility will be an important criterion
for companies when choosing a location
It is conceivable that e.g. offline retail, but also offices
and production sites will benefit from locations where
automated delivery and operation is possible, whereas places without that infrastructure will regress. That
would mean additional disadvantages and increased
pressure to act for areas close to the inner city like shopping streets and neighbourhood centres.
Road safety risk
At the boundaries of these islands, motorized private
transport has to be transferred from the automated technical system to human drivers, which might present a
considerable safety risk (Hellåker et al. 2019). These
interfaces must be under technological surveillance and
an orderly transfer must be ensured (e.g. by means of
geofencing or by the automated driving system; Stark et
al. 2019). Furthermore, other road users would have to
be informed about the mode currently being used by the
vehicles and adapt their behaviour accordingly.
Neighbourhood development around mobility hubs
The presented three scenarios addressed different conceivable typologies of mobility hubs (see Figs. 5.8.5,
5.8.6) and their integration into the neighbourhood.
In the market- and policy-driven scenarios, possibilities for targeted location development around the new
mobility hubs are identified. In the market-driven scenario, as discussed above, new mobility hubs appear
particularly on the edge of the city and function as an
interface between the motorway network and the city
region (see the typology on the left of Fig. 5.8.5). In the
policy-driven scenario, the concept of transit-oriented
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Figure 5.8.4: Neighbourhood typologies: suitable and unsuitable for CAT

SUITABLE ISLAND FOR CAT

UNSUITABLE ISLAND FOR CAT
Example: Landstraßer Hauptstraße in Vienna

Example: Vienna’s Ottakring district

The structure of the shopping street on the edge of the inner
city (heterogeneous ground-floor use, complex streetscape,
etc.) complicates the use of CAT.

In inner-city production areas and urban regeneration projects
of the 1970s, the use of CAVs in subspaces is easier than in the
surrounding mid-19th-century neighbourhood.

AREA UNSUITABLE
FOR CAT

Driving is
taken over

CAT
PUBLIC TRANSPORT
ROUTE
UNAUTOMATED ROUTE

AREA SUITABLE
FOR CAT

Driving is
taken over

CA NEIGHBOURHOOD
ACCESS
PUBLIC TRANSPORT
UNAUTOMATED ROUTE

Source: AVENUE21

development is taken further with CAT technology (see
Fig. 5.8.5, centre). The civil society-driven scenario addresses the idea of local integrated micro hubs (see Fig.
5.8.5, right).
The typologies of possible CAT mobility hubs presented in the three scenarios were developed by means of
forward projection based on existing neighbourhood
development around transport hubs (see Fig. 5.8.6).
The neighbourhood around the transport hub in the
market-driven scenario functions like a main railway
station in an otherwise monomodal CAV-based transnational transport system. The policy- and civil society-driven scenarios feature different possibilities (and
scales) for integrating a multimodal transport system at
neighbourhood level.

5.8.3 CITY REGION
Under the laissez-faire policy and planning depicted in
the market-driven scenario, urban sprawl happens rapidly and spreads along the edge of motorways. Here
the advantages of CAT can be used on the long commutes (short to medium term: safety, efficiency, alternate use of travel time, convenience; long term: choice
of company and residential locations). In location development, the mobility and property markets are intentionally combined. Different uses (logistics, manufacturing, housing, offices and retail) form clusters
in areas that best correspond to their transport needs.
Residential, business or industrial parks benefit from
the lower price of land in the urban fringe. Areas with
poor CA accessibility (predominantly the city centres)
are deprived of functions and largely lose their significance as centres. In part, routes for automated vehicles
emerge in inner-city areas, which primarily provide
links with e.g. shopping streets (see Figs. 5.8.5, 5.8.7).
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Figure 5.8.5: Neighbourhood typologies for CAT-supported neighbourhood development
(automated)
public transport

edge of the (inner) city

motorway

IoT neighbourhood

Area suitable
for CAT

CAT-supported
transit-oriented development
Area unsuitable
for CAT

CAT micro hubs

automated route

Hub

unautomated route

Source: AVENUE21

A restrictive land policy prevents urban sprawl in the
policy-driven scenario. In order to counteract increasing property prices in a growing city region, neighbourhoods are intentionally developed around mobility
hubs, which are surrounded by strict settlement limits.
In order to stop location quality moving to areas along
motorways, a modal shift to (partly automated) public
transport is encouraged and a city-regional logistics network is developed to strengthen offline retail. Alongside
the rail network, which maintains its important role in
the transport system, use is made of possibilities for automated public transport on the motorway (via bus rapid
transit (BRT)). The most important task undertaken by
CAT is providing access to low- and medium-density
built-up areas in between major transport routes, which

allows them to be better integrated into the public transport network (see Fig. 5.8.7).
The civil society-driven scenario presents a fundamental
structural change starting primarily from the edge of the
inner city. A tight network of different sharing services
extends across the city region. For short-distance travel,
public transport has become less important than active
mobility, whereas public transport remains critical for
accessing the region. Poorly planned areas of low and
medium density are repurposed and unused spaces are
made productive. Settlement and administrative boundaries are almost entirely dissolved. In order to avoid
travel wherever possible, wares are produced in the region, the use of existing resources is increased thanks to

Figure 5.8.6: Neighbourhood development around mobility hubs and historical models

TIME PERIOD

EXAMPLE

SPATIAL FOCUS

MAIN ACTORS

DRIVER

Capitalization of
land

1980s

Broadgate (London)

railway station site,
neighbourhood

rail companies

privatization of rail,
neoliberal markets

Urban megaproject

1990s

Euralille (Lille)

(new) main
station, adjoining
neighbourhood

local and national
governments

construction of
high-speed trains,
transnational structural policy

2000–2010

Stedenbaan
(Rotterdam–
Den Haag)

several
neighbourhoods
along the regional
rail network

coalitions
of regional
governments and
public transport
operators

expansion of regional rail networks,
sustainable settlement development

Fig. 5.8.5, left

neighbourhood near
motorway exit

mobility service
providers,
IT companies

technological
limitations of CAVs

Fig. 5.8.5, centre

neighbourhood
along a public
transport route

regional coalitions,
PPPs

sustainable settlement development,
freeing up centres

Fig. 5.8.5, right

partial
neighbourhood

bottom-upinitiatives, start-ups

differentiation of
mobility behaviour

Transit-oriented
development

IoT neighbourhood
CAT-supported
transit-oriented
development
CAT micro hubs

Long Level 4

Source: AVENUE21 after Bertolini et al. (2012: 37)
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sharing services and automated shuttles combine passenger and goods transport. Buying local and a strong
sense of community support decentralized structures of
various density. Micro hubs become small-scale focal
points of urban transformation. The function of centres
is strongly defined by at times very specific group interests (see Fig. 5.8.7).
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Figure 5.8.7: Configuration of the transport network and settlement development on the basis of the various assumptions
in the scenarios

MARKET-DRIVEN

PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS AND COMMONALITIES
Redesign of regional and supra-regional transport
Regional and supra-regional transport changes dramatically as a result of the interplay of traditional and technologically upgraded vehicles:
•

On motorways, it is of primary importance to
coordinate moderately and highly automated
transport (SAE Levels 2, 3 and 4).

•

Current regional and supra-regional public
transport services (bus, rail) risk losing their USP
(conveying people), have to counter increasing
cost pressure and face the challenge of existing
in the face of convenient, personalized mobility
services (see Fig. 5.8.8).

•

When developing automated shuttle transport in
areas between transport routes, it is important
to ensure that urban sprawl in these areas is not
encouraged.

•

The global focus in the market- and civil society-driven scenarios shows that synergies (pooling
several transport services) can be increased on
mobility platforms by means of economies of
scale (applying the service to other city regions
or joint development). This is made clear by the
example of the product range offered by Uber
and open-source projects like comma.ai.

•

More regionally focused mobility service providers or mobility platforms like those described
in the policy-driven scenario are dependent on
the economies of density continuing to exist as a
result of high demand in the region.

Continued urban sprawl as the first spatial effect
Without countermeasures actively being taken by policymakers and planners, increasing urban sprawl as a
result of CAT is probable at a very early point in the
transition. A high degree of cooperation between the
municipalities in a city region is imperative to mitigate
the imminent rise in land use (Getzner/Kadi 2019). Reacting to this challenge will only be possible if the planning framework and taxation and incentive policies are
fundamentally changed, new coalitions are established
in settlement and transport planning and hence integrated regional planning is made possible (ÖROK 2015).

POLICY-DRIVEN

CIVIL SOCIETY-DRIVEN

Source: AVENUE21
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Encouraging CAT in car-friendly areas
CAT’s greatest potential can be exploited in areas with
low and medium structural density, which would simultaneously make a significant contribution to the transportation revolution. By controlling the integration of
CAT into the existing public transport service, it becomes possible to supply such areas with mobility services. New mobility hubs require space, more of which
is available there than in the built-up inner cities (see
Chap. 4.2). Both the policy- and the civil society-driven
scenarios hint at how a change in transportation can be
supported even in these settlement structures: by controlling their integration into and the expansion of the
existing public transport network by means of CAVs
and by densifying the area, increasing the functional
mix and breaking up large units to create a “region of
short distances” that is supplied and accessed by CAT
at low speeds.

Level 4 Gap
The fundamental contradiction between high-quality
public space and high-speed automated transport has
already been mentioned. In Figure 5.8.8, it becomes
clear that most European cities already have a relatively
well-developed public transport network. The opportunity thus presents itself for European cities to take a separate path where multimodality might play an increasingly important role.
Planning task: various principles of CAT provision
When writing the scenarios, different CAT provision typologies were attributed to the various scenarios, which
made the possibilities for shaping city-regional mobility
planning clear. In the market-driven scenario, local and
(trans-)national transport routes were directly connected
via motorways (see Fig. 5.8.9.a). It is assumed that this
form of transport provision favours individual forms of

Figure 5.8.8: Availability and suitability of automated and unautomated forms of mobility

Inner city
Centre

Suburb

Periphery

Sub-centre

Walking
Bike
(incl. e-scooter, scooter etc.)

Bus
CA tram
CA underground
CA suburban train
CA long-distance train
Car

CA shuttle
CA intercity bus
CA car and ride sharing
CA car

Level 4 gap

Redesign of transport
relations starting from the
regional benchmark

Source: AVENUE21
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Figure 5.8.9: Principles for CAT provision

a. MAKING THE AREA
ACCESSIBLE

b. MAKING SECTORS
ACCESIBLE

c. MAKING AREAS BETWEEN
ROUTES ACCESSIBLE

d. EXTENSIVE TRANSPORT
PROVISION VIA MODAL MIX

CONVENTIONAL TRANSPORT PROVISION

CA PROVISION
Source: AVENUE21

mobility. The policy-driven scenario allows a strategically planned, multimodal CA public transport system
to be developed that intentionally provides access to
sectors and corridors and integrates them into a hierarchical system (see Figs. 5.8.9.b and c). The civil society-driven scenario addresses the mixture of automated
and unautomated transport networks (see Fig. 5.8.9.d).
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6.1
RE-EVALUATING THE POSSIBLE IMPACTS OF CONNECTED
AND AUTOMATED VEHICLES IN THE CONTEXT OF A LONG
LEVEL 4
Media outlets, as well as specialist engineering and
science journals, have repeatedly been stating that connected and automated driving will soon be possible on
all public roads. But in recent years, doubt has increasingly been cast on this supposed certainty. The analysis
conducted as part of this research also suggests that the
development of technologies for CA vehicles and infrastructures is moving more slowly than initially anticipated.
Although there has yet to be any empirical data on the
speed of technological development, citizens’ future
levels of acceptance, progress in market penetration and
the challenging implementation of the technology on
roads with multiple types of user, it is vital that the policy planning stage be set now in order to help bring about
the necessary shift in transport and mobility as well as
promote the growth of sustainable transport and urban
(district) development. In the debate on future mobility,
CAT is considered to offer many benefits. This is based
upon six key assumptions: CAT (1) reduces the number
of road traffic accidents, (2) allows more efficient and
effective traffic management, (3) enables fewer resources to be used and lower emissions, (4) reclaims public
space, (5) provides inclusive individual transport to
those with reduced mobility, and (6) allows more effective use of time while travelling (European Commission
2018, 2019). However, these potential outcomes will
only occur under certain conditions and, in most cases,
only in the medium to long term. Figure 6.1.1 outlines
each of these theories in turn and compares them with
arguments put forward by policymakers.
The assertion that CAVs will result in transport being
avoided altogether has been refuted by most scenario-based studies. This shift might also have negative
impacts for sustainable transport and urban (district)
development plans due to the growing appeal of suburban locations. The argument that those with reduced
mobility will once again be able to travel independently
is only relevant to those groups who can walk as well as
enter and exit a vehicle unaided. Whether and to what
extent technologies will help strengthen social cohesion
remains, for now at least, a mere normative hope that, at
best, concerns marginal groups.

Although such scepticism has had little impact on the
ongoing development of connected and fully automated
vehicles and the required infrastructure, an increasingly
critical stance towards the narrative that has accompanied and promoted this trend is, to some degree, necessary (see Chap. 4.6). On the other hand, it is vital that
relevant strategies be developed in good time – both at
the local and regional level – to ensure the best possible
integration of CAT into existing transport, mobility and
urban (district) and regional development goals.
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Figure 6.1.1: Proposed benefits of connected and automated transport and their practical and temporal constraints

ARGUMENTS FOR FULLY
AUTOMATED VEHICLES
(LEVEL 5)

LIKELY IMPACTS IN A
LONG LEVEL 4

In future, it will be possible to largely
avoid road trafﬁc accidents and to
considerably reduce their negative
impacts.

With CAVs showing a rising rate of penetration, together with a level of connectivity
that allows real-time vehicle control, these objectives can be reached. In the interim,
however, there will be a period in which vehicles on our roads have vastly different
levels of automation and possible areas of application. This will cause passengers and
other road users to feel anxious about how effective the vehicle will be and whether
it is under automated control, thus increasing the risk of accidents, at least during the
initial phase.

Trafﬁc ﬂows can be managed more
efficiently and effectively to largely
avoid congestion and to ensure
better use of transport infrastructure
capacity. This means less investment
in infrastructure expansion will be
required even if traffic volumes
continue to rise.

Simulation studies generally assume that every section of road is suitable for CAVs.
In this study, we have shown that this is not possible. Moreover, private and public
investments must be made at the beginning of the transition period, while the
benefits will only become apparent after a longer period of implementation that is
accompanied by relevant developments in CAT technologies and successful CAV
market penetration. It also remains to be seen which technical standard will underpin
the expansion of connectivity: solutions that run adjacent to roads instead of over
a wide area would mean large-capacity roads being chosen first for technological
upgrades, leading to the exacerbation of existing regional inequalities.

A more effective management
of trafﬁc ﬂows would allow fuel
consumption and thus the production
of harmful emissions to be reduced,
alongside noise pollution levels.

Traffic management would lead to a stabilization of traffic flows, which would
help climate and environmental targets to be met, initially on large-capacity roads;
however, it could prove extremely challenging to gain acceptance for the measures,
at least initially. Moreover, such reductions alone will not be sufficient to reach
the goals set out in various climate targets and strategies; this will require the
considerable expansion of post-fossil fuel propulsion systems, new fuels and a greater
use of ecomobility options.

CAT can help people avoid
transport, which opens up the
possibility of reclaiming streetscapes
and allowing new (urban) activities to
take place.

Existing scenarios assume the opposite: empty runs, a broader pool of transport users
and the greater convenience offered by such services will lead to an increase in traffic.
Only continued rising demand for car and ride sharing will lead to a reduction in the
number of registered private cars and thus, potentially, offer scope for parking spaces
to be reclaimed. The objective of encouraging users to avoid transport altogether so
that public space can be reclaimed can still only be achieved by largely moving away
from motorized private transport.

Social groups with limited mobility
can (once again) travel independently,
thus facilitating their contact with
others and helping to improve social
cohesion.

This argument must be examined through a more nuanced lens: elderly people with
a driving licence will, in the medium term, be able to spend more time using MPT,
and even adolescents will be able to drive using CAT in a Long Level 4; however,
both increase demand for MPT. Those with a physical or learning disability who
require aid when walking as well as when entering or disembarking vehicles are
disadvantaged by driverless CAT, and that includes both MPT and public transport
services. They thus have to contend with additional barriers. The fact that in future
CAT will solely be accessible via apps, networks and clouds will put up further
barriers (i.e. create a digital divide).

As drivers no longer have to control
the vehicle, they can use travel time
to engage in other activities; this
reduces the burden on the driver and
shortens the subjectively perceived
journey time.

While travel becomes more comfortable thanks to the possibility of door-to-door
transportation, no longer needing to look for a parking space, the ability to use
journey time for other activities (work, social media, etc.) and to be provided with
uninterrupted infotainment, such convenience and disengagement from the immediate
social and spatial environment will do little to boost social cohesion. As the journey
time becomes subjectively shorter, the relevance of suburban locations will also
increase, especially if they are located close to largely automated transport routes.
This will increase the number of longer journeys.

Source: AVENUE21
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6.2
STRATEGIES FOR SUSTAINABLE TRANSPORT AND URBAN
(DISTRICT) DEVELOPMENT
At present, municipal/local-level policy and planning
authorities are uncertain about how much influence can
and should be exerted on the development of CAT and
which mechanisms should be employed to this end. Often the necessary specialist skills, financial resources
and time required to play an effective role in shaping
the upcoming transformational processes are lacking,
and this is especially true at the local level. As our expert impact assessments (see Chap. 3.4) show, in spite
of widespread agreement on the urgent need for action,
opinion remains divided as to which strategies and resulting action plans should be adopted and how urgently.
Although during this early phase of technological development there is, at best, only limited evidence of the
possible impacts of CAT, it is vital that key political and
planning decisions on the potential applications of CAT
be made soon. Above all, it is crucial to address these
challenges early on and not to wait until a framework
for action has already been firmly established at higher
transport policy levels and/or new technologies are already appearing on roads.
Since 2013, the EU has been offering guidance to
towns, cities and regions within the bloc to help them
develop and evaluate Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans
(SUMPs). In June 2019, a SUMP practitioner briefing
was released that takes into consideration the challenges
(both opportunities and risks) presented by CAT (Backhaus et al. 2019). To ensure progress is made towards the
objective of sustainable local and regional development,
the primary aim is to empower policy and planning authorities at these levels and facilitate the successful implementation of their strategies. To this end, 12 strategic
steps were developed in four phases involving strategy
development, implementation and evaluation (see Fig.
6.1.2).
This planning cycle also includes the primary objectives
of the AVENUE21 project:
Analyse the challenges and opportunities of all
modes of transport (Chap. 3.2),
Build and jointly assess scenarios (Chaps. 4.1
and 4.2),
Select measure packages with stakeholders
(Chaps. 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3; see Fig. 6.1.2).

In contrast to the proposals put forward by Backhaus et
al. (2019), the AVENUE21 project examines the challenges facing policy and planning authorities during the
Long Level 4 transition phase. Taking a sustainability-focused planning concept as a starting point (see also
Chap. 3.2), the following section examines the action
plans and measures developed around roads as public
spaces to formulate integrated mobility development
concepts. A key prerequisite here is the setting of clear
urban (district) development and mobility targets that
make it possible for a transition to sustainable and inclusive urban mobility (DStT 2018) to be initiated and
achieved. A shift away from the “car-friendly city” requires a reversal of past developments and decisive
action. Here CAT offers both opportunities and risks
and presents city-regional administrative and planning
bodies with new challenges. As part of a wider mobility shift, it is important to define the requirements and
framework conditions for governance and planning
processes (adaptive, controlling, restrictive and/or promoting) so that CAVs can contribute to achieving the
ambitious aims of sustainable mobility (see Chap. 5).
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Figure 6.1.2: Twelve steps to developing a sustainable mobility plan for towns and cities that considers the implications of connected and
automated transport for planning practice (SUMP 2.0)

PREPARATION AND ANALYSIS
1.1 Evaluate capacities and resources
1. Set up working structures

1.2 Create interdepartmental core team
1.3 Ensure political and institutional ownership
1.4 Plan stakeholder and citizen involvement

Milestone: analysis
of problems and
opportunities concluded

2.1 Assess planning requirements and define geographic scope
(“functional urban area”)
2. Determine planning framework

2.2 Link with other planning processes
2.3 Agree timeline and work plan
2.4 Consider getting external support

3. Analyse mobility situation

3.1 Identify information sources and cooperate with data owners
3.2 Analyse problems and opportunities (all modes)

STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT
4. Build and jointly assess scenarios

Milestone: vision,
objectives and targets
agreed

5. Develop vision and objectives with
stakeholders

6. Set targets and indicators

4.1 Develop scenarios of potential futures
4.2 Discuss scenarios with citizens and stakeholders
5.1 Agree common vision of mobility and beyond
5.2 Co-create objectives for all modes with stakeholders
6.1 Identify indicators for all objectives
6.2 Agree measurable targets

MEASURE PLANNING
7.1 Create and assess long list of measures with stakeholders
7. Select measure packages with
stakeholders

7.2 Define integrated measure packages
7.3 Plan measure monitoring and evaluation
8.1 Describe all actions

Milestone: Sustainable
Urban Mobility Plan
adopted

8. Agree actions and responsibilities

8.2 Estimate costs and identify funding sources
8.3 Agree priorities, responsibilities and timeline
8.4 Ensure wide political and public support

9. Prepare for adoption and ﬁnancing

9.1 Finalize and assure quality of Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan
document
9.2 Develop financial plans and agree cost sharing

IMPLEMENTATION AND MONITORING
10. Manage implementation

Milestone: measure
implementation evaluated

11. Monitor, adapt and communicate

10.1 Coordinate implementation of actions
10.2 Procure goods and services
11.1 Monitor progress and adapt
11.2 Inform and engage citizens and stakeholders
12.1 Analyse successes and failures

12. Review and learn lessons

12.2 Share results and lessons learned
12.3 Consider new challenges and solutions
Source: adapted from Backhaus et al. (2019: 11)
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6.3
APPROACHES TO PROACTIVELY SHAPING ACTION PLANS,
CONCEPTS AND MEASURES FOR CONNECTED AND AUTOMATED TRANSPORT
Within the context of discussing how CAT can be
adapted to meet sustainable development targets
through SUMPs, there are several vital details still in
need of clarification. No regard has been given to different technological standards (or their hybrid forms in
the Long Level 4), various operating design domains
(ODD), or different CAV usability options (e.g. automated drivability), and there is no nuanced conception
of space, nor are there scenarios in which conceivable
future developments are discussed.

integration into the transport and mobility policies of
federal states, nation states and the EU. Moreover, city
regions also contain rural zones and small-town structures that differ considerably from inner-city districts
in terms of their economic and social structures, as well
as in terms of where problems and needs arise. A more
precise analysis of rural areas is required to understand
exactly how this will alter the impact of CAT. The AVENUE21 team will examine this subject in a follow-up
project.

Only a nuanced observation of existing policy and
planning in towns, cities and regions and of how space
is currently used will allow relevant action plans, concepts and measures to be developed within the scope
of CAT. We will undertake such an observation in this
section, looking specifically at “streetscapes/public
space”. Vastly different frameworks can be “played
out” at this level and relevant concepts and measures
can be developed (see Fig. 6.3.1). Applying the framework to a specific neighbourhood not only means examining considerably different road sections, each with
their own unique traffic conditions, architectural/physical designs and uses. In addition to the aggregation
effect of various road sections, there are also overarching systemic aspects at play, such as integration into
the wider urban transport network, organization and
allocation of mobility points and hubs for multimodal
services, centralized parking options, charging stations
in public spaces, local supply of goods provided by delivery services and the organization of the first and last
mile as well as the reorganization of certain areas of
public space, including approaches to tackling land-use
conflicts.

We will start by outlining the structure of the relevant
levels, action plans and measures (see Fig. 6.3.1).

Stepping back and looking at action taken at a higher
level, e.g. that impacts links between urban areas and
their surrounding regions, represents another observational shift. Here too similar aggregation and concentration phenomena, such as those seen at the neighbourhood level, must be taken into account. Moreover,
the city region itself is the level at which sustainable
mobility can be safeguarded, as it involves factoring in
the nearby areas that are home to commuting workers,
students/trainees and shoppers, who rely on (predominantly MPT-based) mobility structures in suburban areas. The city region is also a level that involves vertical

6.3.1 DESIGNING STREETSCAPES AS PUBLIC
SPACE
Status quo:
Public space fulfils a multitude of functions. It not only
serves as a space for transport but also as an important
stage for public life. People’s diverse needs give rise
to opposing and competing demands for public space,
whether it is somewhere to spend time or talk with
friends, or a place where people can walk, cycle, ride a
scooter or drive a car. These needs are in constant conflict. Main roads, in particular, are largely characterized
by cars and their associated impacts, such as separation
effects as well as noise and air pollution, while it is
parked cars that usually dominate access roads. There
are also growing demands for public space designed to
create a sense of identity and to be used in a flexible,
multifunctional way, and these changes are necessary
for the creation of high-quality public spaces, as they
support strategies that promote walking and cycling
over motorized transport as well as a compatible traffic
handling approach.
Dynamics:
Many of the relics of the car-friendly city, such as inner-city flyovers, town squares used as car parks, large
road junctions and traffic distributor roads with ramps,
are still a frequent sight in Europe’s cities. Building renovations and land requirements necessary for the urban
but also economic regeneration of inner cities mean
many of these structures already stand ready for use. If
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Figure 6.3.1: Levels, action plans and stances concerning the sustainable implementation of connected and automated vehicles

Action plan A:
Integration of CAT into existing
transport and mobility systems
Action plan B:
Taking a fair approach to the
sharing of public space
Action plan C:
Participation

Measure 1:

Measure 2:

Measure 3:

Measure 4:

Measure 5:

Measure 6:

1
DESIGNING THE STREETSCAPE
AS A PUBLIC SPACE

2
INTEGRATED MOBILITY
DEVELOPMENT CONCEPTS

A_1

A_2

Plan automated drivability and design the urbancompatible implementation of CAVs

Improve multimodal availability and integrate CAT
within the neighbourhood

B_1

B_2

Reclaim public space

Use available land for neighbourhood development

C_1

C_2

Consider the creation of specific CAT road
infrastructure and manage potential land-use
conflicts

Implement real-life experiments in the
neighbourhood

1/1

1/2

Define a multilevel speed system across various
road sections and generally manage speeds (to
control traffic flows, emissions)

Expand hybrid mobility services as the backbone
of urban mobility

2/1

2/2

Reduce volume of car traffic; boost number of
pedestrians and cyclists

Change modal split to benefit active mobility and
public transport

3/1

3/2

Improve the quality of streetscapes by designing
and ensuring the (fair) shared use of space

Define a network of public spaces and active
mobility

4/1

4/2

Designate space for parking, mobility points
and charging stations in a way that respects the
streetscape’s existing characteristics

Functionally and architecturally integrate CA
mobility hubs as anchor points within the
neighbourhood

5/1

5/2

Organize the first and last mile

Develop regional concepts for freight transport,
logistics and distribution

6/1

6/2

Introduce a participative model for the design of
public space

Jointly develop transdisciplinary visions of “new
urban mobility”
Source: AVENUE21

MPT can be reduced to the extent that there is less potential for conflict on main inner-city roads, thus allowing them to be more effectively integrated into a system
of public spaces, there will be better opportunities for
residents to spend time in public space and for different
forms of active mobility (walking, cycling). Improving
the quality of public space also increases the quality of
living, thus providing greater incentives for investment
in necessary renovation work or the construction of
buildings. However, such dynamics can also intensify
existing processes of gentrification.
The fact that the mobility shift is occurring alongside
an ongoing digitalization trend is already giving rise to
new stress factors in public space. The growing volume
of delivery traffic resulting from the presence of courier,
express delivery and parcel services, as well as the rising
number of charging stations and micromobility rental
services (“free-floating” bike and scooter sharing) are
visible examples (see Chap. 3.3). At the same time, lo-

cal authorities’ powers to control and influence developments are being diminished. This is partly because many
of the new urban means of transport are operated by
global companies, but it is also due to the ongoing trend
towards privatization and the commodification of public
space as well as the growing number of semi-public and
private spaces.
So how should we envisage the roads of tomorrow? How
will road space currently occupied by parking spaces or
lanes be used in the future if such features are no longer
needed? Perhaps to create cycle lanes, which are also
used by the small electric-powered vehicles (e.g. scooters, delivery bots) that are now entering the market? Or
should it be used to create desperately needed space for
wider pavements with areas for pedestrians to spend
time or relax, for play and exercise zones (for children
and adults alike), grass verges or trees? Perhaps local
authorities are expecting to generate new sources of income by leasing space to restaurants? And, finally, will
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these improvements take place away from those areas
that are already in the midst of gentrification and seeing
its negative effects? All of this illustrates that the redistribution of reclaimed space will not only lead to conflicts between a diverse set of interest groups that will
differ widely depending on the location, but that clear
objectives also need to be set out that are part of both
citywide and neighbourhood-specific urban and district
development strategies as well as strategies to develop
urban mobility services.

A1

ACTION PLAN A1:
PLAN AUTOMATED DRIVABILITY AND DESIGN THE
URBAN-COMPATIBLE IMPLEMENTATION OF CAVS

Considerations of streetscapes must take into account
a number of factors, including function (e.g. through,
connecting or access roads), traffic volume, characteristics of the location (e.g. inner city fringe, 1970s housing estate or a new commercial zone), how the space is
used beyond the provision of lanes for traffic, as well as
the existing road space design (e.g. boundaries, width
and route). The implementation of CAVs should then
be planned accordingly. The diverse range of streetscape contexts results in myriad demands being placed
upon the application of automated driving systems. If
the technology is to be deployed in an environment that
is highly complex, for instance, as it is also shared by
many pedestrians and cyclists or features several crossings, this increases the demand on CAT. This means that
either some parts of the city’s road network will remain
unsuitable for highly automated driving for many years
to come or traffic will repeatedly be brought to a standstill due to “external disruption”. Designing an approach
that is compatible with the urban area is thus crucial and
should play a key role in any CAT impact assessment.
A streetscape will be less CAV-compatible in areas that
are more sensitive to the use of CAT, where short-distance mobility is more relevant and there is less space
available. This is especially true in places where vehicles travel at speeds above 30 km/h. Instead of simply
reducing the streetscape to the distance between opposite houses, it is also important to consider how the area
at ground level is used.

B1

ACTION PLAN B1:
RECLAIM PUBLIC SPACE

Appealing urban public spaces are those that provide
areas where people can relax or exercise but that are
designed to offer the greatest possible access to weaker road users, e.g. cyclists, pedestrians and those with
limited mobility. The unusual way in which humans and
machines communicate as part of CAT, i.e. where no eye
contact is required, could cause additional insecurities to
arise in public space, thus damaging the appeal of the
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space itself. New CAT use cases, such as automated delivery robots on wheels that use pavements, or e-scooters, are already creating anxiety and disruption as well as
giving rise to new conflicts over the use of public space.
If a large number of conventional, privately owned cars
are replaced by more “intelligent” models, there is concern that the increased use of CAT will result in the continued unchallenged dominance of MPT. As a result, the
existing strains that can be seen in urban areas will not
only remain, but might even become further exacerbated (i.e. more journeys). There is reason to fear that the
much-needed mobility transformation will be hampered
as a result and that a city designed around CAT will be
promoted, which would be a step backwards to the logics
that are being criticized today.
However, CAT also offers opportunities: fewer cars in
towns and cities means fewer parking spaces in public
areas. Yet this can only be achieved when private vehicles are replaced by car- or ride-sharing vehicles. At
present, it remains impossible to predict how successful
this could be given the socially selective levels of acceptance, regional differences in service provision and the
technological and economic limitations in Level 4 (an
automatic reduction might only be possible on selected
sections of road). In spite of the considerable differences
in demand, recent studies suggest that one car-sharing
vehicle could replace up to ten private cars (see Chap.
3.3). Furthermore, a systematic shift in urban mobility
will not only free up parking spaces, it could also potentially impact additional functions associated with motor
vehicle use (e.g. garages, car dealerships).

C1

ACTION PLAN C1:
CONSIDER THE CREATION OF SPECIFIC CAT
ROAD INFRASTRUCTURE AND MANAGE POTENTIAL LAND-USE CONFLICTS

CA, electric and micromobility vehicles require additional space to travel (i.e. lanes) and for the relevant infrastructure (mobility points, parking spaces, charging stations, sensors, etc.). These spaces must be created within
existing open areas on and around roads, which are often
limited and already heavily used. Mobility points would
either need to be integrated into existing buildings, could
be placed in areas previously used by private cars or
car-related services, or require separate structures with
appropriate entry and exit slip lanes. The desired electromobility expansion will encounter difficulties on roads
surrounding perimeter block developments or restricted
by high-rise apartment buildings as it will be challenging
to find and design suitable locations for charging stations.
Highly automated vehicles must be designed so that
they can autonomously connect to and disconnect from
charging stations, so the latter take up little space and the
former can be charged in little time.

6. ACTION PLANS
Even if it is possible to gain access to certain parts of
the streetscape (traffic lanes and lay-bys in particular)
and spaces reserved for cars/car-related services, it remains to be seen how these spaces can be used in a way
that is city-friendly, that improves the atmosphere or that
contributes to improved active mobility. Depending on
the situation on specific sections of road, it is necessary
not only to make preliminary transport and urban planning decisions but to do so with the adequate inclusion
of additional stakeholders (business and homeowners)
and those living in the relevant commuter area. This is
unlikely to proceed without conflict, especially if during
the transition phase less space is “reclaimed” than initially expected.
These action plans give rise to the following six measures
for public streetscapes:

!

Measure 1/1: Define a multilevel speed limit
system across various road sections and generally manage speeds

One objective of improving the quality of urban public
space is to make it easier for several road users to travel simultaneously as well as for people to comfortably
share the same space. CAVs that travel at slower speeds
help improve the level of safety for other road users in
shared areas. Travelling more slowly will help reduce the
demands placed on the technology, but it will also lower
the “transport capacity” of the existing infrastructure.
Making CAT compatible with urban areas would thus
mean setting temporary speed limits along certain sections of road (walking pace, 30 km/h zones, etc.). Vehicle automation and a connected traffic management
system mean speed limits would be observed, which
will test the patience of some road users.

!

Measure 2/1: Reduce volume of car traffic; boost
number of pedestrians and cyclists

How compatible transport modes are with an urban area
and how well different users can effectively and fairly
share public space are determined not only by speed but
by the volume of car traffic. Recent projections, in particular, suggest that automation will lead to the age range of
passengers increasing, and that convenience and travellers’ spontaneity will result in more trips (see Chap. 4.3).
To rectify the errors made by the car-friendly city and to
incorporate multifunctional major inner-city roads into
an urban context in a way that is compatible with other
objectives, it will be necessary to reduce the number of
cars on the roads. Furthermore, an optimal transport mix
with a higher percentage of routes completed on foot or
by bike, and transport links that are appropriately developed to meet this aim will be required to ensure safe and
suitable shared road space for all users.
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Measure 3/1: Improve the quality of streetscapes
by designing and ensuring the (fair) shared use of
space

A substantial force driving the mobility transformation
is the call to create pleasant areas within the streetscape
where weaker road users (such as pedestrians, cyclists
and those with restricted mobility) are able to relax and
exercise safely. This will require a rethink of how road
spaces are shared, and greater design emphasis should
be placed on making spaces more pleasant and encouraging local mobility. Urban planning criteria stipulate
the application of four principles here: (1) reduce the
number of car parking zones in public spaces; reorganize
waiting, loading and deliveries at designated drop-off
and pick-up zones (see measures 4/1 and 5.1), (2) minimize lane width thanks to CAVs’ adaptive cruise control
safety feature, allowing proportionality, (3) create more
space for pedestrians and cyclists as well as for adjacent
green and open spaces that improve the overall urban atmosphere, and (4) reduce various mobility restrictions.
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Measure 4/1: Designate space for parking, mobility points and charging stations in a way that
respects the streetscape’s existing characteristics

Until now we have only been offered highly idealized
visions of how the additional demands of connected
and automated MPT, shuttle buses and ride-sharing
vehicles, electromobility, new micromobility vehicles,
delivery services and, finally, the growing demand for
active mobility will bring about changes to existing
traffic lanes and infrastructures. Plans detailing ideal
scenarios envisage streetscapes that are between 60 and
80 metres wide (NACTO 2017) – such dimensions are
rare in European cities – and an almost universal separation of lanes for different vehicle types. This risks
creating new “barriers” and new, more intense conflicts
over how the streetscape is used as part of the “new
urban mobility”.
In transit areas, and at industrial/production sites as
well as supra-regional transport hubs, where roadside
activities are usually less sensitive and vulnerable, it
could be possible to implement CAT in the relatively
near future. Measures to adapt road infrastructure to
the needs of connected and automated transport must,
where necessary, be meticulously planned and implemented, and their potential to cause disruption appropriately evaluated. Transport researchers and planners
who are part of district and local development teams
should be tasked with deciding how these new, greater
demands on the streetscape can be taken into account
and integrated in an effective way. How and when further stakeholders and, if appropriate, citizens should be
included in the decision-making process are questions
that should be reserved solely for very small spaces and
certain sections of road (see measure 6/1).

6. ACTION PLANS
A possible solution for inner-city neighbourhoods is the
division of space by specialization, i.e. dividing space
into even more sections based on which type of activity or mobility is available and where (similar to systems already in place for one-way streets, bus and taxi
lanes, shared spaces or “play streets”). To implement
this measure in an effective way, the road infrastructure will need to be adapted (e.g. via the introduction
of corridors) as part of a higher-level strategy that takes
into account network hierarchies and other, potentially
untapped functions located alongside streetscapes.

!

Measure 5/1: Organize the first and last mile

How the first and last mile is organized for the movement of both people and goods will become a core
task over the course of a Long Level 4 during which
only a portion of the transport network will be ready
for CAT rollout. This will apply within urban areas as
well as along public transport routes that will need to be
maintained and further expanded as part of the mobility
transformation. If CAVs were to be used for last-mile
journeys that are predominantly completed on foot, this
would be counterproductive to achieving the stated aim
of boosting ecomobility and improving public health.
This is something that needs to be considered during
streetscape design. In outlying districts and areas not
intersected by transport routes, the targeted use of CA
shuttles could considerably increase public transport
accessibility and, if efforts to reduce MPT are successful, lessen some of the stresses currently burdening
streetscapes. Specialized CAVs could thus become a
temporary solution to help gradually improve the atmosphere of heavily used roads and boost the appeal of
active mobility. The same may be possible for goods
transport, but here the key difference is that, at present,
there are hardly any publicly run services.

!

Measure 6/1: Introduce a participative model for
the design of public space

In the discussion concerning how public space should
be divided – space that CAT could help reclaim – there
is often little mention of how decisions on the space’s
future use and possible redevelopment should be made.
The need to establish a new, just distribution of public space should be addressed as part of a sustainable
transport and mobility plan. Only within the context of
these stipulations will it be possible to discuss, and potentially also decide upon, functional and design alternatives as part of participatory processes. Against the
backdrop of diverse societal interests and a widespread
shortage of space in inner-city neighbourhoods, when
it comes to deciding how public space should be repurposed, there are, unsurprisingly, a wide range of opinions. These processes should thus be designed in such a
way that neither solely economic nor another single set
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of interests is able to prevail, but that active mobility,
a functional mix, and the aesthetic appeal of the space
itself are enhanced to benefit as many social groups as
possible while reinforcing the idea of sufficiency. This
would dramatically improve the chances of a successful mobility transformation.

6.3.2 INTEGRATED MOBILITY DEVELOPMENT
CONCEPTS
Status quo:
Neighbourhoods and urban regions encompass subspaces with a range of functionalities, sites, residential population compositions, mixed uses, etc. It is thus expected
that CAT will have a broad range of impacts, but in spite
of this knowledge, there has been almost no nuanced
analysis of the effects. As the analysis of streetscapes
and public spaces has shown, CAVs will be especially
hard to implement in urban transport settings where different road users occupy the same space. By the same
token, it can be expected that there will be neighbourhoods, sites and locations that not only make way for
CAT but can in fact benefit from this technology if it is
adapted in a certain way. If the focus is on meeting the
objectives of the mobility transformation and sustainable city and district development, it is vital to ask how
CAT can be implemented to safeguard or even improve
the functionality of different neighbourhoods.
Dynamics:
The development pathway followed by subspaces in
city regions depends on their location, facilities and accessibility, the level of economic development and the
composition of the residential population. These trajectories differ vastly, which results, on the one hand, in
outmigration, disinvestment, abandoned property and
underused public space and, on the other, in growth
pressure, which subsequently entails competing demands for space. CAT can only marginally counteract
this trend as automated drivability will tend to be high
in areas where streetscapes are largely empty and homogeneous. Conversely, CAT can lead to considerable
disruption and destabilization in “lively” and densely
used areas, if permission is even granted for CA vehicles in such zones during Level 4 (see “Risks to transport safety in the Long Level 4” in Figure 6.3.1).

A2

ACTION PLAN A2:
IMPROVE MULTIMODAL AVAILABILITY AND INTEGRATE CAT WITHIN THE NEIGHBOURHOOD

The quality of a neighbourhood is heavily determined by
the level of available services, accessibility, multimodal
transport services and the quality of public space. Thus
any implementation of CAT should take into consideration the relevant advantages and disadvantages of var-
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ious use cases and do so without favouring individual
transport means. For instance, drop-off and pick-up zones
in outskirts and peripheral areas for a CA service that has
been integrated into the public transport network – similar to those used by local suppliers – could be reached on
foot in less than five minutes. To achieve this, mobility
hubs will become increasingly important as elemental
transfer points for seamless intermodal movement at the
interface between neighbourhoods, the city as a whole
and the wider city region and in all their relevant subspaces. One task that planning teams will have to tackle
is to weigh up the choice between fixed-schedule routes
with defined stops and an on-demand door-to-door service with greater spatial flexibility. The high capacities
offered by traditional scheduled transport services, such
as underground lines, commuter trains, trams and buses (which could also employ automated operation) are
maintained, thus allowing transport within the city region to be consolidated, even with CA and its associated
requirements remaining key and growing in importance
in light of the mobility transformation.
The location of mobility hubs and their role within the
city region’s transport system and its subspaces will
partly be determined by the potential for demand to increase (due to the number of residents and employment
opportunities), land availability and proximity to traditional public transport services. At certain sites, they
will offer opportunities to improve accessibility and to
encourage the formation of centres.

B2

ACTION PLAN B2:
USE AVAILABLE LAND FOR NEIGHBOURHOOD
DEVELOPMENT

In addition to the previously mentioned possibilities of
new public space becoming available through the removal of parking spaces, the CAT transformation may
also free up other space in a neighbourhood. Precisely which areas will depend heavily on the structure of
the future mobility market (see Chap. 5). Structural
changes will potentially impact sectors associated with
the car industry, such as parking garages, parking spaces, petrol stations, car washes, car workshops and car
dealerships, that may gradually change. The buildings
or spaces they currently occupy could also be freed up
for other uses. Once integrated within a strong infrastructure, these spaces will become potential areas for
sustainable brownfield regeneration projects based on
urban principles. To develop these spaces in accordance
with existing objectives, integrated concepts for district
and neighbourhood development will be required that
effectively combine issues and areas of activity that are
relevant to the development in question, such as those
concerning settlement and open space development, infrastructure and mobility. This will give core urban areas
the opportunity to improve the quality of their public
spaces and green areas, and for monofunctional spaces,
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this will boost urban diversity by expanding and concentrating the ways in which the space is used.
However, it should be noted that new micromobility vehicles require new mobility hubs as well as the relevant
electromobility infrastructure (e.g. charging stations)
and CAVs also require space. This will necessitate the
large-scale freeing up of areas within public space.

C2

ACTION PLAN C2:
IMPLEMENT REAL-LIFE EXPERIMENTS IN THE
NEIGHBOURHOOD

To be able to prepare for the future against a backdrop
of uncertainty and diverging objectives, reflexive approaches were created within urban (regional) development strategies (“targeted incrementalism”) that are
now the subject of broad discussion both concerning
their theoretical approach and their practical implications in urban planning (see Chap. 4.7). The challenges
involved in introducing CAT to historical European cities demand a gradual and reflexive approach. As analysis of our ideal future scenarios shows, however, the
decision on how CAT should be implemented is crucial
for determining whether future mobility will pursue
the existing objectives of a sustainable city-regional
development or whether the direct and indirect effects
will be counterproductive to these aims. One element
that plays a decisive role for the development of CAT is
the fact that most of the ongoing real-life experiments
involving the technology follow a market-driven approach (see Chap. 5.3). Whenever towns and cities play
an active role in such trials, it is often purely to market
the town/city or district, with civil society only rarely
having a defined role or being given any real opportunities to shape policy.
Within the context of these real-life trials and within a
broader understanding of testing, including living labs,
alternative mobility concepts, how they are embedded
within the neighbourhood and their impacts need to be
tested and analysed. Moreover, it is necessary to intensify a dialogue between towns/cities and city regions as
part of urban and mobility planning and to incorporate
citizens’ everyday and practical knowledge into the innovation process. The biggest challenge most probably
lies in encouraging all stakeholders to consider the motivation for their current policies or actions. Neighbourhoods and city regions are important drivers of innovation and transformation processes, and are thus vital
frames of reference.
This approach appears to be particularly relevant for
CAT: firstly, those who are interested can experience
and try out previously unknown new mobility services.
This allows potential reservations (e.g. how willing an
individual is to be in close proximity to other passengers when ride sharing) to be recognized and collective
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everyday experiences during early development phases
to be fed back into the innovation cycle (Chan/Shaheen
2012; see also Fig. 4.2.4). Secondly, it enables an understanding of how new mobility services will interact
with mobility and consumer behaviour (the effects of
which are still largely unknown) to better gauge the
transformative potential as well as the rebound effects.
Thirdly, collective learning processes can be initiated
that provide information on how social mobility practices are changing, how technology can be integrated
into public space and how processes can be designed to
safeguard access to new forms of mobility.

!

Measure 1/2: Expand hybrid mobility services
as the backbone of urban mobility

The dispersed means of transport within a city region
require the expansion of a public transport network that
is fast, convenient, secure and effective in subspaces
where it was previously not economically viable to
provide services. Driverless automated public transport
offers economic benefits, e.g. allowing more frequent
services, longer operating hours and additional (flexible) routes, especially when using smaller vehicles.
Creating a needs-based transport service that involves
automated shuttle buses of different sizes and serves
areas with low population density both with and without permanent stops will improve convenience. On the
other hand, CAT (especially if privately owned CAVs
prevail) could strengthen and help support dispersed,
monofunctional settlement structures at the edges of
towns and cities and in areas between transport routes.
Here the task for urban planners is to combine new
hybrid mobility services with a large-capacity public
transport network. Public transport networks must be
systematically expanded particularly in city-regional
areas where new high-density sites or settlement developments are being built or planned.
Linking and integrating these locations with and into
strong public transport systems and boosting their
functionality is vital to reducing the traffic burdens
on inner towns and cities. Throughout it must be remembered that a huge amount of work must be done
in city-regional public transport and also in terms of
bicycle mobility, especially along tangential links, to
modernize these networks and this need for action
could grow further.

!

Measure 2/2: Change modal split to benefit
active mobility and public transport

During the course of the much-needed mobility transformation, it will be important to gradually shift away
from MPT and towards active mobility (walking, cycling) and eco-friendly public transport, collectively
referred to as “ecomobility”. This can be achieved by
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imposing bans and requirements (at present less frequently used by policymakers), offering an improved
service (cycle lanes, recreational spaces in public areas, stops that are serviced longer and more frequently, punctuality, modern public transport vehicles) and
through adapted mobility behaviour (see policy- and
civil society-driven scenarios in Chaps. 5.4 and 5.5).
Above all, the provision of information about (improved) services, completing certain journeys without
a private car and mobility points that are well integrated into the urban landscape are of vital importance.
Within this context, non-automated and automated car,
bike and, above all, ride sharing are just as important
as flexible and hybrid forms of public transport. It remains to be seen how beneficial new mobility services
brought about by the mobility transformation will be
(e-scooters being a prime example). If these new means
of transport are predominantly used as a substitute for
walking, the effect will by no means be positive.
As soon as they are rolled out on parts of the road network, above all on motorways (low complexity) or special zones (low speed; see Fig. 4.1.7), connected and
automated vehicles change the overall transport situation. Sharing and public transport services can then
be expanded and made more affordable, thus boosting
demand, which will ultimately facilitate the mobility
transformation. During the transition phase, the primary expectation is for increased pressure on further
urban sprawl brought about by highly convenient transport options that will offer serious competition, not just
to existing public transport services (e.g. caused by a
loss of their USP). Moreover, without appropriate intervention, social cohesion could be undermined in
several ways if more aspects of journeys are delegated
to machines. Those considering realistic alternatives to
MPT today should not overlook the fact that highly or
fully automated private cars are likely to be extremely
comfortable and highly appealing.
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Measure 3/2: Define a network of public spaces
and active mobility

Public space is not just an isolated square or a park: it
is a network connected by roads and paths and is used
as such. Any transport plan that aims to support the mobility shift should not focus solely on the flow of transport as its key issue. Quite the opposite: the city region
of the future should be considered and developed as a
public space network. Plans for new housing developments surely offer a far easier opportunity to implement this demand as opposed to upgrading historical
buildings in Europe’s cities, but even here resistance
must be expected.
In existing neighbourhoods close to the inner city,
a network of public spaces should be made possible
through an increased differentiation of individual street
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sections, which must be based on their various suitability for the use of CAVs. However, this will mean highly complex negotiation processes with ground-level
property users, as well as homeowners and residents,
albeit within a set framework that has been carefully
and objectively considered by planners. It is essential
to avoid a general increase in automated drivability becoming a transport policy priority. Should this occur,
earlier planning approaches based on a car-friendly city
would be repeated with zero lessons learned.
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Measure 4/2: Functionally and architecturally
integrate CA mobility hubs as anchor points
within the neighbourhood

Mobility hubs are appropriate anchor points for neighbourhood development and should be designed as
such. For this to happen, suitable land with good public transport accessibility needs to be secured in good
time. CA mobility hubs can provide impetus to improve the overall quality of an urban area, especially in
neighbourhoods without a real centre. Making mobility
hubs and their immediate surroundings more aesthetically pleasing offers an opportunity for more enticing
urban features, which could especially benefit housing
estates built between the 1960s and 1980s, which were
planned and constructed under the mass motorization
model, and business and production sites. Moreover,
the mix of mobility services, especially given the
amount of land required for each, should be considered. The integration and combination with other facilities, such as parcel drop-off points, kiosks, bakeries,
restaurants and market stalls, increase points of contact
and thus ensure there is the necessary demand for all
services. Such measures to improve neighbourhoods
can also help increase acceptance of CAT.
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Measure 5/2: Develop regional concepts for
freight transport, logistics and distribution

The transformation processes heralded by CAT will also
significantly impact the supply networks of city regions.
Against the backdrop of international competition,
pressure to keep costs low and the constantly growing
demands of customers for fast, scheduled deliveries of
goods, the pressure to develop more efficient, multimodal logistics and distribution concepts is steadily rising. A
Long Level 4 will give connected and automated vehicles the opportunity to demonstrate their strengths, especially in logistics and distribution. This will ultimately
also lead to a faster transition of vehicle fleets to CA
models, as well as to the development of new vehicles
and delivery services. The coordinated hierarchy of logistics and transport sites will (once again) make the
development of new sites necessary. This is particularly the case for – primarily last-mile – shuttle services,
which will need to be adapted to specific urban areas.
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Cities and local authorities thus cannot afford to take
a “wait and see” approach but instead need to become
actively involved in these highly dynamic development
processes. This includes a strategic location and land
use management plan that is part of a wider coordinated system of regional and urban logistics sites. Urban
services, especially last-mile solutions, must be designed to be sustainable and city-friendly – with regard
to the design of new city hubs, this means the use of
city-friendly vehicles and/or the licensing of delivery
services at the urban level.
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Measure 6/2: Jointly develop transdisciplinary
visions of “new urban mobility”

How digitalization will change city regions and “new
mobility” in years to come must become the subject
of wide-ranging discussions within civil society and
among policymakers, planners, researchers and businesses. At present, possible visions of the future shown
in the media are influenced by those tech companies
leading the digitalization revolution: the impacts of
technologies on city regions and new mobility are only
seen from a single viewpoint. By comparison, structures enabling transdisciplinary “living labs” could
encourage societal processes involving negotiation
between and production involving a variety of actors.
Generally speaking, living labs that are based on a collective vision of the future shared by all actors make it
possible to pinpoint specific challenges faced by city
regions, to reach a consensus regarding objectives, lay
bare disagreements, and translate goals into concrete
action. For this to be achieved, participatory processes
need to be designed and implemented.

6.3.3 THE GROWING IMPORTANCE OF THE CITY
REGION
Strong connections and transport links between a city
and its surrounding area are what makes city regions
ideal case study candidates for settlement development: analysis of this specific type of settlement enables effective strategical decision-making for sustainable development. It must also be assumed that the
relevance of city regions for transport and settlement
policy will only grow in years to come, making close
cooperation between highly unequal partners inevitable. In terms of horizontal integration, this means cooperation between various regional authorities, but it is
vital that no one group is able to pursue their individual interests unchallenged. Ensuring a fair approach
is often extremely difficult, especially when choosing
sites for new office blocks or single-family homes.
The inherent challenges of integrating the specific
interests of specialist policymakers and planners into
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spatial planning have a unique impact at the city-regional level. Unlike neighbourhoods or small- and medium-sized towns, city regions play a vastly different role
in terms of vertical integration as they represent a key
strategic level.
For the implementation of CAT, it will be vital to integrate transport and mobility planning into settlement development at the city-regional level. To keep in line with
the vision of a mobility transformation, it will be necessary for most settlement development plans to be based
along higher-level public transport routes or on developing existing stock. At the city-regional level, CA-based
public transport and intermodal mobility hubs must be
planned and created within a hierarchical network; the
necessary infrastructure must also be designed, financed
and operated. For this to happen, integrated mobility
services need to be developed and used, and, ultimately,
access to any generated data must be safeguarded.
One major factor is the issue that city regions also encompass rural areas, small towns and villages in which
facilities and accessibility and, subsequently, transport
services and mobility styles differ significantly from
those in cities. There is currently little to no accurate
information on the pros and cons of CAT in rural areas. For instance, if the development of rural areas and
equivalent living standards are to be ensured, it is vital that CAT be supported by a nationwide 5G network.
With such a system in place, it will be possible to employ the technology in rural regions: indeed, as their
transport systems are less complex, they would be best
suited as CAT testbeds. It would be possible to create
wide-scale automated drivability more rapidly in rural
zones, which for some areas would bring new opportunities for stability and growth.
Next year, the AVENUE21 team will turn their attention
to rural spaces while also devoting more attention to the
strategical importance of city regions in the development and implementation of CAT
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for companies. Through analysis, these data can be harnessed to facilitate efforts to tackle societal challenges,
but they also create new needs and dependencies. This
is particularly relevant to the transport system and mobility behaviour. For cities and city regions, the possibility of being able to bring added efficiency and safety
to transport management systems in the future means
creating and operating data collection, storage and processing infrastructure designed for the common good.
If cities and city regions take over responsibility for
transport management and information or wish to take
on private companies and compete as a mobility service provider, this will also create a need for additional
competencies as well as for the regulation of access to
locally generated data. Cities and city regions alone will
struggle to meet this challenge as central legislation (e.g.
concerning cybersecurity or data protection) is the responsibility of nation states or the European Union. This
illustrates how great the need is for cooperation at every
state-controlled level. The question of how to handle
these data thus requires a high level of data competency
in planning and administration departments, which is so
far lacking in most cases.
It is foreseeable that the digital transformation will, in
part, lead to the complexity of planning processes increasing considerably. Knowledge across disciplines,
cooperation across departments and institutions, and inter- and transdisciplinary action will become even more
important. Cities should not wait for change to come;
they should make sure they are ready now and take the
necessary cooperative steps.

6.3.5 OPPORTUNITIES AND APPROACHES TO
LOCAL AND REGIONAL GOVERNANCE

The digital transformation will have a profound influence on all areas of everyday urban life. In future,
data-based processes will dramatically change how we
shop, how mobility is designed, how energy is generated and consumed, how goods are produced and services
delivered, and how we communicate with one another.
New business and civil society actors are entering the
scene, which will undoubtedly have an impact on traditional duties and roles within urban planning.

The scenarios presented in this study have shown that
the stance taken by the various groups of actors involved
and their various levels of influence will determine the
framework for future settlement and transport policy
developments. The shift towards a new mobility model has resulted in a multitude of international providers
jostling for position in expanding mobility markets and
functional spaces. The structure of local and regional
governance is of central importance. In light of the major change that awaits the mobility system, it is also vital
that existing institutions’ capacity for action be subjected to scrutiny. Where necessary, new alliances need to
be formed and efforts must be made to accelerate and
safeguard opportunities for participation. This is a task
that can and must be attended to now.

The availability of data will take on even greater relevance as such information can be almost limitlessly “produced” by every individual, and algorithms developed
by artificial intelligence will open up new opportunities

The developments that have taken place over recent
years – collectively referred to, discussed and marketed as the "smart city" – are now starting to highlight
the very problems that should be avoided. The technol-

6.3.4 OUTLOOK: THE RELEVANCE OF DATA
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ogy-driven globalization of local government services
and organizational processes has partly resulted in the
complexities and contradictions that ultimately make up
a city’s DNA being once again subjected to the principal of efficiency. The smart city has seen the return of a
modernist reductionism that is now trying to infiltrate
private spheres of life that were previously off-limits to
any such form of control. Upon closer inspection, most
invitations to participate in fact turn out to mean nothing
more than the granting of third-party access to user data.
Discussions concerning how connected and automated
mobility will be developed must undoubtedly involve
as many areas of society as possible and these groups
should also be given an active role in shaping its design.
This will require robust local networks that represent a
highly diverse range of concerns.
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Figure 6.3.2: Locating action plans within an urban development project in Vienna’s Erdberg neighbourhood
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“What kind of cities do we want to live
in? They can be many things: enterprising, equitable, sustainable, smart,
creative. I am interested in how a political discourse can be conducted in such
a way that CAT is integrated into an
overriding paradigm that appropriately
deals with social and ecological challenges.”

“How will automated driving change
our everyday lives? We need to recognize the many opportunities and risks,
effects and rebounds if we are to understand who the winners and losers
will be. So much remains uncertain: the
future is unknown and no one can precisely predict what will happen. Yet it is
important that we consider the shape
we would like our urban lives to take
when highly or fully automated driving eventually becomes a reality. Will
shared vehicles displace private cars?
Will certain localities become more or
less attractive and thus impact people’s
choice of where they live, work, shop
and relax?”

“Technological innovations such as vehicle automation not only influence how
humans, information and goods travel;
ultimately, they also change our urban
reality and our consciousness. These
technologies impact all aspects of our
urban lives, from our employment conditions to our social relationships, patterns
of consumption and environmental design. Urban planning strategies should
thus not only consider the technological
application or use of this new medium
but scrutinize the underlying principles
and logic that could lead to a complete
restructuring of space, society and the
economy.”

Ian Banerjee is a senior researcher at the
TU Wien’s Centre of Sociology.

Martin Berger is a professor and head
of the TU Wien’s Transportation System Planning Research Unit.

Emilia M. Bruck is currently completing
her dissertation at the TU Wien’s Centre
of Local Planning.
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JENS S. DANGSCHAT

ALEXANDER DIEM

JULIA DORNER

“Connected and automated mobility is
a key element of the digitalization process and the Internet of Things. The most
important changes affect not only road
traffic but our everyday realities (mobility, communication) and our professional lives (structural unemployment, new
professions, greater spatial and temporal flexibility). These factors must be
taken into consideration. We are facing a
fundamental social shift: we will see existing inequalities exacerbated and new
ways of living take shape. A chasm will
become entrenched between the winners
and losers in regions, sectors and social
groups.”

“Connected and automated mobility
will change building typologies. Circulation space design will have to adapt
to a new, complex mobility behaviour
and change the appearance of buildings and spatial structures accordingly.
As was the case during previous phases
of mass mobilization, we will increasingly see the emergence of brand-new
types of buildings. Architects and planners will need to meet the challenge of
developing an interior circulation design that is suited to a changing mobility system.”

“In my view, the most fascinating aspect
of connected and automated vehicles
is their ability to influence life within a
society. In recent decades, we have seen
new technologies become increasingly
embedded in our everyday lives and how
this has, in turn, affected our interactions with one another. I hope that this
project will offer an insight into what
shape future transport systems might
take and allow a greater understanding
of how they could influence our future
societies.”

Jens S. Dangschat is Emeritus Professor
of Sociology at the TU Wien.

Alexander Diem is a freelance architect
and research assistant at the TU Wien’s
Architectural Theory Research Unit.

Julia Dorner is a research assistant at the
TU Wien’s Transportation System Planning Research Unit.
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JONATHAN FETKA

CHARLOTTE HELLER

MATHIAS MITTEREGGER

“Of course, it is impossible to predict
the future, but it is important to explore
basic possibilities by developing certain
scenarios. A holistic consideration of
the possible impacts of new technologies
is crucial in order to understand their
implications for the urban environment
and our society. When it comes to the
evolution of mobility, how must planners
interpret and reflect on the available information and adjust their approaches
to avoid the mistakes of the past? How
can we integrate CAT into our ongoing
efforts and strategies to resolve the negative effects of previous car-based planning?”

“Connected and automated mobility will not only change the modes of
transport used in our towns and cities,
as well as for national and international journeys, it will also affect our future
spatial and infrastructural needs. The
emergence of new mobility systems and
services will necessitate new solutions
in the field of cross-border planning
and management in order to tackle
changing transport habits and traffic
volumes.”

“In the early stages of a technology's development, much remains uncertain. It is
during these years that the new phenomenon becomes apparent; some possibilities seem promising while others appear
alarming. These typically eclectic but
productive times are of major interest,
even those now in the past. The question
we should be asking is: what can we
learn from history?”

Jonathan Fetka is a project assistant for
the future.lab Research Center at the
TU Wien’s Faculty of Architecture and
Planning.

Charlotte Heller is a project assistant
at the TU Wien’s Centre of Local Planning.

Mathias Mitteregger heads the AVENUE21 project at future.lab at the TU
Wien’s Faculty of Architecture and Planning.
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RUDOLF SCHEUVENS

AGGELOS SOTEROPOULOS

ANDREA STICKLER

“The rapid pace of automation and
digitalization permeates and shapes the
city, its urban fabric and its infrastructure. It gives rise to a plethora of
questions that must be explored. The
most important being: into which future
visions of urbanity and urban life can
and must these developments be integrated?”

“As was the case with previous technological innovations in the field of
mobility, connected and automated vehicles will impact the future of mobility
in European cities and their settlement
structures. In my view, a comprehensive study of the potential impacts and
interplay between different elements
is particularly important as history
shows us that transport is not only
subject to socio-technological restrictions but is just as heavily influenced
by policy and planning choices. Actors
in the latter domains need an optimal
foundation on which to base their
decisions.”

“Political hopes and economic interests
shape the dominant narratives on connected and automated vehicles and thus
also influence local applications. While
most questions concern the ‘what’ (applications and services) and the ‘when’
(timescale for CAT’s implementation), I
am mainly interested in the ‘where’ and
the ‘how’. This perspective can lead to
new insights about necessary regulatory
considerations and approaches related
to CAT.”

Rudolf Scheuvens is a professor of local
planning and Dean of the Faculty of Architecture and Planning, TU Wien.

Aggelos Soteropoulos is writing his
dissertation at the TU Wien’s Transportation System Planning Research Unit.

Andrea Stickler completed her dissertation at the TU Wien’s Centre of Sociology.
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